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A New Approach for Arabic Handwritten Postal Addresses Recognition

Moncef Charfi, Monji Kherallah, Abdelkarim El Baati, Adel M. Alimi
REGIM: Research Group on Intelligent Machines,
National Engineering School of Sfax, University of Sfax, Tunisia

Abstract—In this paper, we propose an automatic analysis system for the Arabic handwriting postal addresses recognition, by using the beta elliptical model. Our system is divided into different steps: analysis, pre-processing and classification. The first operation is the filtering of image. In the second, we remove the border print, stamps and graphics. After locating the address on the envelope, the address segmentation allows the extraction of postal code and city name separately. The pre-processing system and the modeling approach are based on two basic steps. The first step is the extraction of the temporal order in the image of the handwritten trajectory. The second step is based on the use of Beta-Elliptical model for the representation of handwritten script. The recognition system is based on Graph-matching algorithm. Our modeling and recognition approaches were validated by using the postal code and city names extracted from the Tunisian postal envelopes data. The recognition rate obtained is about 98%.

Keywords—Postal automation; handwritten postal address; address segmentation; beta-elliptical representation; graph matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

For several years, on-line and off-line hand-writing recognition has been considered [8], [24]. The postal automation, bank checks identification, automatic processing of administrative files and cultural patrimony heritage are direct applications of the optical character recognition, which present difficult problems due to the presence of handwritten manuscripts in such documents.

Postal automation has constituted a potential application of character recognition and a real driving challenge feeding research in such domain. Everywhere in the industrialized world, the postal services have financed and continue to finance lots of works in such complex domain. Today, in the western countries, millions of postal objects essentially made up of letters and parcels, are collected in mail sorting centres for their redistribution. These systems recognize the postal address, and print a bar code on the envelope. Letter forwarding is based on the reading of the addresses’ bar code, thus making it possible to analyze 50000 letters per hour [32],[35].

On the other hand, the Arab and Eastern countries are somewhat behind in this domain. To take up the challenge, we have considered the problem of the automatic process of Arabic postal addresses in Tunisia and Arab countries.

Our paper is formulated as follows: section 2 presents a state of the art of handwritten character recognition, and the problems encountered in the process of Arabic postal addresses. Paragraph 3, describes the pre-processing steps, and paragraph 4 gives the temporal order reconstruction. In section 5 we present the beta elliptical approach for handwriting modelling. Section 6 is devoted to the recognition and some experimental works discussion.

II. STATE OF THE ART AND PROBLEMATIC

The postal automation systems are generally based on printed or off line handwriting recognition. Printed characters are now well recognized, but handwritten character recognition remains very difficult, on account of its very great variability. We find in the literature several descriptions of such systems. Wada [33] proposed a total system of automatic analysis of addresses. Gilloux presented a postal addresses recognition system [13]. Heute proposed a system of postal automation as a potential application for recognition digits and characters manuscripts [15], [16]. In such systems, the envelopes submitted to recognition are ordinary (handwritten or printed) and present the greater part of the difficulties that a recognition system has to face: address location, separation printed/manuscript, segmentation in lines, words and characters, inclination correction, etc. In [3], text/graphic segmentation which is based on the detection of the geometric model detection of the related components on an envelope, and on graph discrimination such as stamps and logos, is done by computing pixel density. Menoti and all, present a segmentation algorithm based on feature selection in wavelet space. The aim is to automatically separate in postal envelopes the regions related to background, stamps, rubber stamps, and the address blocks [26], [34], [36].

The techniques developed for OCR systems are generally based on the neural networks and Markovian approaches [31]. In fact, several recognition systems in the literature are based on Hidden Markov Models [20], [37]. Lee and all [21] have developed a new hybrid approach to the verification of handwritten addresses in Singapore. The hybrid verification system seeks to reduce the error rate by the correlation of the extracted postcode features set recognized words from the original handwritten address. Novel use of syntactic features extracted from words has resulted in a significant reduction in the error rate while keeping the recognition rate high [30].
For the degraded character recognition, Likforman-Sulem and Sigelle proposed in 2008 models based on the formalism of Bayesian networks to re-introduce the notion of spatial context [22]. Bayesian network is a probabilistic graphical model in which links are introduced between distant observations. Similarly, models based on recurrent neural networks extend classical neural networks by introducing the notion of context by bidirectional dependencies. In particular the model LSTM (Long Short Term Memory) has been recently applied to the recognition of cursive online [14].

Gaceb et al., present a new approach for address block location based on pyramidal data organization and on a hierarchical graph colouring for classification process. This new approach permits to guarantee a good coherence between different modules and to reduce the computation time and the rejection rate, and gives satisfying rate of 98% of good location [11], [12].

Liu et al., proposes an approach to retrieve envelope images from a large image database, by graph matching. The attributes of nodes and edges in the graph are described by characteristics of the envelope image, and the results of experiments tests using this approach are promising [23], [29].

In Arabic optical character recognition (AOCR), Lorigo presented a study focusing on the off-line Arabic handwriting recognition. She proved that Arabic writing presents important technical challenges which have to take up [2], [17], [24], [28] and [31].

In the case of on-line handwriting, the dynamic information, such as the temporal order and pen speed, make a performance for handwriting modelling. In this context, the reconstruction of the temporal order of off-line handwriting improves the performance of recognition systems [1] [7].

In the case of the printed and scanned documents, the results are very interesting if the images are high quality. However, these results decrease quickly if the image contains noise as stain, background, etc. Based on the complementarities existing between classifiers (Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [5], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [10], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [19], Fuzzy Logic [6], etc.),

The majority of classifiers meet a major problem which lies in the variability of the vector features size. In literature, three approaches are commonly used to manage the problems of dimensionality. These approaches are: Genetic Algorithms, Dynamic Programation and Graph Matching. In our work, the method of graph matching is appropriately used to cover the problem of dimensionality of feature vector, as was done by Namboodiri and Jain in the case of Graph Matching use for Arabic word recognition, and by Rokbani and al., in the case of the Genetic Algorithm and Graph Matching combination for on-line Arabic word recognition [25], [28].

The researcher in the Arabic postal envelopes processing encounters many difficulties: extraction of addressee address, extraction of postal code, segmentation of postal code in digits and variability of writer.

In the absence of standard format of envelopes, locating the address becomes difficult and depends on locating all objects constituting the address [4], [33], [35]: analysis, location and description of interest zone. Besides, it’s noticeable that the handwritten address presents some difficulties and problems, like the inclination of the baseline of the handwritten address, and the variable position of the address on the envelope, which requires correction and particular processing.

Addressee’s address, deriving from the extraction, contains the numerical and alphabetic data. A stage of discrimination (digit/letter) is therefore necessary. The position of the postal code in the address is variable according to the writer.

Analysis of the postal code depends on its decomposition into digits. But, this decomposition is not always possible because several types of connections exist between the handwritten digits:

- Simple connections, where only one link exists between two strokes of writing;
- Multiple connections, where at least three strokes of writings exist on at least one connection [15], [24].

The pattern of handwritten writing is very variable. It translates the style of writing, the mood and the writer’s personality, which makes it difficult to characterize (see figure 1):

- The chosen value of image resolution is important because it conditions the recognition system. It is very important to choose a high resolution (≥ 300 ppi) to keep the maximum of information on the image.
- Noise and irregularities in the tracing are at the origin of the disconnection of some features.
- The distortions are the dilations, narrowing and other local variations in the writing.
- The variability of the style, that is the use of different forms to represent the same character, such as the flowery style or the slope and, in a general manner, everything that characterizes the writer’s habits.
- The translation of the whole character or a part of its components.
- The dissymmetry that leads to a closure and a complete closing of the digit.
- The bad adjusting of the digits causing abrupt interruptions of the lines.

![Figure 1. General problems in digits recognition](image-url)
• The slope of the digits and the baseline: different directions can be seen on the same page because the changes of paper’s orientations during writing.
• A handwritten digit cannot represent the same features as the set of other digits of same family, and therefore generates confusions [14] (see figure 1).

III. PRE-PROCESSING STEPS

The pre-processing steps consists on: filtering of the image, location and suppression of printed borders, location and suppression of stamps and graphics, address location, segmentation of address in lines, segmentation of the last two lines, and segmentation into connected components [5].

![Image of envelope](a) ![Location and suppression of printed borders](b) ![Suppression of stamps and graphics](c) ![Address location](d) ![Address segmentation in lines by horizontal projection and in words by vertical projection](e) ![Words of address segmented](f)

Figure 2. Pre-processing steps

(a) Image of envelope,
(b) Location and suppression of printed borders,
(c) Suppression of stamps and graphics,
(d) Address location,
(e) Address segmentation in lines by horizontal projection and in words by vertical projection,
(f) Words of address segmented.

In figure 2, we regrouped all illustrations of the main pre-processing steps.

The final step is the discrimination postal code/city name that is based on the test of regularity of connected components and test of eccentricity.

IV. TEMPORAL ORDER RECONSTRUCTION

The handwritten of a word is the stroke constituted by a set of curved lines. Every line has a starting point and an ending point. Before the temporal order reconstruction, we firstly proceed to skeleton segmentation. Word image, representing the city name, goes through three stages of pre-processing: binarization, filtering, skelétisation and elimination of the diacritic signs, as the points above and below the words and the vowel signs, (see figure 3). Three types of characteristic points will be extracted from the skeleton of the tracing [7]:

- The end stroke point: this is the black pixel that possesses only one neighbour of the same type.
- The branching point: this is the black pixel that possesses three neighbours of the same type.
- The crossing point: this is the black pixel that possesses four neighbours of the same type.

![Figure 3. Pre-processing steps](a) Original image of Tunisian city name “Methline” (b) Suppression of diacritics (c) The same word after the pre-processing steps and characteristic point’s detection

An algorithm of segmentation of the skeleton makes the segments of a word. These segments are classified into three categories: (see figure 4)

- Segment 1: represents a stroke that is located between two end points or between an end point and a branching point (or crossing point).
- Segment 2: shows a stroke of link that is located between two branching points (or crossing) or between a branching point and a crossing point. This type of segment does not represent a contour of an occlusion.
- Segment 0: presents a stroke of link that is located between two branching points (or crossing) or between a branching point and a crossing point but it represents a contour of an occlusion.

The segmentation is released by an inspection of successive skeleton points. In an instance, one segment is limited between two characteristic points. As a result, this segmentation allows a first organization of the points of every segment. To facilitate this operation, we start with the extraction of the segments of type 1, type 2 and type 0. We eliminate the segments localized on the skeleton every time.

The temporal order reconstruction is made by the consideration of these criteria:

- Choose the direction right-left of the pixels displacement.
- Choose the minimum distance between pixels.
- Minimize the repetition of the segments.
Choose the minimum angular deviation in the crossing and branching points [27].

The sequence of these segments represents the original trajectory of the handwritten word. The rebuilt signal will be represented by a succession of X and Y coordinates.

The rebuilt signal does not contain the speed of the pen. A study made in the neuromuscular effect shows that the pen speed decreases at the beginning and the end of the stroke and in the angular variation of the curve. That is remarkable, if we observe an on-line signal acquired by a tablet. The on-line signal is acquired in real time. If we take into account the resolution (or the time of recording) of the tablet, it is noticed clearly that these points are not distributed in an equidistant manner. Concentrations of points are observed at the beginning and the end of the feature and in the curves of the stroke. This information is used in the on-line systems to calculate curvilinear speed. In order to obtain this information and to profit from on-line modelling of the writing, the rebuilt signal will be sampled by applying a method described in [9]. In order to modelling the rebuilt signal, we use the beta-elliptic representation developed by [18].

V. BETA-ELLIPITC APPROACH FOR HANDWRITING MODELLING

As it was explained in [17], the Beta-elliptic model considers a simple movement as the response to the neuromuscular system, which is described by an elliptic trajectory and a Beta velocity profile. Handwritten scripts are, then, segmented into simple movements, as already mentioned, called strokes, and are the result of a superimposition of time-overlapped velocity profiles. In our approach of modelling, a simple stroke is approximated by a Beta profile in the dynamic domain which corresponds in turn to an elliptic arc in the static domain. As it was explained in [17], [18], the complete velocity profile of the neuromuscular system will be described

\[
\beta(t, q, p, t_0, t_1) = \begin{cases} 
    \left(\frac{t-t_0}{t_1-t_0}\right)^p \left(\frac{t_1-t}{t_1-t_0}\right)^q & \text{if } t \in [t_0, t_1] \\
    0 & \text{elsewhere}
\end{cases}
\]  

by a Beta model as follows:

\[
t_c = \frac{pt_1 + qt_0}{p+q}
\]  

We also consider the geometric representation of the signal velocity. In the geometric plan, the trajectory is represented by a sequence of elliptic arcs [17]. The elliptic model is a static model.

The elliptic equation is written as follows:

\[
\frac{x^2}{a^2} + \frac{y^2}{b^2} = 1
\]  

Consequently, a stroke is characterized by seven parameters. The first four Beta parameters (t0, t1, p and k) reflect the global timing properties of the neuromuscular networks involved in generating the movement (k=1), whereas the last three elliptic parameters (θ, a and b) describe the global geometric properties of the set of muscles and joints recruited to execute the movement, θ is the angle of elliptical stroke, a and b are respectively the big and small axes of the ellipse. The result of Beta model reconstruction of signal velocity is shown in figure 5.

VI. RECOGNITION SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The graph matching algorithm performs a distance computation between two trajectories. A nearest neighbourhood algorithm is used to associate the nearest points between graph trajectories. The Euclidian distance is then calculated in order to evaluate the graphic similarity. Note, that no deformation is assumed to the graphs during the processing. Figure 6 shows a fragment of handwritten graphs that had been superposed and scaled, then associated points (see figures 6a and 6b). If N1 and N2 are respectively the number of strokes of graph 1 and graph 2, so the distance between the traces of strokes is calculated by the formula 4. Every stroke will be represented by a middle point [28].

\[
Dist_{1,2} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (dist_{1,2})_i + P*|N_1 - N_2|
\]  

\[
P = Max_{i=0}^N (dist_{1,2})_i
\]  

Where \(N= \min (N_1, N_2)\), P is a penalty (formula 5)
and \((\text{dist}_{1.2})_i\) is the Euclidean distance between two associated points (formula 6).

\[
(\text{dist}_{1.2})_i = \sqrt{(X^1_i - X^2_i)^2} \cdot (X^1_i - X^2_i)
\]  \(6\)

Figure 6. Graph matching process
(a) two similar graphs
(b) two different graphs

To test the developed system, we used the dataset of envelopes which have been created in our laboratory. It is made up of one thousand images of handwritten addresses, 740 of which are in Arabic and 260 in Latin symbols.

The addresses images are obtained via scanning envelopes collected from the education services files of two academic establishments in Sfax (see figure 7).

Figure 7. Some samples of images of addresses.

The scanning was done with 300 ppi resolution and 256 colours. The Tunisian postal code consists of 4 digits. Our data set of addresses consists of 1000 addresses enabling to have a data set of 4000 handwritten digits. The recognition system of the developed postal code address developed is divided into pre-processing steps and subsequent classifier. The processing steps were done by a serial mode which consists in filtering, smoothing, order reconstruction of the handwritten trajectory and the beta elliptic modelling representation.

The results are satisfactory and encouraging: 97% of the total envelopes images have been filtered and smoothed. 3% will be manually classified because of the existence of noises and imperfections in handwritten addresses.

In order to benefit of the on line feature, we reconstructed the temporal order of the handwritten words. Compared to other systems, our modelling system based on neuro-physiological approach performs better. In fact, we reduced the vector size representing word by using the beta elliptic representation. To recognize the postal city name, we developed the graph matching algorithm. The recognition rate obtained is about 98%. This means that out of 100 envelopes, 98 are recognized and only 2 are released and will be processed manually.

VII. CONCLUSION

The postal automation is one of the most active OCR applications. It becomes indispensable to ensure a fast postal service. These systems have drawn more and more interest. Compared to results obtained using neural network [5], our results are more promising. In face of the complexity and the variability of the handwritten words, the results obtained are acceptable and very promising.

VIII. FUTURE WORKS

We purport to pursue our work to improve our system related to processing the handwritten digits and characters. We hope to reach the performances of international systems conceived for the automatic processing of postal addresses. Also, we intend to extend our study to the areas of many administrative forms and bank checks processing applications.
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Abstract—The goal of this paper is to explore the use of Keyword driven testing for automated testing of web application. In Keyword driven testing, the functionality of the system-under-test is documented in a table as well as in step by step instructions for each test. It involves the creation of modular, reusable test components. These components are then assembled into test scripts. These components can be parameterized to make them reusable across various test script. These test scripts can also be divided into various reusable actions. This saves a lot of recording procedure. The Existing tools for this testing uses Html, Xml, Spreadsheet, etc. to maintain the test steps. The test results are analyzed to create test reports.

Keyword-driven testing; test automation; test script; test results; Html; test reports; test result; recording.

I. INTRODUCTION

Testing is an integral part of the software development. The goal of software testing is to find faults from developed software and to make sure they get fixed. It is important to find the faults as early as possible because fixing them is more expensive in the later phases of the development. The purpose of testing is also to provide information about the current state of the developed software from the quality perspective.

On a high level, software testing can be divided into dynamic and static testing. The division to these two categories can be done based on whether the software is executed or not. Static testing means testing without executing the code. This can be done with different kinds of reviews. Reviewed items can be documents or code. Other static testing methods are static code analysis methods for example syntax correctness and code complexity analysis.

Dynamic testing is the opposite of static testing. The system under test is tested by executing it or parts of it. Dynamic testing can be divided to functional testing and non-functional testing.

The purpose of functional testing is to verify that software corresponds to the requirements defined for the system. The focus on functional testing is to enter inputs to the system under test and verify the proper output and state. The non-functional testing means testing quality aspects of software. Benefits of non-functional testing are performance, security, usability, portability, reliability, and memory management testing.

Automation testing means execution of test cases in an automated way without manual intervention. It was originated from simply record and playback which makes engineers repeat the work. This can be achieved either by using a third party tool like RFT, QTP, etc or by developing an in-house tool suited to the testing need. Test automation includes various activities like test generation, reporting the test execution results, and test management. All these test automation activities can take place on all the different test levels. These test levels are unit testing, integration testing, system testing, and acceptance testing. [2]

Automating the testing is not an easy task. There are several issues that have to be taken into account. These issues are like unrealistic expectations, poor testing practice, and an expectation that automated tests will find a lot of new defects, a false sense of security, maintenance, technical problems, and organizational issues. [2]

The test automation frameworks have evolved over the time. They have evolved into three generations. [3] Figure 1 shows evolution of Test Automation. In the beginning, there was record and playback script creation. In this, there were only stand-alone test scripts. After this, comes the Functional Decomposition. It consists of reusable functional; test modules.

![Figure 1. Evolution of Test Automation](image)

After that came data-driven testing. In this, test data is taken out of the scripts. This makes the test data variation easy and similar test cases can be created quickly.
Today, keyword-driven testing is getting more popular. It is a technique that separates much of the programming work from the actual test steps so that the test steps can be developed earlier and can be maintained with only minor updates. It consists of test scripts, keyword library and data. Table 1 shows Benefits and shortcomings of Automated Testing Approaches.

### II. KEYWORD DRIVEN TESTING

It involves the creation of modular, reusable test components that are built by test architects and then assembled into test scripts by test designers. This removes the biggest limitation of the data-driven testing approach.

Keywords can be divided into base and user keywords. Base keywords are keywords implemented in the libraries. User keywords are keywords that are defined in the test data by combining base keywords or other user keywords [3]. The ability to create new user keywords in the test data de-creases the amount of needed base keywords and therefore amount of programming. The Test scripts can be added, deleted and modified. The test script modification helps in the parameterization of the test and in dividing a test into multiple actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>How it works</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Shortcomings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Record and Playback</td>
<td>Users’ action are captured, then played back on the application</td>
<td>Ease of Scripting, not much technical expertise required</td>
<td>Difficult to maintain test scripts, not extendable, limited reusability, even small changes to the application require updates of scripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional decompositio n</td>
<td>Re-usable, repeatable snippet of functions are created</td>
<td>modular approach provides some flexibility, maintainability, reduces redundancy, larger test cases can be built in hierarchical fashion</td>
<td>Data exists within scripts, meaning limited reusability, ease of maintenance, depends largely on technical expertise, framework is high dependent on the framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-driven</td>
<td>Input/output data is maintained in external files</td>
<td>Size of the test pack is greatly reduced, improved maintainability</td>
<td>Depends on technical expertise of test team, maintenance and perpetuation are issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword-driven</td>
<td>Robust, application independent reusable keyword libraries are built</td>
<td>Ease of maintenance and highly scalable reduced and availability</td>
<td>Requires great deal of efforts and is time consuming, expertise in test tool scripting language required by framework development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE I.   | BENEFITS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF AUTOMATED TESTING APPROACHES [2] |

While testing a web application, there may be needed to check how the web application performs the same operations with multiple sets of data. For example, how a Web application responds to ten separate sets of data is to be checked.

Ten separate tests could be recorded, each with its own set of data. The tool can be test the application with this different data without the need of recording with these data. The test must be saved before running.

Actions divide the test into logical sections. When a new test is created, it contains a call to one action. By dividing the tests into calls to multiple actions, more modular and efficient tests can be designed. This is another feature of reusability of keywords that makes Keyword driven Testing more efficient and modular than the Data Driven Testing.

Various tools for test automation that support this technique are also developed in industry, such as Mercury’s Quick Test Professional (QTP) and WinRunner, IBM’s Rational Functional Tester (RFT) and Robot on functional testing, and LoadRunner from Mercury, SilkPerformer from Borland, Grinder and JMeter from open source on performance testing.

There are various kinds of keywords which are handled in this technique. These are basically item or base level keywords, utility function and sequence or user keywords. In the keyword-driven testing also the keywords controlling the test execution are taken out of the scripts into the test data. This makes it possible to create new test cases in the test data without creating a script for every different test case allowing also the test engineers without coding skills to add new test cases. This removes the biggest limitation of the data-driven testing approach.

Table 2 shows an example of keyword-driven test data containing a simple test case for testing a login web application. The test cases consist of keywords Runapp, Username, Password and ok, and the arguments which are inputs and expected outputs for the test cases. As it can be seen, it is easy to add logically different test cases with-out implementing new keywords.

To be able to execute the tabular format test cases shown in table 3, there have to be mapping from the keywords to the code interacting with system under test (SUT). The scripts or code implementing the keywords are called handlers.

In Figure 2 can be seen the handlers for the keywords used in test data (table 2). In addition to the handlers, test execution needs a driver script which parses the test data and calls the keyword handlers according to the parsed data. If there is a need for creating high level and low level test cases, different level keywords are needed. Simple keywords like Username are not enough for high level test cases. There are simple and more flexible solutions.

Higher level keywords can be created inside the framework by combining the lower level keywords. The limitation of this approach is the need for coding skills whenever there is a need for new higher level keywords.

A more flexible solution proposed is to include a possibility to combine existing keywords in the keyword-driven test automation framework. This makes it possible to create higher level keywords by combining existing keywords inside the test data. These combined keywords as user keywords. [5]
There are various advantages of using keyword driven testing techniques. These advantages are as follows:

1) Keywords that reflect the business can be chosen
2) Keyword re-use across multiple test cases
3) Not dependent on Tool / Language
4) The keyword list is robust to minor changes in the software.
5) Division of Labor Test Case

III. BASE REQUIREMENTS

There are various requirements that are known as “base requirements”. These requirements must be fulfilled for success of keyword driven testing. These include:

1) The process of Test development and automation must be fully separated. It is very important to separate test development from test automation. Testers are not and should not be programmers. So, Testers must be adept at defining test cases independent of the underlying technology to implement them. Individuals who are skilled technically, the automation engineers, will implement the action words and then test them.
2) The test cases must have a clear and differentiated scope. It is important that test cases have a clearly differentiated scope and that they not deviate from that scope.
3) The tests must be written at the right level of abstraction such as the higher business level, lower user interface level, or both. It is also important that test tools provide this level of flexibility.

IV. KEYWORDS

The Test Language is based on a dictionary, which is comprised of words (keywords) and parameters. A Test Case is a sequence of steps that tests the behavior of a given functionality or feature in an application. Unlike traditional test approaches, Test Language uses pre-defined keywords to describe the steps and expected results. Keywords are the basic functional sub-procedures for the test cases of the application under test. A test case is comprised of at least one keyword. [4]

There are three kinds of keywords. These are item or base level keywords, utility function and sequence or user keywords.

Item is an action that performs a specific operation on a given GUI component. For example set value “rashmi” in “User name” control, set value “12345” in “Password control result” field.

When performing an operation on a GUI item, the following parameters should be specified: Name of GUI item, what operation to perform and the values. Table 3 shows Item operations.

Utility Function is a script that executes a certain functional operation that is hard or ineffective to implement as a Sequence. For example: Runapp, closeapp. Table 4 shows Utility Functions.

Sequence is a set of keywords that produces a business process, such as “Login”. Sequence keyword is made by combining various items and utility function. It is recommended to collect frequently used functional processes such as login, addition of new records to the system as a sequence instead of implementing them as items in test cases. Table 4 shows Sequence keywords.

Parameters are additional information required in order to generate the test conditions. In most cases, parameters should be defined for the created keywords. For example: failed authentication by passing username with illegal password, number for mathematical calculation, etc. Table 6 shows Keywords & their associated parameters.

Examples for sequence parameters: When the user wants to create a new user, the following syntax is used: create_user (rashmi, 6/12/2000, rashmi.1306@yahoo.com)

Some of the keywords may contain dozens of parameters. In order to simplify the test creation, all parameters should contain default values. The tester should be able to change each one of the default parameters according to the context of the test. For example, if the tester would like to create new user that is older the 100 years, only the birth date will be changed and all other parameters will remain the same. Obviously, a specific change will not affect the default parameters being used for other tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>KEYWORD</th>
<th>OPERATION</th>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Username</td>
<td>SetValue</td>
<td>Username=rashmi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Password</td>
<td>SetValue</td>
<td>Password=12345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV. UTILITY FUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>KEYWORD</th>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Runapp</td>
<td><a href="http://in.yahoo.com/?p-us">http://in.yahoo.com/?p-us</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Closeapp</td>
<td><a href="http://in.yahoo.com/?p-us">http://in.yahoo.com/?p-us</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. OBJECT REPOSITORY

Object Repository is a centralized place for storing Properties of objects available in Application under Test (AUT). All software applications and websites are getting developed using many different components or small units like textbox control, input tag, web browser control etc. These components or small unit are known as Objects. [10]

Each object will be identified based on the object type. Each object will also have its own properties like name, title, caption, color, size. These properties help in the identification of these objects uniquely. There are also specified set of methods for each object. There are various properties that can be changed during run-time. These properties are known as Runtime Object (RO) properties. There are also some other properties that can’t be changed. These properties are known as Test Object (TO) properties. [10]

There are some additional properties such as index, location which are known as ordinal identifiers. Actually these properties won't be available in the object of Application under the test. These are created in order to distinguish two objects which are having exactly same Test Object properties. For instance, some forms in the web pages will have two submit buttons, one at top and another at bottom. These both can be identified separately on the basis of the location or index. As Test Object properties are also based on properties of object of Application under Test, there is no need for all the Test Object properties to be available in Runtime Object properties collection also. The object repository must support the editing of the properties of these Test Object and new properties can also be added to them. The value for the properties of the Test Objects in Object Repository need not be a constant. They can parameterize the values so that the Test Object property can be dynamically changed for each execution.

These properties are stored in the centralized place in object repository. This helps in the maintenance and updating of Test scripts can be easily done whenever there is a change in UI (User Interface) of the AUT. Assume that Login screen is used in around 20 Test scripts. If the Page name of login screen in changed, there is no need to make any change in all these 20 Test scripts. By just changing the property of Test Object in Object Repository is enough. A clear understanding of Object Repository is essential to carry out the operation of the Keyword driven testing successfully.

A framework for testing should be able to recognize any control or object in any webpage that needs to be testes. For recognizing the object, it should know the properties of those objects beforehand. During the execution of the test scripts, this identification is done. A framework has data tables for supporting the execution of multiple iterations of same step with different data.

There can be various methods to manipulate the test object properties. The Test Object properties of Test Objects can be accessed by implementing methods such as getTOproperty and getTOproperties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V.</th>
<th>SEQUENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI.</th>
<th>KEYWORDS &amp; THEIR ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Type of keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even, Test Object property of Test Object can be changed using setTOproperty. It will be valid only till exiting the execution. After completing the execution it will resume the actual Test Object property stored in the Object Repository. During run-time we can get the property of the runtime object using getROproperty.

VI. KEYWORD DRIVEN MODULE

A framework used for performing keyword driven testing will consists of various interrelated modules. These modules are namely core module, scripting language module, support library module and many more. [1] Figure 3 shows the Keyword driven module.

Core module takes a major role in analysis the keyword information of the script, and controls the implementation of the scripts. It is composed of four parts that are the data parser, the script parser, the script actuator and the middle layer. The data parser is responsible for analysis on the keyword, the script parser responsible for analysis the logic keyword in the script, the script actuator is responsible for the implementation of the script, and the middle layer is responsible for calling the test. [1]

Data Access module is responsible for data storage, including add scripts, modify scripts, read scripts, enquiry scripts, delete scripts, and other functions. The script has three levels, when the high level and low-level script bearing the script, the layer will maintain this relationship. [1]

Interface module is to enhance the framework's ease of use. It realize a GUI interface, the graphical interface allows users to edit, drag and drop the modalities script; provides a user friendly guide to understand and use; provides view and editor which make it easily for users to view, modify the existing test scripts. [1]

Support module consists of two parts: one is the libraries that all of the tests can be shared, including the log library and the test supporting library. The log library is responsible for providing the functions of log records to testers; the test supporting library provides the functions that all of the tests can be shared. The second is the testing library for GUI; this part provides the controls libraries. [1]
Interpret scripting language module is consisted of three parts, such as lexical analyzer, parser, and interpreter. Lexical analyzer will be responsible for the output of the characters in a flow analysis as a word, parser will be responsible for the sequence of words with semantic analysis for the phrase and interpreter will be responsible for the semantic translation. [1]

VII. PROPOSED APPROACH

First, a web application is taken which is needed to be tested. A web application can be a login page, online shopping web application, online reservation web application etc. To start the process of recording, enter the URL of the desired web application. The process of authentication in Railway Reservation web application, in which user passes user ID and a password, is taken as an example to describe the proposed approach.

As user navigates the Web application, the Keyword driven testing framework records the steps. In the User Name and Password boxes, the name and password are entered and the Sign-In Button is clicked. The travel planning web page opens (If both correct username and password are entered). These operations form the basis of the test. The tool records all the operations performed in the Web browser until the recording is stopped.

When the recording is stopped, a test script file is generated. This generated test script file containing all user actions, is saved. The user actions will comprise of items clicked, items selected, value typed etc, during the recording procedure. The tool will also generate steps in the table format, representing each operation performed in the form of Keyword, Value and Operation. For example, User Name text field, Password text field and Sign-In button are the keywords. The Value represents values entered by the user in the items. The Operation includes the click, select, drag or drop, etc. The test Script will be useful in the play back of a test and reusability of the test script i.e. parameterization and multiple actions.

When the test is play backed, the tool runs the saved test script file. The recorded web application opens in the web browser and all steps are performed automatically, as it was originally recorded in the test. For example, the recorded test script for authentication process can be played back. Parameterized tests and multiple action tests are also played back using the play back module.

When the test run is completed, it displays the results of the run (whether a test is passed or failed) in the test result page. The Test Results window opens, which contains the result summary of the test execution. The Test Results window displays the key elements of the test run for test analysis purpose. The key elements are composed of two parts. First element shows the steps (in the tree structure format) that were performed while the test was running. The second element is the test result details. The test result contains iteration and status summary. The iteration summary indicates which iterations passed and which failed. The status summary indicates the number of test or reports that passed, failed, and raised warnings during the test.

Object Repository is a centralized place for storing the properties of objects available in AUT (Application under Test). The keywords can be added in the object repository, either manually or at the time of recording. All software applications and websites are developed using many different components or small units (for example textbox control in VB, input tag in HTML, web browser control in .net) which are known as Objects. Each object is identified on the basis of the object type. Each object has properties (for example name, title, caption, color and size) and specific set of method, which help in identification of an object. The object repository will support the modification of Test Object’s properties, as well as, new properties can also be added. The values of the properties stored in Object Repository need not be a constant. The values can be parameterized by making them variable.

The Test scripts can be added, deleted and modified. The test script modification helps in the parameterization of the test.
as well as during the division of a test into multiple actions. While testing a web application, there may be needed to check how the web application performs the same operations with multiple sets of data. For example, how a Web application responds to twenty separate sets of data is to be checked. There are two ways to do this. Twenty separate tests are recorded, each with its own set of data. Here, no reusability of Test Script. Alternatively, A test is recorded, and the values of the objects in this test are made variable for parameterization. This saves the nineteen runs of the recording process. This single test with the help of parameterization can be played twenty times using a different set of data each time. Each test run is called iteration. All iterations are numbered. Later is the better approach and involves the reusability of Test Script. In the above example, the authentication page is signed in with ‘rashmi.1306’ as user ID and ‘draco.XXXXXX’ as password. The ‘rashmi.1306’ is a constant value, which means that ‘rashmi.1306’ is the user ID each time the test is run. Through the data table parameter, the user ID can be changed into a variable, so that a different user id can be used for each test run. In the parameterized Keyword user ID, two different user ids can be added for example ‘ras_gupta’ and ‘prati_gupta’. The tool can test the application with this different data without the need of recording with these data.

Actions divide the test into various logical sections. When a new test is created, it is represented as a single action. By dividing the tests into multiple actions, more modular and efficient tests can be designed. This is another feature of reusability of keywords that makes Keyword driven Testing more efficient and modular than the Data Driven Testing. To explain this we take the whole example of the above railway reservation web application that books a flight. This can be divided into several distinct processes or actions which are as follows:

- The Online railway reservation web application is logged in.
- The trains are booked.
- Another action for logged out from the web application.

The above test can also be parameterized for ten different train booking. This parameterized test now can be run ten times using ten different sets of data. With the help of Multiple Action, the test can also be organized so that only the second procedure runs ten times, simulating a single user logging in, booking ten trains, and logging out. This can be done by dividing the test into different actions. This saves the nine runs of Logged-in and Logged-out process.

The parameterized tests and tests divided into multiple actions are also play backed simply and their test results are analyzed. Figure 4 shows the above proposed approach in a flow chart.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the different types of keywords, base requirement, methodology, object repository and various keyword driven modules are investigated. These all are required to carry out a successful and efficient operation of Keyword driven testing. It is important to understand that keywords are not magic, but they can serve well. It is essential to do test design in a right and efficient way. The process of the test automation should be done but it should not dominate the process. It should flow from the overall strategy, methodology, and architecture. Moreover, the existing tools available for this approach make use of the HTML, XML, spreadsheets to maintain test cases in object repository which are not very scalable.

![Proposed Approach](image)
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Abstract—A Markov model describing the duration of error intervals and error-free reception for streaming video transmission was developed based on the experimental data obtained as a result of streaming video from a mobile source on IEEE 802.16 standard network. The analysis of experimental results shows that the average quality of video sequences when simulating Markov model of packetization of errors are similar to those obtained when simulating single packet errors with PER index in the range of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ to $1 \times 10^{-2}$. An algorithm for creating software for simulating packetization of errors was developed. In this paper we describe the algorithm, software developed based on this algorithm as well as the Markov model created for the modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need to create realistic simulation and mathematical models of behavior of losses in the communication channels based on the apparatus of Markov chains for wireless access systems is a scientific problem of important consequence. Markov processes with the necessary number of states sufficiently describe the mechanism of transmission of information [1], the knowledge of which is necessary to analyze network problems during packet video transmission. The parameters of the model make it possible to determine the quality of transmitted video as well as the statistical parameters of the network.

A model describing the length of error intervals and error-free reception for streaming video transmission was developed based on the experimental data obtained as a result of streaming video from a mobile source on WiMAX network [2]. Based on the graph of packet loss distribution, an array was formed in which the lost packet corresponds to a logic zero (0) and received packet corresponds to a logic unit (1). The original array was split into two, one of which contains information about the lost packets and the other contains information about the received packets. The formation of arrays was carried out in accordance with the procedure shown in Figure 1.

II. MARKOV MODEL DESCRIBING THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In accordance with the method presented in [3], the available raw data file was divided into two parts, each of which separately contains the duration of ON periods and OFF periods. Variables $y_{on}[n]$ fall under the ON periods, while variables $y_{off}[n]$ fall under the OFF periods. An approximation of the distribution function (DF) of real processes is obtained. Equation (1) is used for approximating the distribution function of OFF state.

$$F^*(k) = A_i \sum_{i=1}^{3} e^{-\alpha_i k}$$ (1)

By using the method of least squares we find the unknown coefficients of the approximation for the expression (1) as presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A_1$</th>
<th>$\alpha_1$</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$\alpha_2$</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
<th>$\alpha_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.612086</td>
<td>0.072672</td>
<td>0.631933</td>
<td>0.540023</td>
<td>0.073586</td>
<td>0.040006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. APPROXIMATION COEFFICIENT VALUES ($A_i$; $\alpha_i$)

Substituting the coefficient values obtained and given in Table 1 into equation (1), we obtain the approximation of the original distribution of the length of OFF periods as equation (2):

$$F^*(k) = 0.612086 \times e^{-0.072672k} + 0.631933 \times e^{-0.540023k} + 0.073586 \times e^{-0.040006k}$$ (2)

Equation (3) is used for approximating the distribution function of ON state.
The unknown coefficients of the approximation for the expression (3) are found using the method of least squares and presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. APPROXIMATION COEFFICIENTS (B_i ; \beta_i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.065836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B_4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.057449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substituting the coefficient values obtained and given in Table 2 into equation (3), we obtain the approximation of the original distribution of the length of ON periods as equation (4):

\[
F^*(k) = B_1 \sum_{i=1}^{6} e^{-\beta_i k} \quad (3)
\]

Substituting the values of the coefficients found in Tables 1 and 2 into the matrix of transition probabilities, we obtain the matrix of values in Figure 4.

![Figure 2. The matrix of values](image)

III. SOFTWARE FOR ERROR PACKETIZATION SIMULATION

Simulation of the transmission of streaming video traffic over a WiMAX network can be done given the probability transition matrix and vector of initial probabilities [4]. The choice of the initial state of the system was carried out using the condition that all states are equiprobable (i.e. \( p = \frac{1}{N} \), where \( N \)-number of states the system can be in after DF approximation). Description of the block diagram of the simulation algorithm is as given below, while the Markov model is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Markov model of error packetization algorithm](image)

IV. DESCRIPTION OF ERROR PACKETIZATION ALGORITHM

STEP 1. Start program (Description of the variables, functions, procedures and modules used)

STEP 2. Enter two-dimensional array matrix of transition probabilities. In the developed software, this matrix was given as an array of constants in the declarations section and named \textit{markov}.

STEP 3. Set state from which to begin modeling. Since a 9-state model was chosen, the state variable can take integer values on the interval (1 – 9). Also, at this stage of the algorithm the accumulated variables \textit{summa_on} and \textit{summa_off}, which reflect the duration of the ON periods and OFF periods, are reset to zero respectively.

STEP 4. Begin cycle with parameter \( i \). The number of iterations equals the number of transitions in the simulated system.

STEP 5. Instantiate the built-in generator of pseudorandom uniformly distributed sequence, generating a random value in the interval (0, 1). Assign the generated value to \( rnd \). At the moment of generating the variable \( rnd \), the system moves to the next state. The
exact state into which it falls will be determined by the subsequent actions of the algorithm. The variable \textit{summa} is reset to zero.

**STEP 6.** Start the cycle with parameter \( k \). The number of iterations in the cycle equals the number of states of the system being modeled. For this case, the number of iterations is eight (8). This loop is used to determine the state into which the system has moved at the particular time of consideration.

**STEP 7.** Check – does the value of \( \text{rnd} \) fall in the \( k \)th state of the Markov chain. At the same time the following variables are involved: \textit{summa} - accumulates the probability of all states up to the \( k \)th; \textit{markov [state, \( k \)]} – a two-dimensional array, which contains the transition matrix. If \( \text{rnd} \) falls within a range of probabilities corresponding to the \( k \)th state, then goto step 8, otherwise goto step 9.

**STEP 8.** Check – in which state is the process currently? If in the active state, then goto step 10. If in passive state, then goto step 11.

**STEP 9.** The \textit{summa} variable is increased by the value of the probability of being in state \( k \). Then proceed to the next iteration of step 6.

**STEP 10.** Check – was the last state of the matrix passive? If yes, goto step 12. Otherwise, goto step 16.

**STEP 11.** Check – was the last state of the matrix active? If yes, goto step 13. Otherwise, goto step 17

**STEP 12.** Arrival at this step implies the end of OFF period. Therefore save or print to file \textit{summa_off}.

**STEP 13.** Arrival at this step implies the end of ON period. Therefore save or print to file \textit{summa_on}.

**STEP 14.** Since the OFF period as ended, reset the variable \textit{summa_off} to zero in preparation for the record of fresh OFF-period information, when the process will be in the passive state.

**STEP 15.** Since the ON period as ended, reset the variable \textit{summa_on} to zero in preparation for the record of fresh ON-period information, when the process will be in the active state.

**STEP 16.** Arrival at this step implies either the continuation of the previous ON period, or the start of a new ON period. So increment the variable \textit{summa_on} and assign the value of cycle \( k \) to the \textit{state} variable.

**STEP 17.** Arrival at this step implies either the continuation of the previous OFF period, or the start of a new OFF period. So increment the variable \textit{summa_off} and assign the value of cycle \( k \) to the \textit{state} variable.

**STEP 18.** At this step of the algorithm, the system just transit to the next state, so turn to the next iteration of the parameter \( i \).

**STEP 19.** End program.

As a result, the amount of packets falling either in the received state or the lost state in a row is accumulated \((\text{summa}_\text{ON} = \text{summa}_\text{ON} + 1)\).

### V. DISCUSSION

Distribution function of ON- and OFF-processes for both the simulated and experimental sequences was obtained using the described Markov model shown in Figure 6.

Experiments show that increasing the number of states of the Markov model describing the packetization of errors allows for obtaining a satisfactory correspondence between the results of the experimental data and the data obtained by simulation.

#### A. Markov Model of Packetization of Errors

Two independent datasets, each containing 300,000 values were generated with the aid of the developed Markov model [5]. This amount of data allows for a qualitative comparison of RTP packets from the experiment conducted on the transmission of a 30-minute streaming video on a real WiMAX network [2] with the results of the experiment conducted using the HSC.

In the model, each value in the array is represented by the numbers 0 or 1, where 0 means error-free value, and 1 – erroneous value. Figure 7 shows the distribution of data set values, where the white areas correspond to error-free values (0), and black - erroneous values (1).

![Figure 6](http://www.ijacsa.thesai.org/df.png)

**Figure 6.** DF of simulated samples of the length of OFF-(a) and ON (b) - periods: curve 1 - experiment, curve 2 - simulation
The first array contains 2,743 (0.91%), and the second has 2,430 (0.81%) erroneous values. The distribution of the number of errors in the same error group is presented in the form of histograms in Figure 8.

It is shown that the distribution of errors cannot be approximated by an exponential function, a fact that validates the use of the Markov model. Furthermore, in order to study the influence of the Markov model of packetization of errors on the quality of video streaming, simulation of the transmission of a 30-minute video in the structure of the HSC was conducted. The simulation entailed the transmission and reception of traces over an “ideal” channel with unlimited bandwidth and no delay in the NS-2 environment [6]. Subsequently each packet of the receive trace was matched with a corresponding value from the dataset array (packet id = serial value of the data set array). All packets corresponding to 1 (indicating error) were deleted. This allowed for simulating sequence of errors that occur in the network and to effect corrective decoding of the video stream.

Two experiments were carried out with arrays №1 and №2 respectively. Figure 9 shows a block diagram of the experiments. The results of experimental quality indicators obtained are shown in Figures 10 – 12.
VI. CONCLUSION
Analysis of the quality of received video sequence when simulating Markov model of error packetization shows that the average quality of video sequences is slightly worse than during transmission over a real network. For example, in an experiment on streaming video over a real WiMAX network, the average quality of 31 dB was obtained, and for the simulations 26 dB and 28 dB respectively. The subjective MOS quality indicator also shows a difference in values: a real WiMAX network returned a mean value of 3.59 (corresponding to satisfactory), while the experiments returned values of 2.72 (corresponding to poor) and 3.01 (corresponding to satisfactory), respectively. This suggests that the Markov model of packetization of error obtained from a real network for streaming video can be used in the simulation of transmission of video across networks in the hardware-software complex developed by the authors in a previous work [7].

The average quality of video sequences obtained from simulations of the Markov model are similar to those obtained when simulating single packet errors with PER index in the range of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ to $1 \times 10^{-2}$. While the length of error group depending on the PER of the specified range can attain values of $BEL \leq 10$.
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Abstract—Despite the fact that Solid State Disk (SSD) data storage media had offered a revolutionary property storages community, but the unavailability of a comprehensive allocation strategy in SSDs storage media, leads to consuming the available space, random writing processes, time-consuming reading processes, and system resources consumption. In order to overcome these challenges, an efficient allocation algorithm is a desirable option. In this paper, we had executed an intensive investigation on the SSD-based allocation algorithms that had been proposed by the knowledge community. An explanatory comparison had been made between these algorithms. We reviewed these algorithms in order to building advanced knowledge armature that would help in inventing new allocation algorithms for this type of storage media.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Solid State Disk (SSD) is a high performance data storage device that hasn’t any moving parts, and achieved a superior performance comparing with traditional storage media [3, 6, 7, 16]. It’s based on flash memory technology [7, 20]. Nowadays, flash-based Solid State Drive (SSD) has been widely used as a storage device for many systems such as laptops computers, enterprise servers and other digital devices [3, 5, 11]. The widely used were caused by many features that are available in this type of storage devices. For example, these systems have low-power consumption features, non-volatility properties, high random access performance, and high mobility platforms [8, 11, 19, 22]. For several years, there has been a significant growth in the flash-based Solid State Drive (SSD) market, due to the previous mentioned features [15, 17]. Recently, due to the sequential price reduction of flash-based storage systems, the Solid State Drive (SSD) is emerging as a killer application NAND flash in general purpose computing areas such as, desktop personal computers [11, 17], and enterprise servers [1, 11]. Technically, there are two basic types of SSD storage systems, Multi-Level Cell (MLC), and Single Level Cell (SLC) [11, 17, 21]. The main differences between these two types are concerning with the number of writing cycles [8, 10], and the storage capacity level, which mainly affected the SSD media life span [10, 14, 21, 22]. Physically, there are three main components that SSD data storage system consists of, the flash package, SSD controller and host interface logic [7, 12, 14]. These components are simplified and illustrated in the following figure.

In this investigation paper, we will present a group of allocation algorithms that were proposed to handle some of challenges that emerged from three main Management issues in SSD storage systems, which are garbage collection process,
limited erasure cycles, and out-place updating method [2, 4, 8 and 16].

The remainder of this overview study is organized into five main sections. Section (2) is the related background of flash-based SSD storage disk, which presents the storage system and explains the basic components that are forming it, clarifying some operational characteristics that executed in it such as out place updating scheme, garbage cleaning process, and limited erasure cycles is included there also. Section (3) shows the motivation factors that motivate the researchers to design and implement a set of flash-based allocation algorithms and the core problem that this investigation paper focuses on. The section (4) provides a literature review for allocation algorithms proposed for flash-based SSD system and suggested in the knowledge community. Regarding to section (5), it presents a comprehensive comparison between these algorithms and shows the main Discriminated Degree between it, and finally, section (6) clarify the conclusions for this investigation paper and general recommendations.

II. RELATED BACKGROUND

The flash-based Solid State Disk (SSD) consists of a big number of blocks [17]. The read and write of data is done on cell basis while the erase is carried on block unit [1, 3, 19, 20, 22]. There are three basic operational characteristics, out place updating scheme, garbage cleaning process, and limited erasure cycles [3, 7, 8, 11, 16, 20, 21]. In flash-based Solid State Disk storage media, updating the existing data by overwriting the same physical location is strictly prohibited [11, 20, and 21]. The original data must be erased prior to the updated data can be stored on same location. To avoid from initiating the erase operation each time the data is updated, out place updating scheme has been recognized in flash-based storage media [3, 7, 8, 11, 16, 2]. In this scheme, the update data is written in new location while the old version is marked as invalid [1, 3, 7, 8, 11, 16]. After a long series of updating transaction occurs in the media, big volume of available space in flash-based storage media is consumed [6, 17, 22]. The garbage cleaning process is invoked when the ratio of invalid (garbage) reaches a certain level of threshold [2, 17]. Before the process can be initiated, valid data resided in the block must be copied into available free spaces of other blocks [1, 5, 21]. In this situation, additional processing time is consumed by garbage cleaning (collection) process [4, 5, 13, 19]. Moreover, system resources are consumed in form of system performance weakness. The erase operation is necessary in flash-based memory systems, in order to ensure the continuity of data storing process. Limited erasure cycles refer to number of erase operation allowed to each block [6, 11]. Each block has its own limitation in erasure access lifespan [7, 9, 19, 21, 22]. Excessively accessing will cause the block become unreliable and spoiled [9, 12, 15]. These factors affected on the performance of this media [3, 11, 22]. In The midst of this processes in the storage media, the need for allocation algorithm had become a critical option.

III. ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS MOTIVATIONS

The flash-based Solid State Disk (SSD) storage media have three hardware characteristics, garbage collection mode; out-place updating scheme and limited erasure cycles, which affected its general performance [3, 7, 8, 11, 16, 20, 21]. The space waste, time consumption, and Random writing operations, had been appeared as a group of performance challenges that emerged from these characteristics. An allocation algorithm that mitigates its ruggedness should be invented and presented.

IV. SSD-BASED ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

To eliminate the ruggedness of the out place updating scheme, garbage cleaning process, and limited erasure cycles. Many of flash-based allocation algorithms had been proposed in the literature. Table 1 show these algorithms which had been proposed by different authors, this contribution came as a group of relief options that should mitigate the ruggedness degree of the SSD operational characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Li-Fu Chou, Pangfeng Liu[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-line FRFS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability-based</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Putra Sumari, Amir Rizaan Rahman [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best-M</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Pangfeng Liu, Chung-Hao Chuang, and Jan-Jan Wu [19]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, next sections reviews and discusses these proposed allocations algorithms in more details.

A. First Come First Serve (FCFS)

First Come First Serve (FCFS) [3] is a flash-based memory systems allocation algorithm. FCFS suggests the arrival time property for each incoming data page to be as base of allocation decision. FCFS allocates the modified data pages without any computation complexity. It uses a blocks list data structure which consider as memory blocks store. For the incoming modified data pages, FCFS algorithm selects the appropriate block from this list. In general allocation procedure of FCFS algorithm, the algorithm places the first modified data page into the first position of the first block of the selected block that had selected from block list data structure. The second page is placed into the second position of the first blocks of the selected block from block list data structure, and so on. FCFS allocation algorithm, places the data pages into blocks in sequentially style. The following Pseudo code explains how allocation decision is made during this algorithm:

1. for each page in the page access pattern
2. Place the page into the first available cell from the block list.
3. If the page appeared before then:
4. mark the cell it previously resided INVALID
5. If the block the page previously resided now becomes INACTIVE then:
6. erase it and move it to the end of the block list

Algorithm 1. Pseudo Code for First Come First Serve (FCFS) Allocation Algorithm

One of the most important steps in allocation decision is to set the position of the page according to page arrival time. The
allocation (placing) decision in this algorithm is based on the equation below:

\[(\text{POSITION} - \frac{B*R}{B})\] [3], where \(B\) is a Number of Pages in the Block, and \(R\) is a Number of the Erased Blocks.

Page arrival time refer to the time of the page when had been appeared in page access pattern. FCFS, initializing the block list then it set the position for the incoming pages according to their arrival time. Because FCFS places pages according to their arrival time, a data page with lowest arrival time value will be placed at first, and then the page with greater arrival time value will be the next page and so on. However, if the page appears another time in the same block, then FCFS algorithm will mark the old page as invalid one, the system in this case recognize the last page as the valid one [3].

B. First Re-Arrival First Serve (FRFS)

First Re-arrival First Serve (FRFS) [3] allocation algorithm had been emerged from previous FCFS allocation algorithm. Instead of placing data pages according to their arrival time property, FRFS algorithm depends on calculating the re-arrive time value for each incoming file data page in order to determine the correct position (location) for it. Re arrival time is the time when the page re-arrives. FRFS allocation algorithm, uses the minimal number of blocks, due to it reuses block as soon as possible. FRFS algorithm has three main allocation stages, in first stage, it computes the re-arrival time of each page by scanning through the entire access pattern and then in the second stage, it allocates a cell for each data page. The page having the earliest re-arrival time is assigned (0) value, the page with the second earliest re-arrival time is assigned (1) value, and so on. In the third stage it places the pages into the blocks according to the ordinal number they are assigned from the second stage. If this algorithm determines that a block had become in inactive state, it will erase the block and moving it to the end of the block list data structure so it can be reused later. FRFS keeps track of number of active blocks, and at the end, the maximum of these active block numbers is the number of blocks required by it [3]. The following presents the pseudo code for First Re-arrival First Serve allocation (FRFS) algorithm:

1. Initialize the block list
2. Compute the re-arrival time for each block
3. Compute the order according to the re-arrival time
4. For each page in page access pattern
5. Set the position of the page according to the order of the page
6. Place the page into the \((\text{position} - \frac{B*R}{B})\)th cell of the \((\text{position} - \frac{B*R}{B})\)th block in the block list
7. If the page appeared before
8. mark the cell it resided invalid
9. If the block where the page resided before is now inactive
10. move it to the end of the block list to be reused
11. count the number of the active block in the block list
12. compare it with the one from the previous iteration

Algorithm 2. The Pseudo Code for First Re-arrival First Serve (FRFS) Allocation

Regarding to allocation procedure, First Re-arrival First Serve (FRFS) algorithm start by initializing the block list, and then it executes calculation process to compute the re-arrival time for each page. The placing pages procedure is based on the following equation:

\[(\text{POSITION} - \frac{B*R}{B})\] [3], where \(B\) is Number of Pages in the Block, \(R\) is Number of the Erased Blocks.

C. Online First Re-Arrival First Serve (On-Line Frfs)

Online First Re-arrival First Serve [3] allocation algorithm should analyze the entire page access pattern in order to make the allocation decisions. It takes the allocation decision as soon as the page request arrives. Two essential data structure are used in this algorithm, block list data structure, and the second one is a prediction table that contains prediction information for all the pages that have appeared. The block list data structure contains all the blocks of the memory and the blocks there are sorted by their identification numbers [3]. The prediction table data structure contains information for all pages that have been appeared. To access the prediction information faster, the prediction table should be placed in high speed processing time memory such as Random Access Memory (RAM). According to what previously mentioned, each page has two data type, the estimated arrival interval for the page and last time that the page appeared. When new data page appears, On-Line FRFS algorithm estimates arrival interval and set it to the default value, the default value, in this case, refers to the mean value of the intervals of all pages that had been observed in the past, then On-Line FRFS the last arrival time of the page to current time. After that, On-Line FRFS insert this entry into the prediction table. Then On-Line FRFS will update the estimated interval value and the length of interval between the current time and the previously arrival time of the page [10].

Mathematically, the (On-Line FRFS) algorithm computes the interval estimated length using the following equation:

\[\text{New estimated arrival interval} = \left(\frac{R*ER}{B}\right) + (1-R)\times(T-LT)\]

where: \(R\) is a Constant between (0) and (1), \(ER\) is the Old Estimated Interval of the Data Page, \(T\) is the Current Time, and \(LT\) is the Data Page Last Arrival Time.

Many mathematical steps should be followed in order to determine the correct position for incoming data pages, the following pseudo code shows the basic allocation steps that data pages should be passed through during allocation process:

D. Probability Based Popularity Allocation Scheme

Probability based popularity [22] allocation algorithm consider as one of modern allocation algorithm. The allocation decision is based on the probability of the page which basically depend on the popularity of each unique page in the pages access pattern. Regarding to this algorithm, the distribution of pages in the page access pattern is assumed to follows the (ZIPF's Law) [22], where pages are stored in an increasing order, from the heights rank to the lowest rank. This distribution is based on pages frequency of the occurrences in the access pattern [22].

Depending on the number of times that each page is appearing into page access pattern, this algorithm divides the blocks into two categories HOT and COLD blocks. Probability based popularity allocation algorithm consist of two main components, access screening and allocation algorithm. Access screening percolate the type of data access to two categorization, read and write, the allocation algorithm part perform a distribution process of the access data. This component consist of two sub component, popularity interpreter and allocation engine.

Two main functions are performed by these sub components. Popularity interpreter determines the state of accessed data, either hot or cold. The allocation engine performs block selection process [22]. The distribution process performed by the allocation algorithm component will cluster the distribution into three main groups, maximum probability, median probability and minimum probability [22].

In this state, the pages that have probability value greater than or equal to median probability are classified as hot page, others page will be classified to cold pages. Probability Based allocation algorithm, divide the blocks of flash-based storage media into two categories, hot and cold blocks. The probability based popularity algorithm assumes that the number of hot blocks should be more that number of cold blocks. The amount of blocks which are subjected to be hot or cold is calculated using the following two equations:

1. \( H = (\text{MAX}+\text{MEDIAN}) \times B \).
2. \( C = I - H \) [22].

Where, \( H \) is the Amount of HOT blocks, \( \text{MAX} \) is the maximum probability, \( \text{MEDIAN} \) is the median probability, \( B \) is the cod block position and \( C \) is the Amount of COLD blocks.

Regarding to above mentioned equations, The Probability based popularity allocation algorithm keeps each block not to be in active state in the whole allocation process. If such blocks are active during the whole allocation process then number of active blocks will be increased. The overall allocation algorithm is simplified as follow:

1. get the probability of each page
2. set the highest probability to MAX
3. set the lowest probability to MIN
4. get the middle probability and set the MEDIAN
5. for each page in the access pattern
6. get the page weight
7. if weight >= MEDIAN
   8. set page as HOT
   9. write page into free pages within blocks \([0,H 1]\)
10. else
11. Set page as COLD
12. Write page into free pages within block \([H,B 1]\)
13. count ACTIVE blocks

Algorithm 4. Pseudo Code for Probability Based Allocation Algorithm

E. Best-M Algorithm

Best-M allocation algorithm is stand on Block-Based Allocation concept. Simply it places all the requests for the same pages into the same block. As a result, each block contains only a single most up-to-date content of a page plus all the previous contents that all have been marked invalid. The idea of this algorithm is to assign page appearances to cells according to their difference. A difference between two page appearances is defined as the sum of the difference of their arrival time and the difference of their re-arrival time. The reason that it uses difference to allocate cells is that it is likely that all cells in the same block will be set to valid and invalid at about the same time [19]. Best-M Algorithm could be simplified by the following pseudo code:

1. compute block index for page appearance
2. initialize block list
3. search block list for block(i)
4. If block(i) not found in the block list
5. insert the new block in the block list
6. set index(i) for this block
7. Place page into first cell of block(i)
8. If block became inactive
9. delete block index from block list(i)


Best-M allocation algorithm uses block list data structure to store blocks in it. The block in Best-M allocation algorithm has two properties, block index and number of cells for each block. When page arrive, Best-M algorithm, compute block index (i) for this page, then it search block list to find this block. If the requested block not found in the block list, Best-M insert new block in the block list and assign index (i) to it. After that, Best-M places the page into that block. However, block recycle process is invoked when the state of block became Inactive [11].
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN FLASH-BASED SSD ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

A group of algorithms had been discussed and various allocation techniques were adopted by each previous mentioned algorithm. Table 1 show a general review for these algorithms then we will compare these algorithms theoretically in order to clarify and explain the main differences between it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison factor</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Execution time</th>
<th>Proposed work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Execution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in table 2, there are five main algorithms. Online and Offline are two main types of allocation scenarios. The Online type referring to online allocation mode and Offline type is the internal-style data real architecture style. The allocation mode factor explains the concept that the allocation procedure is based on. Generally, future discriminated degree referring to the basic concept(s) that were adopted to perform the allocation procedure. We had executed these algorithms in real environment (simulation environment). The results presented in table 3, showing the complexity of each algorithm. The complexity consists of two main parameters, space and execution time. The space criterion is referring to the number of cells that had been requested by the storage system when (n) number of incoming pages had to be written. The execution time referring to the time required to execute the specified (pre-defined) number of write operations that are waiting in the page access pattern queue.

As mentioned in table 3, the probability-based, and Best Match (Best-M) allocation algorithms, had satisfied best degree comparing with other allocation algorithms, despite that fact that First Come First Serve, and First Re-arrival First Serve (FRFS), had satisfied less execution time comparing with other algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper provided an overview of the available literature in data allocation techniques for flash-based SSD storage systems. We have introduced, analyzed and compared several allocation techniques. We highlighted the importance of allocation schemes in both reducing waste-space, and adjust the random-based style of data writing operations. Respectively, the findings were objectively reported and it may considered as researching reference for obtaining obviously documented knowledge, on many flash-based allocation strategies. Generally, as a conclusion, the storage devices with built-in allocation algorithm, performs better than those haven’t one. More deeply future work on this type of allocation strategies is required.
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Abstract—Cloud services have grown very quickly over the past couple of years, giving consumers and companies the chance to put services, resources and infrastructures in the hands of a provider. There are big security concerns when using cloud services. With the emergence of cloud computing, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology has undergone a renaissance, enabling computer to computer communications. This study describes use of PKI in cloud computing and provides insights into some of the challenges which cloud-based PKI systems face.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is rapidly emerging as a new paradigm for delivering computing as a utility. It allows leasing of IT capabilities whether they are infrastructure, platform, or software applications as services on subscription oriented services in a pay-as-you-go model.

“Cloud computing” is the next natural step in the evolution of on-demand information technology services and products. To a large extent, cloud computing will be based on virtualized resources.

Cloud Computing is here to stay, as it is proposed to transform the way IT is deployed and managed, promising reduced implementation, maintenance costs and complexity, while accelerating innovation, providing faster time to market, and providing the ability to scale high-performance applications and infrastructures on demand.

This paper will discuss why a cloud customer will trust cloud by using PKI.

This paper is organized in the following sections:

In Section II, we give a background of the technologies to be used. We explore in more detail what are the basic fears from cloud customers to adopt the cloud computing.

In Section III we describe the problems of cloud based PKI.

In Section IV we present our vision, some broad strategies that might be used to mitigate some of the concerns outlined in Sections II and III. Finally in section V we will discuss future work followed by conclusion in section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Cryptography

Now a day, the most effective method of securing the data is by using cryptographic techniques. Cryptography is the method of storing and transmitting data in form that only those it is intended for can read and process [1].Basic terms used in cryptography are:

1. The readable data is referred to as PLAINTEXT
2. The random and unreadable data is referred to as CIPHERTEXT.
3. Process of converting plaintext to cipher text is referred to as ENCRYPTION.
4. Reverse of encryption i.e. Process of converting cipher text to plaintext is known as DECRYPTION.
5. Set of rules dictating how to encrypt and decrypt data are referred to as ALGORITHM.

Figure 1. Cryptography process

1) Cryptosystem: The hardware or software implementation of cryptography process is termed as cryptosystem. Following services are provided by cryptosystems [2]:

1. Confidentiality: Confidentiality is the need to ensure that information is disclosed only to those who are authorized to view it.
2. Integrity: Integrity is the need to ensure that information has not been changed accidentally or deliberately, and that it is accurate and complete.
3. Authentication: Authentication is the process of confirming correctness of the claimed identity.
4. Authorization: Authorization is the approval, Permission or empowerment for someone to do something.
5. **Non repudiation**: Non Repudiation is the ability for a system to prove that a specific user and only that user sent a message and it hasn’t been modified.

2) **Public Key Cryptography**: As discussed in RSA data security white paper [3] Cryptography uses mathematical algorithms and processes to convert intelligible plaintext into unintelligible ciphertext, and vice versa. Applications of cryptography include:
   - Data encryption for confidentiality
   - Digital signatures to provide non-repudiation (accountability) and verify data integrity
   - Certificates for authenticating people, applications and services, and for access control (authorization)

The two main kinds of cryptography are shared secret (symmetric key encryption) and public key (Asymmetric key encryption).

3) **Symmetric Key Encryption**: In symmetric key encryption, encryption key can be calculated from the decryption key and vice versa. With most of the symmetric algorithms, the same key is used for encryption and decryption. The symmetric key is effective only when the key is kept secret by two parties if anyone else discovers the key in any way; it affects both Confidentiality and Authentication. A person with unauthorized symmetric key not only can decrypt messages sent with key but can encrypt new messages and send them on behalf of the legitimate parties using the key.

4) **Asymmetric Key Encryption**: Public key encryption also called as Asymmetric Encryption involves a pair of keys, a public key and a private key, associates with an entity. Each public key is published, and the corresponding private key is kept secret. Data encrypted with public key can be decrypted only with corresponding private key.

B. **Public Key Infrastructure**

PKI consists of programs, data formats, procedures, communication protocols, security policies and public key cryptographic mechanisms working in a comprehensive manner to enable a wide range of dispersed people to communicate in a secure and predictable fashion. PKI provides authentication, confidentiality, non-repudiation, and integrity of the messages exchanged. PKI is hybrid system of symmetric and asymmetric key algorithms and methods [1-3].

A public-key infrastructure (PKI) is a framework that provides security services to an organization using public-key cryptography. These services are generally implemented across a networked environment, work in conjunction with client-side software, and can be customized by the organization implementing them. An added bonus is that all security services are provided transparently—users do not need to know about public keys, private keys, certificates, or Certification Authorities in order to take advantage of the services provided by a PKI [4].

1) **Components of PKI**: As discussed in paper [5] there are five components in PKI:

   a. **End Entity**: End Entity is a generic term used to denote end-users, devices (e.g., servers, routers), or any other entity that can be identified in the subject field of a public key certificate. End entities typically consume and/or support PKI-related services.

   b. **Certification Authority (CA)**: an entity which issues certificates. One or more in-house servers, or a trusted third party such as VeriSign or GTE, can provide the CA function

   c. **Registration Authority (RA)**: The RA is an optional component that can assume a number of administrative functions from the CA. The RA is often associated with the End Entity registration process, but can assist in a number of other areas as well.

   d. **Repository**: A repository is a generic term used to denote any method for storing certificates and CRLs so that they can be retrieved by End Entities.

   e. **CRL Issuer**: The CRL Issuer is an optional component that a CA can delegate to publish CRLs.

2) **PKI and the Aims Of Secure Internet Communication**:

The four aims of secure communication on the Internet are as stated earlier: confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation. Authentication is the procedure to verify the identity of a user. There are three different factors authentication can be based on. These factors are something the user knows, something the user possesses and something the user is. Something the user knows could be a password that is a shared secret between the user and the verifying party. This is the weakest form of authentication since the password can be stolen through, for example, a dictionary attack or sniffing the network. Something the user possesses could be a physical token like a credit card, a passport or something digital and secret like a private key. This authentication form is usually combined with something the user knows to form a two-factor authentication. For instance, a credit card and a PIN are something possessed and something known. Something the user is could be something biometric like a fingerprint, DNA or a retinal scan which is unique for the user.

C. **Cloud Computing**

Cloud computing (‘cloud’) is an evolving term that describes the development of many existing technologies and approaches to computing into something different. Cloud separates application and information resources from the underlying infrastructure, and the mechanisms used to deliver those [6]. Cloud computing is defined as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or cloud provider interaction [7].

1) **Cloud services** exhibit five essential characteristics [6-7] that demonstrate their relation to, and differences from, traditional computing approaches:

   i. **On-demand self-service**: Computing capabilities are available on demand without any interference of third party.
ii. **Broad network access:** Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and PDAs) as well as other traditional or cloud based software services.

iii. **Resource pooling:** The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand. Examples of resources include storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth, and virtual machines. Even private clouds tend to pool resources between different parts of the same organization.

iv. **Rapid elasticity:** Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically to quickly scale out; and rapidly released to quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.

v. **Measured service:** Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource usage by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, or active user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the service.

NIST Visual Model of Cloud Computing Definition gives the overall perspective and definition of what cloud computing is [8]:

![NIST Visual Model of Cloud Computing](image)

Figure 2. NIST Visual Model of Cloud Computing

a. **Service Models:** Cloud computing can be classified by the model of service it offers into one of three different groups.

i. **IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service):** The capability provided to the customer of IaaS is raw storage space, computing, or network resources with which the customer can run and execute an operating system, applications, or any software that they choose.

ii. **PaaS (Platform as a Service):** The cloud provider not only provides the hardware, but they also provide a toolkit and a number of supported programming languages to build higher level services (i.e. software applications that are made available as part of a specific platform).

iii. **SaaS (Software as a Service):** The SaaS customer is an end-user of complete applications running on a cloud infrastructure and offered on a platform on-demand. The applications are typically accessible through a thin client interface, such as a web browser.

b. **Deployment Models:** Clouds can also be classified based upon the underlying infrastructure deployment model as Public, Private, Community, or Hybrid clouds.

i. **Public Cloud:** A public cloud’s physical infrastructure is owned by a cloud service provider. Such a cloud runs applications from different customers who share this infrastructure and pay for their resource utilization on a utility computing basis.

ii. **Private Cloud:** A pure private cloud is built for the exclusive use of one customer, who owns and fully controls this cloud.

iii. **Community Cloud:** When several customers have similar requirements, they can share an infrastructure and might share the configuration and management of the cloud. This management might be done by themselves or by third parties.

iv. **Hybrid Cloud:** Any composition of clouds, by they private or public could form a hybrid cloud and be manage a single entity, provided that there is sufficient commonality between the standards used by the constituent clouds.

2) **Complications in cloud:**

There are some concerns that should not be taken lightly when moving to a cloud service. Once the data has been moved to a cloud provider, control over it has been lost. The user cannot tell where the data resides physically and cannot be fully confident the data is handled with care in a secure manner. Furthermore, when the data has been moved to or created in the cloud, there are concerns about who really owns the data. For instance, if the subscription to the cloud service is cancelled, the customer cannot be fully confident the data is removed. Also, if the customer wishes to switch cloud provider, there are concerns about if it is even possible as the provider might lock in the customer with various methods. Providers are very much aware of the complications and concerns of their services and works constantly to improve the quality and security of their services. Among others things they usually employ IT-security staff 24 hours a day every day to cope with any upcoming problems.

**Benefits of cloud Computing:** According to Mike Klein [12] there are six strong benefits that a cloud user gets:
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i. **Lower Costs:** Cloud computing pools all of the computing resources that can be distributed to applications as needed – optimizing the use of the sum of the computing resources and delivering better efficiency and utilization of the entire shared infrastructure.

ii. **Cap-Ex Free Computing:** Whether you go with a public cloud or outsourced private cloud computing option, cloud computing delivers a better cash flow by eliminating the capital expense associated with building the server infrastructure.

iii. **Deploy Projects Faster:** Because servers can be brought up & destroyed in a matter of minutes, the time to deploy a new application drops dramatically with cloud computing. Rather than installing and networking a new hardware server, the new server can be dialed up and imaged in through a self-serve control console.

iv. **Scale as Needed:** As your applications grow, you can add storage, RAM and CPU capacity as needed. This means you can buy “just enough” and scale as the application demands grow. This benefit includes elasticity of the resources.

v. **Lower Maintenance Costs:** Driven by 2 factors: Less hardware and outsourced, shared IT staff. Because cloud computing uses less physical resources, there is less hardware to power and maintain. With an outsourced cloud, you don’t need to keep server, storage, network, and virtualization experts on staff full time.

vi. **Resiliency and Redundancy:** One of the benefits of a private cloud deployment is that you can get automatic failover between hardware platforms and disaster recovery services to bring up your server set in a separate data center should your primary data center experience an outage.

D. **Transport layer Security:**

Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a protocol that ensures privacy between communicating applications and their users on the Internet. When a server and client communicate, TLS ensures that no third party may eavesdrop or tamper with any message. TLS is the successor to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) [9].

Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), are cryptographic protocols that provide endpoint authentication and secure communications over any transport. TLS is normally associated with Internet communication but can be applied to any transport layer, including sockets and HTTP. TLS allows for two levels of security: Server Authentication and Mutual Authentication [10].

Server Authentication: Server Authentication authenticates the server to the client. When server authentication is used, the end user, or client, verifies that the server they are communicating with is actually who they say it is. In the Internet world, your browser is the client, and a website such as Amazon™ is the server. Millions of clients need to be able to prove that the site to which they are giving financial information is really Amazon.

**Mutual Authentication:** Mutual Authentication authenticates the server to the client, and the client to the server. When Mutual Authentication is used, both the client and the server provide and validate certificates in order to verify each other’s identity.

The TLS protocol is made up of two layers [11].

- The TLS record protocol is designed to protect confidentiality by using symmetric data encryption.
- The TLS handshake protocol allows authentication between the server and client and the negotiation of an encryption algorithm and cryptographic keys before the application protocol transmits or receives any data.

Need of TLS: Sending unencrypted messages increases the risk that messages can be intercepted or altered. TLS security technology automatically encrypts e-mail messages between servers thereby reducing the risk of eavesdropping, interception, and alteration.

III. **ISSUES IN CLOUD BASED PKI**

According to us there can be three issues that can complicate the implementation of PKI on cloud:

A. **Storing Private Keys In Scalable And Mobile Systems:**

The three factors to consider when designing the system are scalability, mobility and automation. A solution must be able to add more CAs on demand, be relatively consistent in required time to sign certificates and always be available. Hence, the solution must support the CA operations being movable to another less strained server if the number of requested signatures increases beyond the limit of the Hardware Security Module or the service unexpectedly fails. To able to move all CA operations to another server, all data regarding that CA must be moved between databases and the private key has to be moved or be the same at the new location. However, there exists no sufficiently secure procedure to move private keys between HSMs autonomously. Therefore, the same private keys must be predefined in HSMs at all available locations of that CA. The ability to move the CA to another location and to bind private keys on demand provides scalability in the number of signatures the system can handle. The scalability of the number CAs at one location is relative to the number of keys the Hardware Security Module is able to store.

B. **Certificate Authority Separation:**

One essential requirement of a cloud based PKI is that one customer should only be able to see and use its own CAs. Consequently, there must be separation between CAs and customers.
C. Providing Secure Authentication And Authorization:

Only a number of predefined CAs can issue certificates to administrators due to the trust store in the application server. Other CAs issuing administrator certificates can be added but that requires restarting of the application server. The purpose of this is to give each customer a dedicated CA to issue certificates to its administrators.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In order to build complete trust over CA we must use the model suggested in RSA Conference Europe 2011 [12]. Studying the model we can establish trust of cloud consumer in cloud.

![Enterprise Boundary](image)

Figure 3. Enterprise root CA and Enterprise CA

An Enterprise Certificate Authority (CA) is a CA which generates certificates for a restricted community such as for an organization. The enterprise CA is selected by the mutual understanding of the enterprises and participating enterprises should trust the enterprise CA and Enterprise root CA.

The above model has following advantages:

1) Trust points (Root CA and CA certificates) are inside the enterprise boundary: All the enterprises now can trust the root CA and CA as they are inside their boundary and the data kept on the cloud will not pass through the enterprise boundary.

2) Full control of security properties of PKI: In this model we will get the full functionalities of the Public Key Infrastructure that is the management of keys and the trust boundary will not be beyond the enterprise boundary.

3) On demand certificate and certificate revocation issuing: As both the enterprise CA and root CA are in the enterprise boundary any enterprise can easily revoke or issue a new certificate without have to wait for a long procedure and time.

The limitation of the mentioned model is, only few browsers will support the certificates issued by Enterprise root CA. The above limitation can be ignored as enterprise group can use a common browser to interact with each other.

Following aspects are considered while using the system:

a. Browser to be used: As the root CA is the enterprise CA therefore, the Certificates issued by the root CA will be supported only by few browsers. In order to interact with the cloud the enterprise should be aware of which browser is to be used.

b. Selection of Enterprise root CA and CA: Both the enterprise root CA and CA must be selected mutually by all the enterprises. A set of rules must be abided by the enterprises while choosing the and CA.

c. Switching cloud outside enterprise boundary: If any of the enterprise, at any time wants to switch the data from the enterprise boundary to outside world it can do so by mutually signed agreements and set of rules.

V. FUTURE WORK

A. Cross-Certification And Building Additional Certification Paths Dynamically

As it is a cloud service, it has the ability to cross certify the email authentication CAs from different customers under one central root email CA. In this scenario every customer that satisfies the criteria of the email certification will be offered to have the email CA certified and join the group of trusted email CAs. The implication would be that all customers in a group could send secure emails to each other and have access to the certificates and revocation information. The scenario relies on dynamically adding the certification path without having to reissue the certificates, which may or may not be possible.

B. Caching

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) is a very simple request/reply protocol that allows clients to ask an “OCSP responder” about the revocation status of one or more certificates. The OCSP responder returns digitally signed responses regarding the status of the certificates identified in the request. OCSP is designed to return real time responses to client queries, and can provide an efficient method for returning certificate status on demand.

To minimize the workload of the OCSP responder, caching of the result for some time could be used. However, OCSP use POST to send data which should not, in contrary to GET, be cached according to RFC 2616. Hence, further studies in the field of caching an OCSP response are required.

VI. CONCLUSION

PKI is enabling computer to computer communications in The Cloud because it offers a cryptographically strong method of authentication which can be tied to the secure transport mechanism, TLS [12].

The security of any system is not a question of if the system is secure or not, it is a question of how secure it is or in other words, to what extent it is secure. Every system has flaws, either in the design or in the nature of the system, thus absolute security cannot be guaranteed for any system. Technologies and incentives to access or destroy systems emerge as technology moves forward and the value of the system increases. Hence, a system can only be classified secure to an extent or not secure at all.

One critical factor in security is cost. To limit the incentives to break the system, the cost of breaking the system should be higher or equal to the value of the information the system is protecting. The paper has discussed a model to build trust in Cloud using public key Infrastructure. Despite of the limitation of browser support it can be widely used by
enterprises. The application of the above model can be the different plants and branch offices that want to share same data can create a public cloud and define their own Root CA and CA to ensure confidentiality and integrity of the data.

While working on future scope we can easily make a cloud consumer trust that their data is safe on cloud that too within their own enterprise boundary.
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Abstract—Faced with new environmental constraints, firms decide to collaborate in collective entities and adopt new patterns of behavior. So, this firms’ collaboration becomes an unavoidable approach. Indeed, our aim interest in our study is to propose a collaborative information system for supply chain. Our proposed platform ensures cooperation and information sharing between partners in real time. In fact, several questions have to be asked: What is the information nature may be shared between partners? What processes are implemented between actors? What functional services are supported by the platform? In order to answer these questions, we present, in this article, our methodological approach of modelling, called CMCS (Contextual Modelling of Collaborative System).

Keywords-collaborative information system; business process; collaborative process; BPMN; CMCS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The integration of a collaborative information system within the supply chain has become a key element for improving manufacturing performance [1]. The collaborative information system aims to ensure coordination between different actors in the supply chain. It consists of a set of services developed to better meet user requirements.

To this end, we propose a modelling approach which consists to ensure the evolution of information through the realization of a set of models (business and applicative). These models offer a global vision of the company, partners and collaborative systems. A main feature of our approach is flexibility. This property can be defined as the system ability that can help system to easily adapt to the requested evolutions. The flexibility notion is provided through the separation of the business view from the applicative and technical one. So, we model the business processes and we identify necessary services regardless of application characteristics and technics.

The methodology is based on process approach [2] and adapted to the urbanism model of information system [3].

The business view: it lists the business events that the company must treat, business processes that respond to these events, documents used in these processes and actors who execute them.

The functional view: it describes the functions of information system, such as they are described in the specifications for the implementation of a new application.

Functions can be: the management of a customer’s contract, the management of delivery, etc.

The application view: It lists all the applications used by actors to perform functions and equip processes.

The Physical view: It lists all the infrastructure components (hardware, network infrastructure, equipment security, archiving, etc.) that support the system.

So, we present an adaptive model to the urbanism model of information system [4] [5], by adding two other necessary views for the implementation of our collaborative system (strategy and service). Also, the business view contains two contexts (business and collaborative ones).

The principle of CMCS can be summarized as follows: After defining the key processes used in the implementation of our system, they are detailed in activities to bring out the interactions between actors, modelling collaborative processes and determine various business services needed to carry out these processes.

The function blocks are then added in order to coherently organize all business objects. Functional services, which perform the function blocks defined in advance, are exposed by IT services (CRUD service and technical service [6]).
This paper describes different phases of CMCS approach (Contextual Modelling of Collaborative System) and a practical example for modelling the purchasing process.

II. CONTEXTUAL MODELLING OF COLLABORATION SYSTEM

CMCS is a methodological approach in two phases (Study needs, Modelling and Design of the system), each phase contains one or more steps. We present in detail the different phases.

A. Phases of the methodology

Phase 1: The study needs

The study needs, first phase of our project, is one of the most difficult phases of our approach. The following phase of CMCS is based on the deliverables of the "study needs".

This phase includes two major steps: developing the business motivation model and the organization of the company.

Deliverable 1: BMM (Business Motivation Model);
Deliverable 2: Process mapping;

Step 1: Development of business models of motivation

As a preliminary to the establishment of a collaborative architecture, it is important to define objectives and motivations that lead to achieving them. This step should give birth to a business plan indicating the means to implement [7]. To determine these business motivations, we relied on the standard (Business Motivation Model - BMM) proposed by the OMG. It provides an organized structure for the specification and definition of business plans. The construction of business models and application models must be deducted from objectives and strategies, which justifies the use of this standard by our approach CMCS. In the context of CMCS, we focus on the two entities (means and ends) in the development of BMM.

Figure 2. Business Model of Motivation [8]

Step 2: Study of business organization

This step of the approach follows the urbanization principle. One of the main phases of urbanization is the study of enterprise architecture. This involves identifying a set of mapping organizational of the company and its partners. The mapping is used to represent the environment already studied and how it works. This tool is essential at this step; however it must meet a few criteria:

- Global: The mapping should cover all business processes in order to have an overview of operations.
- Systemic: The mapping must be based on a systems approach [9]; the company should be considered as a set of micro-enterprises (subsystems) that operate with each other.
- Understandable: The mapping must be clear and understood by the entire company to allow many uses (business analysis, functional analysis, application analysis, etc.).

Phase 2: Modelling and Design of the system

The second phase of the process CMCS is the modelling and the design of system. This phase corresponds to the two views (business view and functional view) of the urbanization principle. The objective is to define the various functional necessary services to achieve information system. Various steps constitute this second phase:

Step 1: Business process modelling
Deliverable 1: Model the business process
Deliverable 2: Model of the collaborative process

Step 3: Analysis and design of the system
Deliverable 3: UML diagrams (use case, sequence, class)

Step 4: Identification of functional services
Deliverable 4: Models of functional blocks and list of services

Step 1: Business process modelling

This step is based on the mapping of business processes. This step is used to describe business processes and all the activities constituting these processes.

The business processes must meet to one of objectives defined in the business motivation model of the company.

Step 2: Modelling the collaborative business process

To model collaborative processes, we rely on models of business processes of this phase first step. This model follows the BPMN formalism [10] [11], this concept is developed by the OMG; it's a communication tool that facilitates the rapid transition of the design of business processes to their implementation.

The objective of this step is the identification of business activities supported by the collaborative information system.

Step 3: Analysis and design of the system

This step consists to create an abstract representation of our system. It requires the use of an adequate method for the creation of different models on which we rely for the implementation of the system. The step aims to study
expectations of users and to identify elements involved in the collaborative system, their structures and their relationships.

In addition, the design consists to provide technical solutions to definite descriptions in the analysis. Object-oriented design focuses on defining software objects and how they work together. We use in this step the language UML (Unified Modelling Language) [12] in order to present three diagrams (use case, sequence, class).

Step 4: Identification of functional services

Based on the previous two steps, the description of collaborative business processes and analysis and design system, we generate the functional blocks [13] that include functional necessary services for the implementation of collaborative information system.

III. APPLICATION OF OUR APPROACH CMCS

The case concerns a company specialist on manufacturing, distribution and installation of products and solutions in industrial automation and electrical engineering.

Faced with the pressures of competition and growth issues importance, the company is looking more and more for improving its industrial performance in terms of cost, time, adaptability and traceability. Indeed, it wants its business processes to be more flexible in order to support strategic developments of the company; such as participation in scenarios with other business. The company recognized the need of a stronger coordination and collaboration. So, it wants to develop a platform that allows it to communicate with partners and to exchange information.

The objective is the establishment of a collaborative information system corresponding to the company’s business processes and to the collaborative ones of inter-companies network. In this context, we apply our approach to provide a flexible architecture that meets this company needs.

Phase 1: The study needs

Step 1: Development of business models of motivation

The first step is to develop the business motivation model. Remember that the fundamental concepts of the model are: Ends (include the vision, goals and objectives) and means (include the mission, strategies and tactics).

The vision describes the company’s look in the future without worrying about how to achieve it. The goal expresses a state in order to meet this vision. The objective is a measurable component that we can achieve with some time constraint to meet the goal. As for the mission, it represents the operational activities of the company that can achieve the vision. Finally, Strategies represent actions needed to achieve goals.

By following these concepts, we develop an example of BMM.

Step 2: Study of business organization

The result of business organization leads us to develop a graphical representation of business processes.

Phase 2: Modelling and Design of the system

Following our analysis, we focus on a specific process, we choose the purchasing one. Its main objective is to make goods or services available to internal users of the company with the best price, time and quality. Indeed, this process seeks to reduce the production costs, to ensure compliance of schedules and quality expected by customers.

Step 1: Business process modelling

We detail different activities of the purchasing process (see figure 5). The process begins with the definition of requirements formalized in a purchase request. This request generally specifies the following information:

- Description, type and characteristics of the product / service;
- The quantity to order;
- The delivery quality and desired time;
The budget for the purchase. The expression of needs is considered as an event triggering the purchasing process. This can be done by the various departments of the company.

- Analysis of the purchasing needs
- Research suppliers and request for proposals
- Analysis of proposals and negotiation
- Establishment of the order
- Receipt of products and quality control
- Invoice Verification

**Step 2:** Modelling the collaborative business process

The purchasing collaborative process is modelled from the preceding description of business process. In this step, we describe the activities of partners involved in the collaborative process. In our case, collaborative alliances are already established between the producer (manufacturer) and partners of supply chain. The partnership created between the producer and supplier leads to the establishment of a framework-contract (legal support associated with partnership relations) between the two actors.

To study various acts of the purchasing collaborative process, we use the formalism BPMN (Business Process Modelling Notation). This notation will allow us to present the manual activities performed by actors of the chain (manufacturer and supplier of raw material) and automated activities supported by the collaborative platform.

In this context, we present two POOL partner (pool producer and pool supplier) and a POOL SIC. It contains two LANE (manufacturer module and supplier module). The figure below is an example of the purchasing collaborative process.

**Step 3:** Analysis and design of the system

- Diagram of use case

The use case diagram presented below shows few functionalities of managing the purchasing process.
Sequence diagram

The sequence diagram shows different interactions between actors of the purchasing process.

Step 4: Identification of functional services

We present in this step, functional blocks of our example. It represents functional services implemented in the system.

Class diagram

The class diagram presented below expresses the static structure of the purchasing process.

IV. CONCLUSION ET PERSPECTIVES

In this paper we presented the methodological approach CMCS (Contextual Modelling of Collaborative System) for modelling and design of the collaborative information system dedicated to manage the supply chain. We used formalism BPMN and UML for modelling. As perspective, we are proposing the architecture of the system based on multi-agent systems and we are developing an example of system.
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Abstract—The use of Electrocardiogram (ECG) system is important in primary diagnosis and survival analysis of the heart diseases. Growing portable mobile technologies have provided possibilities for medical monitoring for human vital signs and allow patient move around freely. In this paper, a mobile health monitoring application program is described. This system consists of the following sub-systems: real-time signal receiver, ECG signal processing, signal display in mobile phone, and data management as well five user interface screens. We verified the signal feature detection using the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database. The detection algorithms were implemented in the mobile phone application program. This paper describes the application system that was developed and tested successfully.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, cardiac diseases are increasing in an alarming rate. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), cardiac disease is one of the leading causes of death in the developing world and is the leading cause in the developed world [1]. For these reasons, electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring and diagnosis system is widely studied. ECG examination is a basic diagnosis procedure to find out if the patients have sporadic heart diseases, such as, arrhythmia and ischemia. Due to the growth of microcontroller and semiconductor technology, new ECG systems of small size and light weight have arrived [2]. Recent technological advances in wearable sensor networks, integrated circuits and wireless communication allow the design of light weight, low power consuming sensors at low-cost. Wearable and portable monitoring systems of physiological parameters have been studied by many research groups [3][4]. However, the majority of such health’s monitoring devices are not suitable for medical monitoring of high-risk patients. Some of these systems have wireless modules, for instance Bluetooth and Radio Frequency (RF), but the development of local area networks (LAN) in hospitals have not matured yet. But a light and portable type wireless physiological signal-retrieving system has always been a medical personnel’s dream [5]. A portable smart mobile phone has various functions. In medical fields, a new generation of mobile phones will have an important impact for the development of such healthcare systems, as they seamlessly integrate a wide variety of networks and thus provide the opportunity to transmit recorded biomedical data to a server in a hospital. Consequently, this paper describes the design and implementation of a prototype mobile healthcare application system and monitoring the ECG signals of patients in real-time.

II. METHOD AND MATERIAL

The system receiving block diagram is shown in Figure 1 of which the design and architecture details are explained in the following sub-sections.

A. Software Implementation

Development of software depends on operating system (OS) of mobile device. The emergence of various form of personal mobile device and associated various OS makes it important to make a smart choice based on the application requirements. We developed the portable monitoring system prototype using the SGH-i900 Omnia SmartPhone (Samsung Co. Ltd). This mobile device is equipped with a 624 MHz Marvell PXA312 processor, internal 16 GB storage and it includes a Bluetooth v2.0 interface. This mobile device supported the Windows Mobile 6.1 Professional for Marvell processor. Therefore, this mobile device is suitable for use in this research.

B. Signal Transmission Structure

Bluetooth is an industrial specification for wireless Personal Area Networks (PANs). Bluetooth provides a way to connect and exchange information between devices such as mobile phones, laptops, PCs, printers, digital cameras, and video game consoles over a secure, globally unlicensed short-range radio frequency. The Bluetooth specifications are developed and licensed by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group. It is a
standard communications protocol primarily designed for low power consumption, with a short range (1 meter (0 dBm), 10 meter (4 dBm), and 100 meter (20 dBm)) [6]. We used the small size (18*20*12 mm), low power consumption, high reliability, and low cost FB155BC (Firmtech Co., Ltd) Bluetooth transceiver module. This device is a Bluetooth specification 2.0-support module that has an approximate range of 10-meters. The ECG acquisition hardware Bluetooth module is configured as a Master, and the mobile phone is considered to be functioning as a Slave. Figure 2 shows the ECG signals flow-chart.

C. Data Management

A display of real-time ECG signals attempted on the screen display and data were saved in memory at the same time. The data were saved in binary format ASCII-code type, and rule of ECG data file name created follow; include Day, Time, a minute, and a second. For example, “xxxxxxx.ecg” is an example of the filename of the data files saved. Also, the first time measurement of the data generated were saved in new storage folder in base driver at SmartPhone. This ECG data is available for administration through the history and management screen in the application program. It also protects patient information.

D. ECG Signal Processing

Recorded physiological signals usually have an original signal contaminated with noise. The noise is encountered at every stage of data acquisition until the data is digitized. Therefore, power noise, muscular contract noise, electrode movement with signal wandering, and analog-to-digital converter noise all perturb the ECG signals. If an electrode is removed the ECG signal becomes indecipherable. Power line interference noise is electromagnetic field from the power line, which causes 50 or 60 Hz sinusoidal interference. This noise causes problem in interpreting low amplitude waveform like ECG. Hence, many methods have been utilized on the removal of the power line interference in the ECG signals [7]. The wavelet coefficient threshold based hyper shrinkage function to remove power line frequency was used in [7], a nonlinear adaptive method to remove noise was used in [8], and subtraction procedure for power line interference removing from ECG which is extended to almost all possible cases of sampling rate and interference frequency variation was used in [9]. Power line noise cancellation based on these methods take a lot of operation time, as well as difficult to apply for a real time system. Therefore, we used an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) notch filter. Though it has short processing time, it does not consider tracking frequency or removing a specific bandwidth rather than 60 Hz peak. This system is intended for real-time processing. The difference equation for this filter is as follows.

$$y[n]=\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} b_n x[n-k] + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n y[n-k]$$  

(1)

Another type of unwanted signal in ECG is the baseline wander. Baseline wander can be caused by respiration, electrode impedance change and body movements. Baseline wander makes manual and automatic analysis of ECG recordings difficult, especially the measuring of ST-segment deviation, which is used for diagnosis of ischemia. Baseline wander elimination has been addressed in many different ways. The most widely used method uses cubic spline filtering and linear phase filtering for estimating the baseline drift [10][11]. We used baseline wander interference cancellation method based on band-pass sixth order Butterworth digital filter. The transfer function equation of the digital filter is shown below.

$$H(S) = \frac{B(S)}{A(S)} = \frac{b(1)s^n + b(2)s^{n+1} + .... + b(n+1)}{s^n + a(2)s^{n+1} + .... + a(n+1)}$$  

(2)

E. QRS detection and Heart Rate Calculation

A typical ECG signal of a normal heartbeat can be divided into 3 parts, as depicted in Figure 3 [12], P wave or P complex, which indicates the start and end of the atrial depolarization of the heart; the QRS complex, which corresponds to the ventricular depolarization; and, finally, T wave or T complex, which indicates the ventricular depolarization [13][14]. QRS complex can be identified using general ECG parameter detection method. R-peak is easier to distinguish from noisy components since it has large amplitude. Noise and spike signals appear irregularly in ECG signals.
Figure 3. The general ECG waveform

After the pre-processing method, variable threshold method was used to further detect the R-peak. The formula for variable threshold value is defined as follows.

\[ V_{TH} = \left[ x(n) - x(n-1) \right] \times 70\% \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The threshold makes it possible to differentiate R peak from the baseline, which is corresponding to 70% of ECG peak data detection. We were able to find QRS complex based on the detected R-peak. Detection of QRS complex is particularly important in ECG signal processing. In our system, we used a robust real-time QRS detection algorithm [15]. This algorithm reliably detects QRS complexes using slope, amplitude, and other information. The information obtained from QRS detection, temporal information of each beat and QRS morphology information can be further used for the other ECG parameter detection.

In order to detect QRS complex, the signal is initially passed through a band-pass filter. It is composed of cascaded high-pass and low-pass filters. Subsequent processes are five-point derivative (Eq. 4), square (Eq. 5), moving window integrator (Eq.6), and detection.

\[ y(nT) = \frac{x(nT)+x(nT-T)+x(nT-3T)+x(nT-4T)}{8} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

\[ y(nT) = \left[ x(nT) \right]^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ y(nT) = \frac{1}{N} \left[ x(nT - (N-1)T) + x(nT - (N-2)T) + \ldots + x(nT) \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

We computed instantaneous heart rate directly from R-R interval. In clinical settings, heart rate is measured in beats per minute (bpm). So the formula for determining heart rate from RR interval is given below (Eq. 7).

\[ \text{Heart Rate (bpm)} = \frac{60,000}{\text{RR Interval (ms)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. ECG Pre-processing

Appropriate shielding and safety consideration can be employed to reduce power line noise in addition to analog filtering as discussed in previous sections. After receiving signals at the receiver sides, it is preferred to remove this type of noise in the pre-processing step. Typically, band-stop (notch) filtering with cutoff, \( Fc = 50 \) or 60 Hz would suppress such a noise. Figure 4 illustrates the magnitude and phase response of a digital second order Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) notch filter with cutoff frequency of 60 Hz.

The frequency of the baseline wander is usually below 0.5 Hz. This information particularly helps in the design of a high-pass filter in order to get rid of baseline wander. The design of a linear time-invariant high pass filter requires several considerations, most importantly, the choice of cut-off frequency and filter order. It is important to note that the ECG characteristic wave frequencies are higher than baseline wander. Therefore, carefully designed high pass filters with cut-off frequency 0.5 Hz can effectively remove the baseline. Baseline wander removing was performed using a band-pass sixth order Butterworth digital filter with cutoff 0.7-40Hz. To avoid distortion, zero phase digital filtering was performed by processing the data in both forward and reverse direction. In Figure 5, baseline wander correction using a linear digital filter is shown.

Figure 4. Magnitude and phase response of an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) notch filter to remove 60Hz power line noise

Figure 5. Baseline wandering correction (X-axis: samples, Y-axis: amplitude)
B. QRS detection using MIT-BIH ECG databases

The QRS detection provides the fundamentals for almost all automated ECG analysis algorithm. We tested the performance of the QRS detection on the MIT-BIH database, which is composed of half-hour recording of ECG of 48 ambulatory patients. The ECG recording “103.dat” shown in Figure 6 has been used to validate the algorithm and the following things are observed. The QRS detection algorithm [15] consists of several steps. First, the signal is passed through a digital band-pass filter. The pass band that maximizes the QRS energy is approximately in the 5-15 HZ range (Figure 6 (b)). Secondly, differentiation step is a standard technique for finding the high slop that normally distinguish the QRS complexes from other ECG waves (Figure 6 (c)). The squaring process makes the result positive and emphasize large differences resulting from QRS complexes (Figure 6 (d)); The moving window integration provides the slop and width of the QRS complex (Figure 6 (e)). The choice of window sample size is an important parameter. We choose window of 83 ms (i.e., 30 samples for a sampling frequency of 360 samples/s). Finally, an adaptive threshold was applied to identify the location of QRS complexes (Figure 6 (f), (g)).

![Figure 6](image_url)

Figure 6. An example of QRS detection: (a) original ECG signal; (b) bandpass filter; (c) derivative; (d) square; (e) Moving window integrator; (f) QRS complex detection (X-axis: samples, Y-axis: amplitude)

C. Wireless Communication Test

Wireless communication module consists of master and slave. The master part transmitted after acquisition of ECG signal and amplification, and slave part received the signal and saved in data buffer. The master transmitted after conversion to digital value for 0 to 255 of the analog signal. Also, ECG hardware system and mobile phone communicate using Bluetooth. When the master/slave wireless module is first connected, the master module looks for a wireless module and attempts pairing for 5 to 10 seconds. If the ECG signal acquisition device and mobile phone are paired properly, the master module provides information to mobile phone wireless module with master address (Master Bluetooth module local address: 001901216B70) and starts the data transmission. The
device pairing success rate was around 85%, and the system requires initialization time for data buffer and screen display for 3 to 5 seconds. Communication test results between devices are shown in Table 1. We tested 20 cases. The master and slave module of average Pairing Time (PT) are 783 ms; ECG Signal Transmission Time (ECG STT) is 355.75 ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>STT</th>
<th>Remark</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>PT</th>
<th>STT</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Disconnect</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,160</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Disconnect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,241</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Disconnect</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>Connect</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>Connect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. PT: Pairing Time, STT: ECG Signal Transmission Time (ms)

D. Mobile Application Program

The mobile application program consists of five screen activities. These activities are main view, Bluetooth search view, real-time ECG signal view, signal parameter view, and data management view. Figure 7 shows the application program. The main view is the operation four-function key as shown in Figure 7 (a), each function key is moving to another functional screen and emergency connection button. The Bluetooth view searching to the ECG acquisition device on the mobile phone is shown in Figure 7 (b). Without this functionality the user has to stop the application program and restart the application. After the system connects successfully to the hardware, the visualization of the ECG signal and calculated heart rate graph is shown in Figure 7 (c). In case of not pairing, the program shows “Turn on ECG device” message box on the ECG signal view. A figure 7 (d) and figure 7 (e) is a user optional screen. Signal parameter view display calculated signal parameters: Heart Rate (HR), QRS duration, QT/QTc, PR and RR-interval. Data management view is displayed in case the measurement of ECG data has preserved for information. In order to search the previous ECG data the user has two options, either using drop list or calendar.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The advances in mobile communication open up opportunities for developing mobile healthcare systems that monitor biomedical signals from patients. We developed such an ECG monitoring device for the advanced personal healthcare system using a mobile phone. The preliminary results showed a successful test of this mobile healthcare application. However, there are scopes of improvement, such as noise reduction, external memory expansion, memory space utilization, inclusion of more diagnostic parameters, and measurement of the physiological signals. Also, we would study the system safety for clinical trials in a variety of conditions. Above all, heart rate is a vital sign to determine the patient’s condition and well-being. The heart rate monitoring tool should avoid any wrong results.

Finally, portable mobile healthcare has the potential to reduce long-term costs and improve quality of medical service, but it also faces many technical challenges. In future, more research on the small wireless electrical sensors and data compress technology for healthcare system is needed. The development of mobile health monitoring system would allow basic medical assessment of patients provided by medical staffs.

Figure 7. Mobile Phone Configuration: (a) monitoring system main view; (b) wireless connection; (c) real-time display of the ECG measurement; (d) the ECG parameters calculation value; (e) data history and management
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Abstract—The development of expert system for treatment of Diabetes disease by using natural methods is new information technology derived from Artificial Intelligent research using ESTA (Expert System Text Animation) System. The proposed expert system contains knowledge about various methods of natural treatment methods (Massage, Herbal/Proper Nutrition, Acupuncture, Gems) for Diabetes diseases of Human Beings. The system is developed in the ESTA (Expert System shell for Text Animation) which is Visual Prolog 7.3 Application. The knowledge for the said system will be acquired from domain experts, texts and other related sources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article presents the conceptual framework of natural treatment methods available for diabetes. The main goal of this research is to integrate all the natural treatment information of diabetes in one place.

Expert System named as Sanjeevani is developed using ESTA (Expert System Shell for Text Animation) as knowledge based system to describe the various Natural therapy methods for treatment of Diabetes disease and various other diseases.

The main purpose of the present study is in the design and development of an expert system which provides the information of different types of natural treatment (Massage, Acupuncture, Herbal/Proper Nutrition and gems) of Diabetes. The system background starts with the collection of information of different methods of treatment available for Diabetes diseases. The acquired knowledge is represented to develop expert System.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERT SYSTEM

We are in the process of development of Sanjeevani Natural therapy expert system that is developed in ESTA Application. It is designed for assisting in treatment of the Diabetes disease and various other diseases which can be cure naturally with different methods (Massage, Herbal/Proper Nutrition, Acupuncture, Gems) and provide treatment solutions.

The natural therapy consists of a variety of natural body therapies, soul therapies and energy therapies for healing, that we found helpful for peoples health and wellness and which don't cost the earth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diabetes Diseases</th>
<th>Treatment Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Natural Care(Herbal / Proper Nutrition)</td>
<td>2) Acupuncture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Homeopathic</td>
<td>4) Massage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Gems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Representation of Natural Treatment of Diabetes Diseases

III. DESIGN OF EXPERT SYSTEM

The Expert System can be created by using ESTA by building the knowledge base.

Expert System → ESTA + Knowledge Base

The Quality of Expert System is depends on its knowledge base.

The process of developing knowledge base is:

a) Identifying the input of Problem
b) Gaining Knowledge
c) Representation of Knowledge

A. Identifying the Input of Problem

For developing the expert system first we have to identify the problem and its behaviors.

The Input for our system is regarding identifying the different types of natural treatments (Massage, Acupuncture,
Herbal/Proper Nutrition and gems) available for Diabetes Disease.

B. Gaining Knowledge

Gaining Knowledge is very important in developing the expert system. The acquired gained knowledge is analyzed and processed to give the best solution of the problem.

The knowledge of different types of Natural treatments (Massage, Acupuncture, Herbal/Proper Nutrition and gems) of Diabetes has been gained by reading books, browsing Internet and also got information from consultation of Physician in their respective areas.

C. Representation of Knowledge

Representation of knowledge is the last phase of the development of knowledge base system. There are various approaches for representation of Knowledge into knowledge base.

Each Knowledge base contains rules for a specific domain. Thus, for a natural treatment of diabetes expert system the knowledge base will contain rules relating certain natural treatment methods of diabetes such as Massage, Acupuncture, Herbal/Proper Nutrition and gems.

ESTA has all facilities to write the rules that will make up a knowledge base. Further, ESTA has an inference engine which can use the rules in the knowledge base to determine which advice is to be given to the expert system user or to initiate other actions.

Representation in ESTA is the rule based in logical paradigm of simple if-then rules in backward or forward chaining. We have chosen here the backward chaining for knowledge representation with simple if-do pair in place of if-then rules. Here we have considered two major knowledge representations namely Sections and Parameters. The top level of representation of knowledge in ESTA is section. It contains the logical rules that direct the expert system how to solve problem, actions to perform such as giving advice, going to other sections, calling to routines etc. The first section in ESTA is always named as start section. The advice is given when condition(s) in the section is (are) fulfilled. Parameters are used as variable and it determines the flow of control among the sections in the Knowledge Base. A parameter can be one of the four types: Boolean or logical, Text, Number and Category parameters.

We have developed the various Parameters and Sections for developing this expert system.

IV. REPRESENTATION OF SANJEEVANI EXPERT SYSTEM

The Knowledge representation in ESTA is based on the items: a) Section b) Parameters c) Title

A. Representation of Parameters Used in Developing Expert System

In FIGURE 1: Here we have defined the disease parameter which is of type category describing the various types of disease.

In FIGURE 2: Here we have defined the diabetessop parameter which is of type category describing the various types of natural treatment available for diabetes disease.

In FIGURE 3: Here we have a main section start which is developed to transferring controls in accordance with the user’s response about disease.

In FIGURE 4: Here causeofdiabetes Section describes the diabetes disease and its symptoms.
1.1. Representation of Title

In FIGURE 7: It describes the Title of Sanjeevani expert system.

V. CONSULTATION OF EXPERT SYSTEM

In FIGURE 8: It describes the beginning of Consultation of Sanjeevani Expert System. It will ask the users to select the disease (Diabetes) for which they want different type of natural treatment solution.

In FIGURE 9: It describes the diabetes diseases and its symptoms.

In FIGURE 10: It describes the different types of Natural treatment methods available for Diabetes disease. It will ask users to select one of the Natural treatment methods for getting details treatment advice.
therapy methods for treatment of Diabetes disease and various other diseases.

The field of medical artificial intelligence is particularly appealing to the physicians and computer scientists working in the area.

The long-term challenges are well recognized—such as the need for mechanisms that will assure completeness and shared knowledge bases for different natural methods treatment of different diseases.

This Expert System development is one of the steps to get the integrated knowledge base system which will help in getting information of various natural treatment methods available for disease to general users (Patient and Physician)
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Abstract—This paper presents a new method for finding the node-disjoint paths with maximum combined bandwidth in communication networks. This problem is an NP-complete problem which can be optimally solved in exponential time using integer linear programming (ILP). The presented method uses a maximum-cost variant of Dijkstra algorithm and a virtual-node representation to obtain the maximum-bandswidth node-disjoint path. Through several simulations, we compare the performance of our method to a modern heuristic technique and to the ILP solution. We show that, in a polynomial execution time, our proposed method produces results that are almost identical to ILP in a significantly lower execution time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Path optimization is a fundamental problem in data networks. Traditional path optimization aims to find the single lowest-delay path between a given source and destination nodes. The main application for such a problem is routing in IP networks. For other applications, variants of the problem are needed. QoS requirements may set one or more constraints to be satisfied along the path [1]. In general, QoS constraints can be classified into additive, multiplicative, and concave. Additive constraints include: delay, jitter, and hop count. Multiplicative constraints include the probability of packet arrival and link reliability. Concave constraints include finding the minimum or maximum bandwidth along the path to represent the bandwidth of the path [2]. In addition to single path QoS requirements, recovery plans may require having one or more backup paths to be ready in case the primary path fails. Multiple paths are also required in traffic engineering schemes to provide load balancing [3], [4]. Multiple paths usually have an additional constraint to be link-disjoint or node-disjoint. Node-disjoint paths are usually harder to find but provide more robustness in case of node failures.

The complexity of path optimization varies depending on the type and number of constraints. Several studies have shown that the Multiple Constrained Path (MCP) problems are generally NP-complete and are not solvable in polynomial time [5], [6]. Furthermore, finding disjoint paths with a single constraint is generally an NP-complete or NP-hard problem [7], [8].

In this paper, our focus is on the problem of finding two node-disjoint paths such that the bandwidth sum of the two paths is the maximum possible two-disjoint-paths sum between a given source and destination nodes in the network. This is essentially an MCP problem with two constraints: The first constraint is for the two paths to be node-disjoint. The second constraint is maximizing the bandwidth sum of the two paths. This is also an NP-complete problem as shown in [9]. We develop a near-optimal method for solving this problem in polynomial time. The proposed method uses a virtual-node representation from the original network. We implement a variant of Dijkstra algorithm that finds the optimal path based on the maximum bandwidth [10]. The variant algorithm is further modified to work concurrently on two paths, avoiding nodes that lead to overlapped paths in the original network. The algorithm is then applied iteratively to obtain the maximum disjoint path in the actual network.

In the remaining part of the paper, we discuss related studies that attempted to find solutions to the maximum-pair disjoint paths and similar problems. Next, we illustrate the modified Dijkstra algorithm that finds the maximum-bandwidth path. The new method is then presented in details and demonstrated by an example. The performance of our method is evaluated and compared to a modern heuristic algorithm and to the exact solution using ILP. Analytical study of the presented method is then presented to show the order of its execution time. The paper is concluded with a summary and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of finding disjoint paths has been subject to intensive research. In particular, several studies have addressed the problem of finding maximum combined bandwidth in disjoint paths. Shen and Sen [9] have discussed two versions of the problem. The first version is finding pair of disjoint paths with maximum combined bandwidth which they call “widest pair of disjoint paths”. The second version is finding a pair of disjoint paths such that the bandwidth of the first path is greater than or equal to X1 and the bandwidth of the second path is greater than or equal to X2. They proved that both versions of the problem are NP-complete and provided both exact solutions using ILP and two approximate heuristic solutions.

The first solution, deterministic heuristic algorithm (DHA), works in two phases: First, it uses a relaxed version of ILP, in which solutions are not necessarily integers. If it produces integer values, then the solution is accepted. If not, the second phase replaces the capacity of each edge with values from the solution obtained in the phase 1 and then applies Suurballe’s algorithm [11], [12] to attempt finding the two paths. The second solution, randomized heuristic algorithm (RHA), uses
the same phase I as in DHA. The second phase constructs two graphs g1 and g2 with edges assigned values obtained from ILP in phase 1, first path for g1 and second path for g2. Then, it uses random walks to get the two disjoint paths by alternating the random function between g1 and g2. Despite the relaxation of ILP in these heuristics, the time required for ILP execution is generally in exponential order.

Shen et al [13] have addressed the problem of maximizing bandwidth through disjoint paths. They proposed a heuristic algorithm called Algorithm-1. The algorithm generates all possible paths from source to destination using the algorithm of Am et al [14]. The algorithm then creates a path intersection graph G’ in which each node represents one of the paths obtained in step 1. Paths are considered intersected if they share at least a common edge. Nodes of the G’ have weights to indicate the bandwidth of the path. Finally, the algorithm finds the maximum weight independent set S of G’, which are nodes in G’ with maximum weights and which are not connected by edges. Finding maximum independent set is an NP-complete problem and thus approximate algorithms are used.

Leng et al [15] have studied a different but related problem of finding shortest pair of disjoint paths with bandwidth guarantee (SPDP-BG). In this problem, it is required to find a pair of disjoint paths with minimum cost, while guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth of a defined value X. They proved that the SPDP-BG problem is NP-complete and presented a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem. Their heuristic algorithm finds a pair of disjoint paths with guaranteed minimum bandwidth, and then modifies them to gradually minimize their lengths. The algorithm first finds the widest-bandwidth path.

Next, it uses the aforementioned DHA algorithm of [9] to get the widest pair of disjoint paths. The length of the two disjoint paths is used as an upper bound for the path length. After that, find k-shortest paths using the algorithm of [16]. Next, loop in each of the k-shortest paths in ascending order. For each path, find a second disjoint path using Dijkstra algorithm such that the combined bandwidth of the two paths is at least X. If the length of the two found paths is less than the previous upper bound, set the current path length as an upper bound, and continue until all k-paths have been examined.

Loh et al [17] have addressed a more general version of the problem – finding multiple disjoint paths between source and destination nodes. They propose a polynomial-time heuristic algorithm, Maximum Bandwidth Algorithm (MBA), for solving this problem. The MBA algorithm creates two sets of edges. One set, called ES, contains edges ongoing from the source, and the other set, BS, contains all other edges. In both sets, the edges are sorted in descending order based on their bandwidth. At each round, take the highest-bandwidth edge in ES and remove all other edges in the network with lower bandwidths. Then, attempt to get the path with maximum bandwidth using Dijkstra algorithm. If no path is found, take the edges in BS in descending bandwidth, removing all edges from the network with lower-than-current bandwidth and run Dijkstra again. Before running Dijkstra algorithm, the cost of each edge is set to the result of subtracting the bandwidth of the link from a fixed number larger than the maximum bandwidth from the previous step. After finding the first maximum-bandwidth path, remove all the edges in that path from the network and continue to the next round with the next highest-bandwidth edge in ES. The authors have shown that the MBA algorithm produces the optimal disjoint paths in 99% of the cases using only 0.005% of the CPU time required using the optimal, but exponential, brute-force (BF) algorithm. Since it is one of the newest developed algorithms for the problem of concern, we have used the MBA algorithm for comparison with the algorithm proposed in this paper.

III. THE MODIFIED DIJKSTRA ALGORITHM

Sahni et al [10] have developed a modified version of Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the maximum bandwidth from a given source node s to a given destination node d. The algorithm shown in Figure 1 is based on Sahni’s algorithm, but is extended to find the maximum bandwidth from a source node s to all other nodes in the network. The algorithm is also adapted to our syntax.

Figure 1. The modified Dijkstra algorithm

```plaintext
Algorithm MaxBandwidth(s)
for i = 1 to n do
if node[i] is a neighbor of s then
  set maxbw of node[i] = bandwidth of link[s, i]
else
  set maxbw of node[i] = 0
end if
set previous of node[i] = s
end for
set previous of node[s] = 0
label node[s] as PERMANENT

while exists node[i] with label = TENTATIVE do
  find x = i with maxbw of node[i] not labeled as PERMANENT
  if maxbw of node[x] = 0 then
    exit #no more paths
  else
    label node[x] as PERMANENT
  end if
  for each neighbor node[v] of node[x] do
    if node[v] is not PERMANENT then
      if minimum(maxbw of node[x],
                 bandwidth of link [x,v]) > maxbw of node[v]
        then
          set previous of node[v] = node[x]
          set maxbw of node[v] = minimum(maxbw node[x],
                                         bandwidth of link[x, v])
        end if
      end if
    end for
  end while
```
The main differences between the modified algorithm and Dijkstra algorithm are explained. First, the search function in the modified algorithm searches for the maximum-bandwidth rather than the minimum-cost node (14-19). Second, the relaxation (neighbor update) phase chooses the largest between the bandwidth of the neighbor node and the sum of the link cost and the cost of the current node. This is different from Dijkstra's relaxation phase, which chooses the minimum between the cost of the neighbor node and the sum of the link cost and the cost of the current node.

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The algorithm presented in this paper can be summarized as follows. Work on finding two paths concurrently: one path is called R (red path) and the other is called B (blue path). At each instance of the algorithm execution, the algorithm finds the R path with maximum bandwidth, together with a node-disjoint path B with bandwidth not less than a specified limit. We will call the algorithm MLBDP, short for Max-Limit Bandwidth Disjoint Path.

Our algorithm uses the aforementioned modified Dijkstra algorithm to work on dual paths concurrently. To facilitate this approach, a virtual representation of the network is created with n×n virtual nodes (vnodes), where n is the number of nodes in the original network. Each virtual node is denoted by two symbols which represent the two current nodes in the dual path.

```c
Algorithm MLBDP (s, limit)
#s is the source node in the original G
#limit is the minimum bandwidth allowed in the R path
#ss is source node in the virtual network
#n is the number of nodes in the original network G
for i = 1 to n
  for j = 1 to n
    visited list of vnode[ij] = new empty list
    label vnode[ij] as TENTATIVE
    set R.maxbw of vnode[ij] = 0
    set B.maxbw of vnode[ij] = 0
  end for
end for

for i = 1 to n
  label vnode[i] and vnode[s] as PERMANENT
end for

for i = 1 to n
  for j = 1 to n
    if node[i] ≠ node[j] are neighbors of s
      and bandwidth of link[s,j] ≥ limit then
        set R.maxbw of vnode[ij] = bandwidth of link [s,i]
        set B.maxbw of vnode[ij] = bandwidth of link [s,j]
      end if
    end for
  end for

set previous of vnode[ij] = vnode[ss]
end if
end for

#loop until reach all the destinations with two paths
while exists vnode[i] with label = TENTATIVE do
  #find vnode with maximum R.maxbw and make it PERMANENT
  repeat
    find xy = ij with maximum R.maxbw of vnode[ij] not labeled as PERMANENT
    if R.maxbw of vnode[xy] = 0 then
      exit #no more paths
    else
      label vnode[xy] as PERMANENT
    end if
  until x ≠ y

for each neighbor node[v] of node[x] do
  if vnode[vy] is not PERMANENT then
    if minimum (R.maxbw of vnode[xy], bandwidth of link [x,v]) > R.maxbw of vnode[vy] and link[x, v] not in visited list of vnode[xy]
      then
        set previous of vnode[vy] = vnode[xy]
        set visited list of vnode[vy] = visited list of vnode[xy]
        + link[v,x]
        set R.maxbw of vnode[vy] = minimum (R.maxbw of vnode[xy], bandwidth of link [x,v])
        set B.maxbw of vnode[vy] = B.maxbw of vnode[xy]
      end if
    end if
  end for

for each neighbor node[u] of node[y] do
  if vnode[xu] is not PERMANENT then
    if R.maxbw of vnode[xy] ≥ R.maxbw of vnode[xu] and link[u, y] not in visited list of vnode[xy]
      and minimum (B.maxbw of vnode[xy], bandwidth of link [y,u]) ≥ limit
      then
        set previous of vnode[x,u] = vnode[xy]
        set visited list of vnode[xu] =
      end if
  end for
```
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The algorithm starts by initializing the R and B bandwidths of all virtual nodes to 0 and labeling them as TENTATIVE (7-14). The source virtual node [ss] which corresponds to the source, and any virtual node [si] or [is], are marked as PERMANENT (16-18).

Next, find all permutations of two nodes i and j which are neighbors of s such that the bandwidth of the link between the source and the second node j is at least equal to the limit. The maxbw of the R path (R.maxbw) is set to the bandwidth of link[s, i] and the maxbw of B path (B.maxbw) is set to the bandwidth of link[s, j] (20-28).

The main loop of the algorithm is next started (30-end), which remains until all virtual nodes [ii] are marked as PERMANENT. Note that reaching a virtual node with identical two indexes [ii] from the source means that the destination node with the corresponding single index [i] has been reached with two disjoint paths.

The repeat loop in (30-39) performs the search for R.maxbw vnode (vnode with max bandwidth R path) with maximum bandwidth greater than 0, if such vnode is found, it will be marked as PERMANENT. This is similar to the search phase in the modified Dijkstra algorithm. If the vnode [xy] has two identical constituents (x equals y), one destination is reached and so the algorithm doesn’t examine the neighbor of that vnode, but continues to search for the next R.maxbw vnode. The loop will end when a vnode [xy] with x ≠ y is found. The vnode [xy] becomes the current working vnode.

The for loop in (41-52) iterates on all neighboring nodes [v] of the current working node [x] (first side of the path), as done in the relaxation phase of the modified Dijkstra algorithm. The minimum of the R.maxbw (current max bandwidth of R path) of the current node and the bandwidth of the link[x, v] is compared with the R.maxbw (current max bandwidth of R path) of virtual node [vy]. If this minimum is greater, this means a larger R.maxbw is found for the virtual node [vy]. Thus, the current R.maxbw of vnode [vy] is set to this minimum. The for loop in (54-66) iterates on all neighboring nodes [u] of the current working node [y] (second side of the path). It is similar to the previous for loop, except that the minimum of B.maxbw and the bandwidth of the link [y, u] is compared with the specified limit parameter, instead of the current max bandwidth of the B path.

In both loops it is important to ensure that the path is node-disjoint. This is accomplished by maintaining a visited list for each virtual node. This list contains nodes which have been traversed in the current pair of paths. The visited list is checked before a new node is added to the path (44, 57) and updated after the node is added to the path (47, 61).

Recall that the algorithm MLBDP finds the R path with maximum bandwidth, together with the B path with bandwidth ≥ limit. In order to find the node-disjoint path with the maximum total bandwidth, the algorithm MLBDP needs to be executed q times, where q is the number of unique link bandwidths. In each execution, the limit is set to one of the bandwidth values.

V. EXAMPLE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

To demonstrate how the MLBDP algorithm works, consider the network shown in Figure 3. It is required to find the maximum-bandwidth node-disjoint path from a to d. We will explain a single run of MLBDP with limit = 7.

![Figure 3. Example network to explain the MLBDP algorithm.](image-url)

The algorithm will start by initializing the source virtual node aa as PERMANENT and initializing the (R.maxbw, B.maxbw) values of the virtual nodes adjacent to aa, as follows: eb = (2, 9), ec = (2, 12), be = (9, 12) and cb = (12, 9). Note that vnodes ce and cb will be initialized and will remain at (0, 0) because the bandwidth of the Blue-side link (B.maxbw) is less than the limit of 7. The vnode with largest R.maxbw is cb (12, 9) with R.maxbw = 12, so it will be chosen as current vnode and labeled as PERMANENT. From cb, the neighbor vnodes are eb (12, 9), db (1, 9) and cd (12, 7). Again, ce (12, 5) will not be considered because B.maxbw of ce = 5 < limit. Both eb (12, 9) and cd (12, 7) have largest R.maxbw, but eb has a larger B.maxbw so the eb will be chosen as current vnode and labeled as PERMANENT.

From eb, the neighbor vnodes are bb (5, 9), db (12, 9) and ed (12, 7). ee will not be considered because its B.maxbw = 5. db (12, 9) will be chosen as current and labeled as PERMANENT. Neighbors of db are dd (12, 7) and bb (7, 9). Note that de will not be considered for two reasons. First, node e has been traversed in the path from aa to db (aa-cb-eb-db). Thus, the visited list of vnode db currently has the nodes a, c and e. The second reason is because B.maxbw of de = 5 < limit. The current vnodes with highest R.maxbw are cd (12, 7), ed (12, 7) and dd (12, 7). They will be marked successively. When vnode dd is marked, this means that node d has been reached with the node-disjoint path (aa-cb-eb-db). The constituent paths are (a-c-e-d), (a-b-d) and the combined bandwidth is 12+7 = 19, which is the maximum node-disjoint path from a to d.
VI. PERFORMANCE STUDY

As mentioned in the Introduction, the problem of finding maximum-bandwidth disjoint path is considered NP-complete. As such, the optimal solution of the problem can only be obtained using ILP. Execution time of ILP is exponentially proportional to the number of nodes in the network but is guaranteed to find all possible disjoint paths. Heuristic solutions, on the other hand, require much less time, but may not always find the maximum-bandwidth disjoint paths. The purpose of this section is to compare the performance of the MLBDP algorithm presented in this paper with both ILP and the MBA algorithm mentioned in Section II. The comparison is based on both the execution time and the maximum-bandwidth disjoint paths found.

A. ILP Formulation of the Problem

The ILP formulation of the problem of finding two disjoint paths has been developed in several related works. We use the formulation developed in [9]. Some modifications are made to the formulation to make it applicable for node-disjoint instead of link-disjoint paths.

Let V denote the set of nodes and E denote the set of links in the network. Links belonging to E are defined as pairs (u, v) that represent the nodes they are connecting. The source and destination nodes are denoted as s and t, respectively. The two paths are denoted as the red and blue paths. For each link (u, v) that belongs to E, four variables are defined: r(u, v), r(v, u), b(u, v) and b(v, u). These variables can take value 0 or 1. If the link from u to v belongs to the red path, r(u, v) = 1, else, r(u, v) = 0. Note that order of u of v is important, because it defines the direction of the path. Same can be said about b(u, v) and b(v, u). The bandwidths of the red and blue paths are denoted by yr and yb, respectively.

The function δ() is defined as follows:

\[ \delta(x) = \begin{cases} 
  1 & x = s \\
  -1 & x = t \\
  0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

With the previous definitions, the ILP formulation can be stated as follows:

Maximize \( y_r + y_b \) such that:

\[ \sum_{(v,x) \in V} r(v,x) - \sum_{(u,x) \in V} r(u,x) = \delta(x), \quad \forall x \in V \quad (1) \]

\[ \sum_{(u,x) \in V} b(u,x) - \sum_{(u,x) \in V} b(u,x) = \delta(x), \quad \forall x \in V \quad (2) \]

\[ \sum_{x \in V} r(v,x) + b(v,x) = 2, \quad \text{for } x = t \quad (3) \]

\[ \sum_{x \in V} r(v,x) + b(v,x) = 0, \quad \text{for } x = s \quad (4) \]

\[ \sum_{x \in V} r(v,x) + b(v,x) \leq 1, \forall x \in V, \quad x \notin \{s,t\} \quad (5) \]

\[ y_r \leq B_w \cdot r(v,u) + M \cdot (1 - r(v,u)), \quad \forall (u,v) \in E \quad (6) \]

\[ y_b \leq B_w \cdot b(v,u) + M \cdot (1 - b(v,u)), \quad \forall (u,v) \in E \quad (7) \]

\[ y_r, y_b \geq 0 \quad (8) \]

\[ r(u,v) + r(v,u) + b(u,v) + b(v,u) \leq 1, \forall (u,v) \in E \quad (9) \]

\[ r(u,v), b(u,v) \in \{0,1\} \quad (10) \]

The requirement is to find the maximum total bandwidth of the red and blue paths, subject to the following conditions: Condition (1) ensures that the red path is connected. i.e., each node in the path is connected to two nodes, with the exception of s and t nodes, which have to be connected to only one node each. Condition (2) ensures the same for the blue path. Conditions (3), (4) and (5) ensure that, excluding the source and destination nodes, if any node is found in the red path, it is not in the blue path and vice versa. i.e., the path is node-disjoint. Conditions (6) and (7) ensure that bandwidth (yr and yb) of each path has the value of its lowest-bandwidth link. Condition (8) ensures that the bandwidth of each path is not less than zero. Condition (9) ensures that the two paths are also link-disjoint. Finally, condition (10) ensures that r(u, v) and b(u, v) can only take values 0, 1, which means that the link either does not or does exist in the path, respectively.

B. Network Topologies and Setup

We study the performance of our MLBDP algorithm compared to ILP and the MBA heuristic algorithm developed in [17]. The comparative studies were performed on two network topologies: STC backbone network [18], shown in Figure 4, and ARPANET network [19], shown in Figure 5.

For both topologies, we examined networks with maximum possible bandwidth on any link equals to 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000. For each case, we tested the maximum-bandwidth node-disjoint path obtained for each source and destination. The STC backbone network has 35 nodes and 45 links, while the ARPANET network has 20 nodes and 32 links.

The algorithms which have been compared include ILP, as formulated in this section, MBA algorithm, as described in Related Work, and our MLBDP algorithm. Recall that the MBA algorithm aims to find link-disjoint rather than node-disjoint maximum bandwidth paths. However, it can be easily modified to find node-disjoint paths. We made the necessary changes to make it node-disjoint in order to provide a fair comparison. We have used C# programming language for coding our MLBDP algorithm, as well as the MBA algorithm. ILP implementation was also programmed using C# with Microsoft Solver Foundation. Simulations were done on Core 2 Duo computers with about 2GHz speed.
For each node taken as source, there can be at most 34 disjoint paths, one for each destination. i.e., $35 \times 34 = 1190$ paths. For ARPANET network, this number is calculated as $20 \times 19 = 380$. We note that both networks are designed so that there is at least a node-disjoint path between each pair of nodes. Columns 5, 6, and 7 show the execution time in milliseconds it took each of the three algorithms to find the maximum-bandwidth node-disjoint paths. It should be noted that the solutions obtained using ILP are considered optimal and can be used to benchmark other algorithms. The maximum bandwidth obtained by the MBA algorithm in each case has been subtracted from the maximum bandwidth obtained by ILP for the same case. The total difference (sum of subtraction results) is shown in column 8 and the average difference (average of subtraction results) is shown in column 9. Columns 10 and 11 show the total and average differences calculated in the same manner between our MLBDP algorithm and ILP.

From the results, it can be observed that ILP execution time is much higher than MBA and MLBDP algorithms. Note that a log scale has been used to make clearer representation in Figure 7 and Figure 9. Although our MLBDP algorithm takes longer time to finish than MBA algorithm, it was able to find significantly higher number of disjoint paths than MBA and thus was able to find higher maximum-bandwidth paths. It can be seen from Figure 6 and Figure 8 that our MLBDP algorithm was able to find all possible disjoint paths obtained by ILP in a much lower execution time (about two orders of magnitude less than ILP). By looking at columns 8 to 11 in Table I and Table II, it can be observed that there is a difference between the maximum bandwidth obtained by MBA and by ILP. The bandwidth difference is higher at lower rows because these rows have higher deviation between the bandwidths available in each link. The reason of MBA failure is the two-step approach used in it. i.e., after finding the first maximum-bandwidth path, all links in this path are removed from the network. The removed links can at worst prevent an existing disjoint path from being found, or at best eliminate a path with higher combined maximum bandwidth. On the other hand, it can be seen that our MLBDP algorithm has a zero difference with ILP in the maximum bandwidth found. That’s because the MLBDP algorithm works concurrently on the two disjoint paths, minimizing the probability of missing a better candidate path.

Graphical representations of the results are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for STC backbone network. For ARPANET network, the results are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

### Table I. Simulation Results for STC Backbone Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max BW</th>
<th>Number of Disjoint Paths Found</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Difference ILP-MBA</th>
<th>Difference ILP-MLBDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>MLBDP</td>
<td>ILP</td>
<td>MBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1827.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>2354.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3146.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3161.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3390.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3427.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3603.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>3571.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. STC backbone network

Figure 5. ARPANET network with 20 nodes
TABLE II. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ARPANET NETWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max BW</th>
<th>Number of Disjoint Paths Found</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Difference ILP-MBA</th>
<th>Difference ILP-MLBDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>MLBDP</td>
<td>ILP</td>
<td>MBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Number of disjoint paths found - STC backbone network

Figure 7. Total execution time - STC backbone network

Figure 8. Number of disjoint paths found - ARPANET network

Figure 9. Total execution time - ARPANET network
VII. ANALYTICAL STUDY

From the numerical results in the previous section, we can observe that our MLBDP algorithm finishes in polynomial time. The goal of this section is to provide a general estimation of the execution time.

It has been shown in [20] that Dijkstra algorithm works in:

\[ \text{Run (Dijkstra)} = O(m + n \log n) \]  

where n is the number of nodes and m is the number of links. The MLBDP algorithm uses a virtual topology with \( n \times n \) virtual nodes and with \( 2mn \) virtual links. To see that the number of virtual links is \( 2mn \), it can be seen from the algorithm description in Figure 2 that the number of links originating from each virtual node (vnode) equals the sum of the number of links originating from both of its constituent (actual) nodes. Let the number of links coming from nodes i and j equal \( k_i \) and \( k_j \), respectively. The number of links originating from vnode[ij] equals \( k_i + k_j \).

To calculate the total number of links \( K \) in the virtual topology, note that each link is connected to two nodes. If we add the number of links originating from each node, every link will be counted twice. Thus, the summation of the number of links should be divided by 2, i.e.

\[ K = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( k_i + k_j \right) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} k_i + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} k_j \]  

We can see that \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} k_j = 2m \). Similarly \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} k_i = 2m \).

Substituting in (12) yields:

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} n \cdot k_i + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{n} 2m = \left( \frac{n}{2} \right) (2m) + \left( \frac{2m}{2} \right) (n) = 2mn \]  

From (11) and (13), a single run of the MLBDP algorithm yields a run time of approximately:

\[ \text{Run (MLBDP)} \approx O(2mn + n^2 \log n^2) \]  

\[ \approx O(2mn + n^2 \log n) \]  

Recall from Section 4 that the MLBDP algorithm needs to be executed \( q \) times, where \( q \) is the number of unique link bandwidths. In the worst case, where each of the \( m \) links in the network has a unique bandwidth, \( q = m \). Thus, the worst-case full run of MLBDP algorithm yields a run time of approximately:

\[ \text{FullRun (MLBDP)} \approx O\left(m(2mn + n^2 \log n)\right) \]  

\[ \approx O\left(2m^2n + 2mn^2 \log n\right) \]  

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a new algorithm, Max-Limit Bandwidth Disjoint Path (MLBDP), for finding node-disjoint paths with maximum combined bandwidth. The algorithm works on multiple iterations. At each iteration, the algorithm works on finding two paths concurrently: one with maximum bandwidth and another with bandwidth greater than a certain limit. The limit takes the values of all possible unique link bandwidths. The presented algorithm uses a modified Dijkstra algorithm and a virtual network topology. A performance comparison has been done for the MLBDP algorithm to a modern heuristic, MBA algorithm, and to the optimal solution using Integer Linear Programming (ILP). The simulation studies have shown that the MLBDP algorithm was able to obtain results identical to the ILP solution at a significantly lower execution time. In addition, the MLBDP avoids the MBA problem of missing valid disjoint paths because it works on the two disjoint paths concurrently. Thus, despite the slightly additional execution time, the MLBDP algorithm offers an overall better performance over the MBA algorithm. Future enhancements of the presented MLBDP algorithm can be done to reduce the execution time. Also, the algorithm can be modified to find maximum-bandwidth link-disjoint paths.
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Abstract—Classic Least Significant Bit (LSB) steganography technique is the most used technique to hide secret information in the least significant bit of the pixels in the stego-image. This paper proposed a technique by splitting the secret message into set of segments, that have same length (number of characters), and find the best LSBs of pixels in the stego-image that are matched to each segment. The main goal of this technique is to minimize the number of LSBs that are changed when substituting them with the bits of characters in the secret message. This will lead to decrease the distortion (noise) that is occurred in the pixels of the stego-image and as result increase the immunity of the stego-image against the visual attack. The experiment shows that the proposed technique gives good enhancement to the Classic Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique.

Keywords—Security; Distortion; Embedding; Substitution.

I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is one of many techniques that are used to hide secret information to prevent any attackers to make damage in this information or use it in illegal form. Steganography can be defined as the technique used to embed data or other secret information inside some other object commonly referred to as cover, by changing its properties. The purpose of steganography is to set up a secret communication path between two parties such that any person in the middle cannot detect its existence; the attacker should not gain any information about the embedded data by simply looking at cover file or stego file. Steganography is the art of hiding information in ways that prevent the detection of hidden messages. Steganography, derived from Greek, literally means “covered writing.” It includes a vast array of secret communications methods that conceal the message’s very existence. These methods include invisible inks, microdots, character arrangement, digital signatures, covert channels, and spread spectrum [1, 2].

The basic model of steganography uses a cover object (any object that can be used to hold secret information inside), the secret message (the secret information that is to be sent to some remote place secretly), a stego key that is used to encode the secret message to make its detection difficult and a steganography algorithm/technique (the procedure to hide secret message inside cover object). The outcome of the process is the stego object which is the object that has the secret message hidden inside. This stego object is sent to the receiver where receiver will get the secret data out from the stego image by applying decoding algorithm/technique [1].

Recently, steganography is implemented by using digital media. Secret message is embedded inside digital cover media like text, images, audio, video or protocols depending upon the requirement and choice of the sender. Compared with the other types of steganography, the image steganography is most widely used. The reason behind the popularity of image steganography is the large amount of redundant information present in the images that can be easily altered to hide secret messages inside them, and because it can take advantage of the limited power of the human visual system (HVS). With the continued growth of strong graphics power in computer and the research being put into image based steganography, this field will continue to grow at a very rapid pace [1, 3, 4, 5].

Steganography has a wide range of applications. The major application of steganography is for secret data communication. Covert channels in TCP/IP involve masking identification information in the TCP/IP headers to hide the true identity of one or more systems. Cryptography is also used for the same purpose but steganography is more widely used technique as it hides the existence of secret data. Another application of steganography is feature tagging. Captions, annotations, time stamps, and other descriptive elements can be embedded inside an image, such as the names of individuals in a photo or locations in a map [1, 2, 5, 6].

Steganography can be also used to combine explanatory information with an image (like doctor’s notes accompanying an X-ray). Steganography is used by some modern printers, including HP and Xerox brand color laser printers. Tiny yellow dots are added to each page. The dots are barely visible and contain encoded printer serial numbers, as well as date and time stamps. The application list of image steganography is very long [1, 6].

The Steganography technique is the perfect supplement for encryption that allows a user to hide large amounts of information within an image. Thus, it is often used in conjunction with cryptography so that the information is doubly protected; first it is encrypted and then hidden so that an adversary has to first find the hidden information before decryption take place [7, 8, 9, 10, 26(11)]. The problem with cryptography is that the encrypted message is obvious. This means that anyone who observes an encrypted message in
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transit can reasonably assume that the sender of the message does not want it to be read by casual observers. This makes it possible to deduce the valuable information. Thus, if the sensitive information will be transmitted over unsecured channel such as the internet, steganography technique can be used to provide an additional protection on a secret message [2].

A good technique of image steganography aims at three aspects. First one is capacity (the maximum data that can be stored inside cover image). Second one is the imperceptibility (the visual quality of stego-image after data hiding) and the last is robustness [7].

The idea in this paper is that when substitute the LSB of the pixels (in the stego-image) with the bits of all characters (in the secret message) as one segment, this will result a large number of changes that are happen in LSB of pixels. It is normally come from the truth that it is rarely find a best match between very long sequence of bits of all characters in the secret message and the LSB of the pixels in the stego-image. A message segmentation LSB was proposed in this paper to overcome this problem by splitting the secret message into set of segments of same length (same number of characters). And try to find the best match between the bits of the characters in each segment and the LSB of different sequences of pixels in the stego-image. When the proposed technique split the long secret message into number of small segments, this will lead to increase the probability of finding best matching between the bits of the characters in the secret message and the LSB of the pixels in the stego-image. The best match between bits will decrease the number of LSB of the pixels that are changed when replace the bits of characters in the secret message in it. As a result of that, the distortion/noise that will appear in the pixels of the stego-image will be decrease and the immunity of the stego-image against the attack by human visual system (HVS) becomes strong.

II. RELATED WORKS

When hiding information inside images usually Least Significant Bit (LSB) method is used. In the LSB method the 8th bit of every byte of the carrier file is substituted by one bit of every bit of the secret information [12]. The LSB method usually does not increase the file size, but depending on the size of the information that is to be hidden inside the file, the file can become noticeably distorted.

Ross J. Anderson and Fabien A.P. Petitcolas argued that every steganographic approach will have its limitations; they proposed an information theoretic approach using Shannon’s theory for perfect secrecy [13]. In the methods that are proposed by H. Motameni and his colleague’s one can embed at the dark corners of an image [14]. One can also embed the secret information in frequency domain by using Discrete Wavelet Transform method [15]. In this method the embedding should be done at high frequency coefficients. P. Mohan Kumar and D. Roopa suggested that one can apply block matching procedure to search the highest similarity block for each block of the secret image and embed in LSBs of the cover image [16]. Mohammed A.F. AlHusainy employed different strategy in image steganography art by mapping the pixels of image to English letters and special characters [17]. Lisa M Marvel and Charles G Boncelet proposed to hide at the inherent noise places [18]. Ran-Zan Wang and Yeh-shun Chen also did the two way block matching for image in image steganography [19]. But this approach is suspicious to the hackers. Xinpeng Zhang and his colleagues proposed an approach called “multibit assignment steganography for palette images”, in which each gregarious color that possesses close neighboring color in the palette is exploited to represent several secret bits [20]. In reference [21] authors have discussed a double substitution algorithm for encrypting at sender and decrypting at receiver and the embedding process was at 7th and 8th bit positions alternatively. In [22] an image steganography with palette based images is suggested. The method is based on a palette modification scheme, which can iteratively embed one message bit into each pixel in a palette based image. In each iteration, both the cost of removing an entry color in a palette and the benefit of generating a new one to replace it are calculated. If the maximal benefit exceeds the minimal cost, an entry color is replaced. It is found that the fundamental statistics of natural images are altered by the hidden non-natural information [23]. But if we do not touch the bytes those carry the image features and embed in the other bytes then the problem can be solved. As LSB embedding is very common, many steganalysis tools are available for it [24]. So LSB embedding is no more secured now-a-days. So, new embedding techniques are to be welcomed to the steganographic world. Due to the large number of steganographic tools available over the internet, a particular threat exists when criminals use steganography to conceal their activities with in digital images in cyber space. Reference [25] presents two JPEG steganographic methods using Quantization Index Modulation (QIM) in the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) domain. The two methods approximately preserve the histogram of quantized DCT coefficients, aiming at secure steganography against histogram-based attacks. Sukhpreet Kaur and Sumeet Kaur in [26] developed a technique for hiding text using image steganography that use 7 bits per pixel as a full capacity of the cover image to hide data and still no visual changes in the stego image.

III. CLASSIC-LSB IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY Technique

The Least Significant Bit (LSB) steganography technique works by representing each character (byte) of the secret message as a set of 8-bits (where 1 byte = 8 bits). And then hide/replace the bits of the characters in the least significant bit of the pixels in the stego-image. If the secret message has n characters, then LSB technique need at least (n*8) pixels in the stego-image to hid the bits of the n characters.

By substitute the LSB of each pixel in the stego-image with one bit (from the 8-bits) of each character in the secret message, the substitution operation will cause some distortion/noise in the stego-image. By using Human Visual System (HVS), the attackers may doubt that the stego-image contain a secret information in it. In general, whenever the length of the secret message (number of characters) is long, then the noise in the stego-image probably will increase as a result. This will make restriction to hide a very long message in a small stego-image. Therefore, we will tend to choose a short message to hide it in a large stego-image to minimize the noise that is happen in the pixels of the stego-image and to put aside
the doubt about containing the stego-image any secret information.

Also, when an attacker success know that the stego-image contains a secret message, it is easy to get this message by recompose the secret message from the LSB of the pixels in the stego-image.

IV. THE PROPOSED LSB IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE

The message segmentation LSB technique is suggested here to enhance the performance of the Classic-LSB technique by supporting it through three strong points:

- Decrease the distortion/noise that will be appearing in the pixels of the stego-image.
- Increase the capability of hiding very long secret message in a small stego-image.
- Increase the immunity of the stego-image against the attacks of Human Visual System (HVS).

In the following paragraphs, the detail explanation of the operations that are doing in the proposed technique will be given. Two definitions used in this technique for secret message and stego-image are listed below:

A secret message is an English message might be contains alphabetic letters (‘a’…‘z’) or numbers (‘0’…’9’) or any special symbols like: (space character’, ‘,’ ‘(‘, ‘)’).

A stego-image, for the purpose of testing, a candidate image to be used in this work is a bitmap images (.bmp) type. In general, each file of type (.bmp) is consisting of a header part which is containing much information like (Width and Height of the image, number Palette, number of bits for each pixel) followed by the data of the bitmap image pixels. The pixels of each image represent as a two dimensional list, but the proposed technique treat the pixels of the image as a one dimensional list of bytes, (where each byte has a value between (0…255)), by reading the bytes of the two dimensional image row by row and stores them as a one dimensional list.

Before listing the steps of the algorithm that describe the operations of the proposed technique, some data structures used in the algorithm are defined below:

1) MessageB: is a list that contains a binary representation (bits) of all characters in the secret message. The number of elements (size) of this list is (n*8), where n is the number of characters in the secret message.

2) ImageB: is a list of the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of all pixels in the stego-image. The number of elements (size) of this list is (m), where m is the size of the image and its equal (Width × Height × Palette).

3) SegmentLength: is a positive integer number between (2 … (n*8)/2) which represents the length of each segment (number of bits) in the SegmentList.

4) SegmentsList: is a list of segments that is created from the MessageB by splitting it to k segments, where k = (n*8) / SegmentLength. And each segment has number of bits equal SegmentLength.

5) SegmentIndex: is a list of indices, each index represents the first index of a sequence of bits in ImageB which have a best match with the bits for one of the segments in SegmentsList. We must note that there is no overlapping between the matched bits sequences in this technique.

Algorithm:

// Hiding Operation

Step1: Calculate the TotalSize (in byte) that is required to store:

   (1) Length of secret message (number of character)
   (2) SegmentLength
   (3) Size of SegmentList

Step2: Store the bits representation of the above three information in the Least Significant Bit (LSB) at the start of the ImageB list (from bit #1 to bit #(TotalSize*8)).

Step3: For i = 1 To (n*8) / SegmentLength

   { For j = ((TotalSize*8)+1) To m
     x = 1
     BestMatch = 0
     BestIndex = -1
     For w = j To (j + SegmentLength)
     
     MBits = MBits + ImageB[w]
     
     x = x+1
     
     If (MBits > BestMatch)
     
     BestMatch = MBits
     BestIndex = j
     
     }

SegmentIndex[i] = BestIndex

Substitute the bits of Segment[i] instead of the bits in ImageB starting at BestIndex

// Extracting Operation

Step1: Read from the stego-image the information that is stored in the first (TotalSize*8) LSB of the pixels.
Step2: Reconstruct the segments of the secret message by using the extracted information in Step1.

Step3: Reassembling the all the segments that are constructed in Step2 to regenerate the characters of the secret message.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performance of the proposed Segmented-LSB image steganography technique has been tested by using both the Classic-LSB and the proposed LSB to hide some messages in different (.bmp) images and record the results to enable the reader to makes a good comparison, in the performance, between these two techniques. Table I shows the stego-images, of different sizes, that are used in the experiments. Table II summarizes the recorded results from the experiments using SegmentLength = 10.

To clarify the effect of SegmentLength on the performance of the proposed Segmented-LSB image steganography technique, different selected values of the SegmentLength used on the above experiments. Fig. 1 shows the effect of the SegmentLength on (a) Number of LSB changed, (b) Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the stego-image, (c) Time of hiding operation.

The required programs to implement the Classic-LSB and the proposed LSB techniques written by using C++ programming language and executing them on a computer system are of 2.53GHz processor with 4.0 GB memory and Microsoft Windows 7 operating system.

From Table I, we note that the proposed LSB decrease the number of LSB that are changed in the stego-image when it compares with the Classic-LSB, this certainly enhance the SNR of the stego-image. The main challenge of the proposed LSB is the time of the hiding operation, but this comes from performing the exhaustive search to find the best matching between the bits in each segment with all non-overlapped bits sequences in the ImageB list.

When we see the three parts of Fig. 1, we can note that the proposed LSB produce a stable performance when the SegmentLength change:

- When increase the SegmentLength the number of LSB that are changed will increase and vice versa. This is because when the SegmentLength be large the possibility of finding best match between bits becomes less.
- When increase the SegmentLength the SNR will decrease and vice versa. This is because the value of SNR of the stego-image is proportional with the number of LSB that are changed in the pixels of the stego-image.
- The time of the hiding operation of each image was increase/decrease with few changes. It stays suitable when the size of the stego-image is small, but it will be long when the size of the stego-image becomes large. This is because the search time for best matching becomes huge when we using a stego-image of large size.

### TABLE I. STEGO-IMAGES (.BMP) OF SIZE (WIDTH × HEIGHT × PALETTE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego-Image</th>
<th>Butterfly (128×128×3)</th>
<th>Garden (160×121×3)</th>
<th>Girls (300×225×3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of Secret Message (Characters)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of LSB Changed</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>4001</td>
<td>8081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the Stego-Image</td>
<td>51.950</td>
<td>50.107</td>
<td>51.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Hiding Operation (Second)</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Extracting Operation (Second)</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TABLE II. RECORDED RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS |
|-----------------------------------------------|---------|--------|---------|---------|--------|--------|
| | Classic-LSB Technique | Proposed LSB Technique | | | | |
| | Butterfly | Garden | Girls | Butterfly | Garden | Girls |
| Length of Secret Message (Characters) | | | | | | |
| Number of LSB Changed | | | | | | |
| Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the Stego-Image | | | | | | |
| Time of Hiding Operation (Second) | | | | | | |
| Time of Extracting Operation (Second) | | | | | | |
VI. CONCLUSION

The idea to enhance the performance of the Classic-LSB image steganography technique was present in this paper. The message segmentation LSB image steganography technique was suggested here by splitting the long secret message into number of short segments. Then hide these short segments in different parts of the best matched LSB in the pixels of the stego-image. The main goal behind this suggested technique is to decrease the number of LSB that are changed of the pixels in the stego-image and as a result increase the immunity of the stego-image against the attack by human visual system (HVS). The recorded results from the experiments showed that the proposed LSB image steganography technique success in increase the security of the secret message that is hid in the stego-image by decreasing the number of LSB that are changed in the pixels of the stego-image.

The challenge point of the proposed LSB is in the long time of the hiding operation that is spend during the exhaustive search to find the best matching when using a large size stego-image. I

n the next work, we will try to minimize the effect of this weak point on the performance of the proposed LSB. But in spite of this point, the Segmented-LSB still can be used instead of the Classic-LSB to satisfy more security for the secret message.
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Abstract—Of late, mobile technology has introduced new, novel environment that can be capitalized to further enrich the teaching and learning process in classrooms. Taking cognizance of this promising setting, a study was undertaken to investigate the impact of such an environment enabled by android platform on the learning process among undergraduates of Sultan Idris Education University, Malaysia; in particular, this paper discusses critical aspects of the design and implementation of the android learning system. Data were collected through a survey involving 56 respondents, and these data were analyzed by using SPSS 12.0. Findings showed that the respondents were very receptive to the interactivity, accessibility, and convenience of the system, but they were quite frustrated with the occasional interruptions due to internet connectivity problems. Overall, the mobile learning system can be utilized as an inexpensive but potent learning tool that complements undergraduates’ learning process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile technology has entered into the mainstream society, affecting the lives of many in recent years. This novel technology is slowly making its presence in the educational realm, which accords many opportunities to the learning and training. Its emergence in the educational world seems timely given the nature of today’s learning requirements: wider, fast access to learning materials and persistent needs for prompt communication. Thus, learning institutions must seek every avenue for improvements to cope with new demands of teaching and learning process. Not surprisingly, new and emerging technologies are being passionately sought after by many institutions to provide better learning environments to their stakeholders, namely students and educators. One fine example of the adoption of new technologies is e-learning systems that have radically transformed learning—from being confined within the school walls to borderless landscape, empowering many trainees, students, pupils and other to learn with more academic rigor.

With these formidable learning systems, more and more people can now seek informal education, irrespective of the academic background. Another benefit of such tools is that learning cost incurred unto students is drastically reduced as independent, self-paced learning can be done outside the schools and campuses. Based on these backdrops, it is eagerly anticipated that a new learning approach called mobile learning will be the next major enabler in this decade [1] that will take learning to another level as learning can be literally be conducted on our palms thorough wireless technologies [2]. Given the mass technological consumption of this new technology, a new learning paradigm will dawn over the academic horizon, bringing in new learning opportunities to all.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Mobile Learning or M-Learning is a type of e-learning that delivers educational contents and learning support materials through wireless communication devices [3]. Likewise, Traxler [4] describes mobile learning as a personalized, connected, and interactive use of handheld computers in classrooms, in collaborative learning during fieldwork, and in counseling and guidance. All these new learning activities are now possible through M-Learning which is empowered by recent advancements in mobile technology operating systems, notably the ubiquitous android platform. Android technology enables users to communicate with anyone at any time and place almost instantaneously transcending many barriers.

As expected, mobile phones based on android platform have become an indispensable communication device for many people, particularly in younger segments of the population, such as school students. Android is an open source mobile operating system that has been supported by Google Corporation, the world leading search Engine Company. One major reason for the pervasive adoption of android in the mobile market is that mobile applications developed through android development technology is more efficient and effective compared to the other technologies, such as mobile Window or Symbian operating systems, producing fast, user friendly and appealing applications.

As application system files running on android are freely distributed in its Application Market, which is easily accessed over the internet, more and more people are attracted to use this operating system for their mobile devices. Moreover, android-based applications can be run on virtually any personal computers through the android emulator; and this capability promotes the growth of android market globally, leaving behind many rivals in its trail.
III. Learning Framework

Mobile learning is developed by using multi platforms, languages, and technologies. Thus, learning can be carried out anywhere, anytime for as long as an institution’s networking system can gain access to the wireless coverage [5] as illustrated in Figure 1. In this regard, android technology can help realize a mobile learning environment based on the network architecture shown with students gaining fast access to learning contents and materials of their studies by using their mobile phones.

This approach of learning is highly receptive to students as they are more likely to seek and use learning contents via mobile services rather than to find proprietary coursework that is not easily accessed. Propelled by the growing market of smart phones, M-learning is becoming more acceptable in teaching and learning process as these mobile devices are smart as they claimed to be – customizing their contents according to users’ specific needs [6]. Teaching and learning has become more manageable and diverse as students can perform many learning activities freely and easily, for instance, they can download lectures notes almost instantaneously for lectures that they had missed. Predictably, mobile learning systems based on android technology are poised to dominate the M-learning realm given the rich, appealing multimedia contents such as audio, videos, animations that can be downloaded effortlessly into students’ mobile devices.

IV. Learning Environments

Mobile learning is a form of digital learning which can be applied for teaching and learning purposes where some educational experts view it as a subset of e-learning but with a subtle difference—contents are delivered onto mobile devices rather than the ubiquitous desktop personal computers. Teaching and learning by using android platform can be easily implemented without heavy computing investment. There are several factors that make mobile computing as an appealing platform. First, android operating system to run the mobile devices is conveniently and freely available, thus making installation a simple, neat process.

Second, there is a huge application base of learning materials and contents, which is continually expanding, that can be easily accessed by students and instructors alike. For example, students can download and practice short tests or quizzes on their mobile phones where prompt feedback is instantly displayed to improve comprehension. This type of learning occurring in short bursts is appealing to young generation [7]. Figure 2 depicts such a test available on students’ mobile phones that asks simple questions pertaining to a particular information technology course. In addition, students can download notes from Google doc website using android platform. Currently, the technology enables students to share and edit documents online collaboratively; thus, the notion of collective intelligence has transformed from an abstract concept into tangible realization in the educational realm.

Third, there exists a repository of knowledge for sharing information among practitioners of mobile learning that contributes to the expansion of M-learning in campuses. This creates a community of practice that continually enhances the technical capabilities of M-learning systems irrespective of their background.

In spite of the many benefits accorded by M-learning, there are still some issues that need to be addressed by many concerned. For example, it is not that easy to measure the actual level of meaningful learning that takes place using this type of learning at best, and such a mode of learning can be easily abused at worst. Assimilating this technology into normal classroom activities requires not only structural changes but new thinking regarding learning of this nature is urgently required [8]. This problem is further compounded as individuals involved in M-learning come with different knowledge, skills, and expertise; and understandably, their
involvements in this type of learning will be quite unpredictable to judge [9].

V. Research Methodology

This study was conducted by means of a survey to measure undergraduates’ perception of M-learning used throughout a semester long, beginning May 2011 until September 2011. Acknowledgement about the course contents and courses program was carried out by text messaging or SMS. The survey was conducted involving a total of 56 students were voluntarily participated in this study. They were divided into two different groups: the first group comprised undergraduates who used the university e-learning; and the second group consisting of undergraduates who used their mobile phones, running on android 2.3.2, android 2.3.3 and android 2.3.4, to gain access to learning contents.

For the survey, the questionnaires were prepared in Google doc form, and the elicited data based on respondents’ responses were collected from Google doc online database. For the learning materials, the two groups of students had to download notes from two different platforms. The first group downloaded learning materials from the e-learning system of the university, whilst the second group of students downloaded similar materials from Google Doc by using their mobile phones.

A. Instrument of Research

The questionnaires comprised 4 sections pertaining to respondents’ demographic, android learning environment system, e-Learning environment provided by the university, and the effectiveness of the android learning system. For the respondents’ demographic, the data collected were gender, age, and academic achievement. For the Android learning environment, data gathered were related to respondents’ perceptions on its features and usability. Likewise, the same perceptions of the respondents were elicited for the e-Learning environment system.

Respondents were asked for their opinions on the items of the questionnaire based on Likert-type scales as follows: 1 for strong disagreement, 2 for disagreement, 3 for being neutral, 4 for agreement, and 5 for strong agreement. All data collected were analyzed by using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 12. Descriptive statistics for the demographic were based on frequency; for items pertaining to systems’ features, mean scores were calculated to measure the respondents’ responses.

B. Findings and Discussion

Table I as shown below summarizes the descriptive statistics for the respondents demographic based on frequency counts.

Table II summarizes all the respondents’ responses pertaining to their perceptions on the features provided by the novel learning systems, namely the android mobile learning system and the university’s e-learning system.

All the five items of the questionnaires were analyzed to reveal mean scores based on the 56 respondents’ responses. For items 1 and 2 (see Table II), the mean scores for the university’s e-learning system and android mobile learning system were 4.0 and 4.5, respectively. Clearly, the respondents that had used the mobile learning system were more receptive to using the system where they regarded the system to be easy to use and also to be interesting.

![Table I: Demography of the Students Including the Android Platform](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in years)</td>
<td>18-22</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22-26</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondents’ academic achievements</td>
<td>CGPA &lt; 3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CGPA &gt; 3</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Systems</td>
<td>Gingerbread 2.3.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gingerbread 2.3.3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gingerbread 2.3.4</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table II: Respondents’ Perceptions on the Learning Systems’ Features](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The university’s e-learning environments is interesting and fun to use</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android’s mobile learning environment is interesting and fun to use</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android’s mobile learning environment provides more space for self-learning</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can easily download lecture notes from Google Doc by using my mobile phone at any time and place</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can easily download lecture notes from the university’s e-learning system at any time and place</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More poignant, all respondents that used the mobile platform were unanimous that they could use their hand phones for self-learning where item 3 of the questionnaire recorded a mean score of 4.5. This finding is not surprising as android-based mobile phones are quite affordable to own, and in terms of performance, they are very stable and could perform all the necessary functions with greater ease. These two factors seem to be a driving force to spur greater growth of mobile learning in the future.

For items 4 and 5 (see Table II), in terms of having the capability to download lecture materials, the mobile learning group and the e-learning group recorded mean scores of 5 and 3.5, respectively. Evidently, this feature of greater capability for downloading is better accorded by mobile learning platform compared to e-learning platform. Apparently, there are several reasons why mobile learning is greatly favored for this feature of a digital learning system. First, a learning system that guarantees uninterrupted access to learning materials can ensure smooth flow of learning process where students can download any documents at any time, no matter where they are. This partly contributes to a more conducive learning environment that suits the needs of today’s younger generation: the digital natives.

On the other hand, the availability of lecture materials by many e-learning systems is sometimes compromised by technical problems with most cases resulting in breakdowns, which hinder constant access for online documents. Thus, the
feature of having full access of learning materials at all time will be a decisive factor that favors a mobile learning system over an e-learning system when the target groups of learning are those of adolescent age.

Another factor that seemed to motivate students to use the mobile learning system as compared to the university’s e-learning system rested on the fact that the learning environment based on android itself was more interactive and simple to interact with. These students had ample time to download lecture notes from the Google Doc website without interruptions, and they could take quizzes and short tests at leisure, which further enriches their learning experience. Thus, learning becomes more fun. This is not unexpected as there is a vast repository of learning tools, widgets, and applications that could be accessed freely or bought at minimal cost from the android market. Once downloaded, all these digital materials can be utilized instantly and repetitively. Moreover, those students that have these materials can share with their peers by exchanging files through the Bluetooth technology, which is one of the standard features of today’s mobile devices.

In sum, this research suggests that mobile learning can be quite easily implemented as clearly demonstrated by the respondents involved in this study. Mobile learning can be cost-effectively implemented as android operating system used to run the mobile phones is freely available. Moreover, newer, better versions of this operating system are constantly update, giving better performance in terms of processing and intuitive interface design. Mobile learning systems powered by android technology can make learning more fun, interactive and intuitive. This mobile learning system can be used by educational practitioners, such as instructors and teachers, to prepare the study notes in any standard digital formats and then upload them onto the Google Doc website, where they can be accessed and shared. Self-paced learning and collaborative learning can be realized with ease to improve the learning process that befits today’s challenging learning environments.

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH
Future research is needed to examine the full impact of mobile learning both from the technological and pedagogical perspectives. Expectedly, the introduction of any new, novel technology would have profound impact, affecting both students and educators. Students will be overwhelmed with the technological gizmo that is normally designed for routine chores, not for educational purposes. Thus, proper working ethics and code of practices are entailed to ensure optimal use of mobile devices for mobile learning. Likewise, educators must keep abreast with latest technologies to make efficient use of them. Therefore, future research should focus some of these issues to help realize digital learning environments that complement the conventional learning approach.

VII. CONCLUSION
The use of mobile technologies, in particular the non-proprietary android technology, offers many educational opportunities to the stake holders: the students, the instructors, and the administrators. However, as for today, there are many emerging information and communication technologies entering the educational realm that forces practitioners to rethink how this novelty can be judiciously applied to improve the overall learning process. Many educational benefits of the novelty can be easily identified; however, realizing these is not a straightforward process as there is a web of interrelated factors that needs delicate unweaving to ensure effective and efficient implementations in educational institutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Contracts play an important role in many business transactions. Traditionally, paper-based contracts are signed by the transacting parties who need to be present at the same venue and at the same time. Each party signs a copy of the contract for every contracting party so that every party has a copy of the signed contract.

If the parties, however, are not able to meet to sign the paper-based contract, then signing an electronic contract is an alternative. The problem with signing electronic contracts, however, is exchanging the signatures of the parties, especially where there is a lack of trust between parties. One party may send the other party their signature on the contract but may not receive the signature of the other party in return. To solve the problems of exchanging digital signatures, contract signing protocols are used [3, 4, 5, 9, 10]. Contract Signing Protocols ensure that either contracting parties receive each other's signature or none does.

In this paper, a new, efficient contract signing protocol is proposed. The proposed protocol is based on offline trusted third party (TTP) that brought into play only if one party fails to send their signature on the contract. In the normal execution of the protocol, the two parties will exchange their signatures directly.

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is presented in section II. Section III presents the proposed protocol that comprises the exchange protocol and dispute resolution protocol. The analysis of the proposed protocol is discussed in section IV. The comparison of the proposed protocol with related protocols is presented in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Early contract signing protocols (as in [7, 16]) allow the parties to exchange their signatures directly without any involvement from third party. That is, the parties gradually exchange their signatures in part until both signatures are complete. If one party fails to send an additional part of the signature, the other party works to search for that remaining part. The gradual exchange protocols are based on the assumption that the two parties have the same computational power to ensure fairness. However, in most applications this assumption is not realistic [5]. The gradual exchange protocols require a large number of rounds to complete the exchange of signatures.

To overcome the problems of gradual exchange of signatures, a trusted third party (TTP) is used in contract signing protocols. The TTP helps the contracting parties to exchange their signatures in a reliable and secure manner. The TTP can be used online or offline.

In the online-based third party contract signing protocols [as in 6, 8,10] the TTP will be actively involved in the exchange of the signatures between the parties. The parties will sign the contract and send their signatures to the TTP who will verify the signatures and if they are correctly verified the TTP will forward the signatures to the parties. The main problem with this approach is that the TTP is involved in every exchange and this may create a bottleneck. In addition to this, the fees of the third party make this a costly approach.

In the offline-based third party contract signing protocols [as in 3, 4, 5, 11, 13 (also called optimistic – 11)], the parties will directly exchange each other's signatures on a contract. If one party fails to submit their signature, the third party will be brought in to resolve any dispute. In the offline-based third party contract signing protocols, the TTP is rarely involved which reduces the cost of running TTP. Also, the turnaround time is eliminated since the parties exchange their signatures directly.

A category of offline TTP-based contract signing protocols has been proposed [3, 4, 5]. This category overcomes the fairness problem by using verifiable and recoverable encrypted signatures. This approach will generally work as described below. Let's say that two contracting parties, Alice and Bob, want to exchange their signatures on a contract.
Alice will sign the contract, encrypt the signature and then send the encrypted signature to Bob. Bob will then verify the encrypted signature and if it is correctly verified, send his signature to Alice. If Alice finds that Bob’s signature is correct then she will send the decryption key to Bob to decrypt her encrypted signature. If Alice fails to send the decryption key, Bob will contact the TTP to recover the decryption key.

Nenadic, Zhang and Barton [3] proposed a fair signature exchange protocol. The protocol is based on the verifiable and recoverable encryption of signatures on a contract. Alice will send her partially encrypted signature to Bob who will be able to verify it. If the encrypted signature is correctly verified then Bob will send Alice his signature. On receiving Bob’s signature, Alice will verify it and if it is correctly verified then Alice will send the decryption key to Bob to decrypt the encrypted signature. If Alice does not send the decryption key, Bob will contact the TTP to recover Alice’s signature.

Ateniese [4] also proposed a fair contract signing protocol. Ateniese’s protocol is based on the verifiable and recoverable encryption of a signature. If Alice and Bob want to exchange their signatures on a contract then the protocol will work as follows. Alice will first sign the contract, then encrypt the signed contract with the public key of the trusted third party (TTP). Alice will then send Bob: (1) the encrypted signature, (2) evidence stating that Alice has correctly encrypted her signature on the contract. On receiving Alice’s message, Bob will verify the evidence. If the evidence is valid then Bob will send his signature on the contract to Alice. On receiving Bob’s signature, Alice will verify it and if it is valid then Alice will send her signature on the contract to Bob. If Alice does not send her signature to Bob or Alice’s signature is invalid then Bob can contact the TTP to resolve the dispute.

Wang [5] proposed a protocol for signing contracts online. Their protocol is based on the RSA signature. If Alice and Bob are planning to exchange their signatures on a contract using Wang’s protocol [5] then Alice will first split her private key into two parts d1 and d2. Only d2 will be sent to TTP. Alice will send Bob her partial signature that was signed using d1. On receiving Alice’s partial signature, Bob will initiate an interactive zero-knowledge protocol with Alice to check whether Alice’s partial signature is correct. If it is correctly verified then Bob will send his signature to Alice. After Alice receives Bob’s signature, Alice will verify it and if it is correctly verified then Alice will send Bob the second part of her signature. If, however, Alice did not send the second part of the signature, Bob can contact the TTP to resolve the dispute.

In this paper, we propose a new approach that uses verifiable and recoverable encryption of signatures that will allow the party who receives the encrypted signature to verify it. If he / she correctly verifies the encrypted signature, then it is safe for this party to release his / her signature to the other party because the TTP can be contacted to recover the signature if the other party fails to submit his / her signature. The proposed protocol does not use the interactive zero-knowledge proofs for verifying the encrypted signature as in [4 & 5]. Rather, the contract certificate that is introduced in this paper will allow the party who receives the encrypted signature to verify it.

III. The Proposed Contract Signing Protocol

A. Notations

The following represents the notations used in the proposed protocol:

- \( P_a, P_b, \) and \( P_t \): parties a, b, and TTP, respectively.
- \( C \): The contract to be signed by \( P_a \) and \( P_b \)
- \( C_{at} \): the certificate for the shared public key between \( P_a \) and \( P_t \). A standard X.509 certificate [12] can be used to implement \( C_{at} \)
- \( P_{k_x} = (e_x, n_x) \): RSA Public Key [14] of the party \( x \), where \( n_x \) is a public RSA modulus and \( e_x \) is a public exponent
- \( S_{k_x} = (d_x, n_x) \): RSA Private Key [14] of the party \( x \), where \( n_x \) is a public RSA modulus and \( d_x \) is a private exponent
- \( h(M) \): a strong-collision-resistant one-way hash function
- \( \text{enc} . p_{k_x}(M) \): an RSA [14] encryption of message \( M \) using the public key \( p_{k_x} \). The encryption of \( M \) is computed as follows: \( \text{enc} . p_{k_x}(M) = M^{e_x} \mod n_x \)
- \( \text{enc} . s_{k_x}(Z) \): an RSA [14] decryption of \( Z \) using the private key \( s_{k_x} \). The decryption of \( Z \) is computed as follows: \( \text{enc} . s_{k_x}(Z) = Z^{d_x} \mod n_x \)
- \( \text{Sig}_{x}(M) \): the RSA digital signature [14] of the party \( x \) on \( M \). The digital signature of party \( x \) on \( M \) is computed by encrypting the hash value of \( M \) using the private key \( s_{k_x}(d_x, n_x) \).
- \( C_{\text{Cert}} \): the contract certificate. \( C_{\text{Cert}} \) is issued by CA. The contents of \( C_{\text{Cert}} \) are:
  - \( \text{h} \text{eSig} \): the hash value of the signature of \( P_a \) on the contract encrypted with \( p_{k_{at}} \) i.e. \( \text{h} \text{eSig} = \text{h}(\text{enc} . p_{k_{at}}(\text{Sig}_{x}(C)))" \)
  - \( \text{h} \text{C} \): hash value of the contract
  - CA’s signature on \( C_{\text{Cert}} \)
- \( P_x \rightarrow P_y \): \( M \), means party \( x \) sends message \( M \) to party \( y \)
- \( X + Y \): concatenation of \( X \) and \( Y \)

B. Assumptions

The following represents the assumptions used in the proposed protocol:

- Channels between \( P_a, P_b, \) and \( P_t \) are resilient i.e. all sent messages will be received by their intended recipients
- Parties will use the same hashing, encryption, decryption algorithms.
- \( P_t \) is trusted by all parties and will not collude with any other party
- Parties \( P_a \) and \( P_b \) will agree on the contract before the protocol starts
• Parties (P_a, P_b, and P_t) already have their public keys and are certified from CA

C. Registration

In the registration phase, P_a needs to do the following:

• P_a will request from P_t to share an RSA public key with it. The shared public key is denoted as pk_at = (e_at, n_at) and its corresponding private key is denoted as sk_at = (d_at, n_at). P_t will certify the shared public key and issue the shared public key certificate C_at.

• Pa will sign the contract “C” using its private key sk_a as Sig_a(C) and then send the following to CA to certify the encrypted signature and issue C-Cert:

\[ \text{Sig}_a(C) + C + C_{\text{at}} \]

On receiving P_a’s request, CA will verify if the received signature is for the contract C included in P_a’s message. If so, then CA will encrypt \( \text{Sig}_a(C) \) using the shared public key \( \text{pk}_{\text{at}} \) that is included in C.at. That is, CA will compute:

\[ \text{enc.pk}_{\text{at}}(\text{Sig}_a(C)) \]

Then, CA will issue C-Cert that includes the items mentioned in the “Notations” section.

D. Exchange Protocol

The exchange protocol represents the normal execution of the protocol. It consists of the following three steps (see Fig. 1):

1. [E-M1]: P_a \rightarrow P_b: C + C_{\text{at}} + C-Cert + enc.pk_at(Sig_a(C))
2. [E-M2]: P_b \rightarrow P_a: Sig_b(C)
3. [E-M3]: P_a \rightarrow P_b: Sig_a(C)

Step [E-M1]: P_a encrypts the signed contract with the shared public key pk_at. Pa then sends the items C, C.at, C-Cert, enc.pk_at(Sig_a(C)) to P_b.

Step [E-M2]: once P_b receives E-M1 then they will do the following verifications:

1. P_b will verify the correctness of both C_{\text{at}} and C-Cert by verifying the signatures on these certificates.
2. If the certificates are correctly verified then P_b will compute the hash value of the contract and then compare it with "hC" that is included in C-Cert.
3. P_b will also need to verify the correctness of the encrypted signature of P_a on the contract i.e. P_b will verify "enc.pk_{\text{at}}(\text{Sig}_a(C))". To verify the encrypted signature, P_b will compute the hash value of "enc.pk_{\text{at}}(\text{Sig}_a(C))" then compare it with "heSig" that is included in C-Cert. If they match, it means that P_a encrypted the correct signature.

If all verifications are correct then P_b will sign the contract using their private key sk_b then will send the signed contract "Sig_b(C)" to P_a.

Step [E-M3]: once P_a receives Sig_b(C), Pa will verify P_a’s signature. That is, P_a will decrypt the signature to get the hash value of the contract then compare it with "hC" that is included in C-Cert. If P_a’s signature is correctly verified then P_a will send their signature Sig_a(C) to P_b.

Once P_b receives Sig_a(C) then P_b will verify it by decrypting the signature to get the hash value of the contract and compare it with "hC" that is included in C-Cert. If the verification is correct then the received signature is correct.

Now, both P_a and P_b have each other’s signatures on the contract. Therefore, fairness is ensured. If P_a did not send E-M3 or sent incorrect E-M3 then P_b can contact P_t using the dispute resolution protocol to resolve the dispute.

E. Dispute Resolution Protocol

If P_a did not receive the step E-M3 or received an incorrect E-M3, P_b can contact P_t to resolve the dispute. The dispute resolution protocol consists of the following three steps (see Fig. 2):

1. [DR-M1]: P_b \rightarrow P_t: C + C_{\text{at}} + C-Cert + enc.pk_at(Sig_a(C)) + Sig_b(C)
2. [DR-M2]: P_t \rightarrow P_a: Sig_b(C)
3. [DR-M3]: P_t \rightarrow P_b: Sig_a(C)

Step [DR-M1]: if P_b did not receive the correct signature or did not receive the signature at all then P_b will send message DR-M1 to P_t to request a resolution.

Step [DR-M2]: once P_t receives DR-M1 then they will do the following verifications:

• P_t will verify the correctness of C_{\text{at}} and C-Cert by checking the signatures on these certificates.
• If the certificates are correctly verified then P_t will verify the correctness of the encrypted signature of P_a on the contract i.e. enc.pk_{\text{at}}(\text{Sig}_a(C)). To verify the encrypted signature, P_t will either (i) compute the hash value of enc.pk_{\text{at}}(\text{Sig}_a(C)) then compare it with
"heSig" that is included in C-Cert. If they match it means that $P_a$ encrypted the correct signature, or (ii) $P_a$ has the private key "sk$_a$" corresponding to the shared public key so it can decrypt the encrypted signature i.e. $\text{enc.pk}_a(\text{Sig}_b(C))$ and then decrypt the signature with pk$_a$, and compare the decrypted hash with "hC" that is included in C-Cert.

- $P_i$ will also verify $\text{Sig}_b(C)$ by decrypting the signature with pk$_b$, then comparing the decrypted hash with "hC" that is included in C-Cert.

If all verifications are correct then $P_i$ will send the message DR-M2 to $P_a$ and DR-M3 to $P_b$. DR-M2 includes the signature of $P_b$ on the contract.

The signature of $P_b$ on the contract is sent to $P_a$ to ensure fairness in the case where $P_a$ contacted $P_b$ after receiving E-M1 i.e. $P_i$ may cheat by contacting $P_b$ before sending E-M2 to $P_a$.

Step [DR-M3]: $P_i$ will send $\text{Sig}_a(C)$ to $P_b$ in DR-M3

Now, both $P_a$ and $P_b$ have each other's signature on the contract. Fairness is ensured either in the exchange protocol or in the dispute resolution protocol if $P_a$ acts dishonestly.

IV. Analysis

The fairness property in our protocol will be evaluated by studying the following four cases: (1) the first case where $P_a$ is honest and $P_b$ is dishonest, (2) the second case where $P_a$ is dishonest and $P_b$ is honest, (3) the third case where both $P_a$ and $P_b$ are dishonest, and (4) the forth case where both $P_a$ and $P_b$ are honest.

- Case 1: If $P_a$ is honest and $P_b$ is dishonest, $P_b$ acts dishonestly by sending an incorrect signature to $P_a$, or by contacting $P_a$ before sending his signature to $P_a$. In the first scenario where $P_b$ sends an incorrect signature to $P_a$, $P_a$ will check $P_b$'s signature. Then if it is incorrect, $P_a$ will not send his signature to $P_b$ in E-M3. In the second scenario where $P_b$ contacted $P_a$ before sending his signature to $P_a$, $P_a$ will check $P_b$'s request and if it is correctly verified then $P_a$ will send the resolution to both $P_a$ and $P_b$. Therefore, fairness is ensured.

- Case 2: $P_a$ is dishonest and $P_b$ is honest. $P_a$ can act dishonestly by sending the incorrect E-M1, sending the incorrect E-M3 or not sending the E-M3 at all. In the scenario where $P_a$ sends incorrect E-M1, $P_a$ will verify E-M1 as described in section III. If $P_a$ finds that E-M1 is incorrect, they will not send their signature to $P_b$ in E-M2. In this scenario no one reveals their signature at this stage. In the scenarios where $P_a$ sends incorrect E-M3 to $P_b$ or $P_a$ does not send E-M3, $P_a$ can contact $P_b$ to recover $P_b$'s signature.

- Case 3: both $P_a$ and $P_b$ are dishonest. $P_a$ can act dishonestly by sending the incorrect E-M1, sending the E-M3 or not sending the E-M3 at all. $P_b$ can act dishonestly by sending an incorrect signature to $P_a$ or by contacting $P_a$ before sending his signature to $P_a$.

The scenarios of case 3 are discussed in cases 1 and 2 above.

- Case 4: both $P_a$ and $P_b$ are honest. If both $P_a$ and $P_b$ act honestly then fairness will be ensured in the exchange protocol and there is no need to contact $P_i$ at all.

Therefore, the above analysis of the four cases shows that the fairness is ensured either in the exchange protocol or in the dispute resolution protocol.

It is worth mentioning that $P_i$ does not need to receive any message from $P_b$ in order to resolve any dispute raised by $P_b$. Rather, $P_i$ will receive the dispute request from $P_b$ and then will decide if $P_b$'s request is valid or not. If the request is valid then $P_i$ will send the resolution electronically to both $P_a$ and $P_b$.

The certificate C-Cert is unique for each exchange. That is, every time $P_a$ and $P_b$ need to exchange their signatures on a contract then a new certificate will be used. The shared public key certificate C-ck, however, can be used for signing an unlimited number of contracts.

$P_i$ is passive during the exchange protocol i.e. in the normal execution of the protocol $P_a$ and $P_b$ will not need to contact $P_i$. In case $P_a$ misbehaves then $P_i$ will be contacted by $P_b$ to resolve the dispute.

V. Comparison With Related Work

The proposed protocol will be compared against contract signing protocols that are based on verifiable and recoverable encryption of signatures, namely, Nenadic, Zhang and Barton protocol [3], Atieniese's protocol [4] and Wang's protocol [5].

For the comparison, we analyze the number of messages and the number of modular exponentiations in both the exchange protocol and dispute resolution protocol. The exponentiation is the most expensive cryptographic operation in the finite field [5].

Both the proposed protocol and Atieniese's Protocol [4] have three messages in the exchange protocol whereas Wang Protocol [5] has seven messages. All protocols have three messages in the dispute resolution protocol.

Regarding the modular exponentiations in the exchange protocol, the proposed protocol has the lowest number of modular exponentiations, with only six. Nenadic, Zhang and Barton protocol [3] has the lowest number of modular exponentiations in the dispute resolution protocol with only five modular exponentiations. Our protocol has seven modular exponentiations in the dispute resolution protocol.

Atieniese's Protocol [4] and Wang's protocol [5] require interactive zero-knowledge proofs to allow one party to verify the encrypted signature of the other party. Our protocol offers greater efficiency in that it allows the receiving party to verify the encrypted signature using the contract certificate (C-Cert).

From Table 1, it is clear that the proposed protocol is more efficient compared with the related protocols except for the dispute resolution protocol as Nenadic, Zhang and Barton [3] protocol has the lowest number of modular exponentiations.
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Abstract—The proliferation of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) coupled with sophisticated network protocols have unveiled new avenues for enterprises and organizations and the hospitality industries cannot be left out. Technology-based systems stand in a pivotal position to offer better service to the populace. Hospitality industries such as hotels can take advantage of the pervasiveness of ICT vis-à-vis technology-based systems to advance some of their operations. This paper seeks to assess the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in a front office operation of chain hotels in Ghana. The paper determines the extent of the use of information technology in a front office operation of chain hotels in Ghana. The paper continues to assess the effect of the use of information technology in the front office operation of chain hotels in Ghana, thus if the use of ICT has any effect on chain hotels’ front office operations. The paper further makes recommendations to chain hotel operators and the Ghana Tourist Authority (GTA) and policy makers on the use of information and communications technology in front office operation in chain hotels. Three chain hotels in Ghana were assessed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information technology is everywhere in this day and age and adding to communication technology, the possibility of how it can be used is endless. Information and Communications Technology (ICT) involves the use of computer hardware, software and telecommunication devices to store, manipulate, convert, protect, send and receive data (Olifer and Olifer, 2006). Computer and technological devices have made it easier for professionals to collect, store, manipulate and share data and information both individually and within organizations, small and large, public and private. ICT has become an integral part of human daily activities that sometimes we barely notice its effect, and has had a major impact on the way we live, work and play. The way hotel companies sell to consumers is changing dramatically over the past few years. The use of networking in front office helps very much in sharing information across the hotels in chain. The growth in the use of networked computers is one of the most significant trends in modern computing. Though interconnection of computers in itself is not new, application of networking is seeing a dramatic increase such that it is now one of the major issues in computer and information technology (Ritchie, 2003). Computers are presently widely used in sectors such as banking, education, health, commerce, agriculture, transport, communication. Computers in business operations could be used for typing documents, keeping and retrieving information, data analyses, sending and receiving information over short and long distances. Computers are becoming popular in businesses because work done by them could be very fast, thus results in increasing productivity, accurate in performing repetitive task, store information safely in relatively small space (Olifer and Olifer, 2006).

Despite the increasing popularity of computers, they are still limited to those with the skill to use them. In hotels, computers are used in Accounting for guest, data management, forecasting guest demand for reservations, management of guest services, revenue and reservation management and yield management. These functions could be performed with the aid of management software (Abbott and Lewry, 1999).

The delivery of businesses today is exposed to information and communication technologies either directly or indirectly. Hotels being a subset of the hospitality industry traditionally practise manual system of operation in their front offices as from occupancy of the guest rooms, recording of guest expenditure through to the eventual departure of the guest. Today, these operations are done using the electronic system. The use of information technology in a front office operation of the hospitality industry is fast growing, thus making work easy. Computerization is becoming very important for the efficient and effective operations of the front office.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. ICT in Front Office Operations

Technology is used to push slower moving businesses by providing better service, improved decision making and increasing revenue. Hotel operators are now realising that a brand in itself is not enough (Knowles, 1998). Networks are used to link together computers, storage devices, printers, telephony and other electronic devices (Odom, 2007). The hotel’s systems could be networked to share resources via either Local Area Network (LAN) or Wide Area Network (WAN). The LAN helps to share information within a hotel, such as from restaurant to front office and the WAN helps to
share information from one hotel branch to another within the same chain across different geographical areas. Computers can connect to these networks to use facilities from another hotel or location.

Through ICT, Centralised Reservation Systems (CRS) could be used to exploit data and information resources. The link to a centralised reservation system is considered one of the most important benefits of joining any hotel franchise (Knowles, 1998). Networking the centralised reservation system enhances cost effectiveness, faster communications, and effective exchange of information and efficient management of data (Lucey, 2005).

With a sophisticated central reservation system, a hotel chain provides individual hotels and managers in the chain with a tool to increase reservations, maximize sales, implement yield management, enhance market capabilities and improve guest services. The systems are also linked to airline CRSs to form a Global Reservation System in order to allow travel agents to make direct reservations for their clients. CRS in no doubt faces unprecedented operational and guest services challenges such as system downtime, but may still be essential to survival (Knowles, 1998).

With the numerous positive impact of ICT in businesses, it is hard to imagine a contemporary business functioning without adoption of ICT. ICT permeates every aspect of twenty first century businesses. In hotel front office, computers are used to create bills and invoices, to monitor bookings and reservations, to check-in and check-out guests, to record guest expenditure and share information within and across the hotel. Using IT, guests could stay at the comfort of their homes and private places, communicate with the front office staff via telephony or the Internet to make and confirm reservations. Credit and debit card payments have become an integral part of front office operation today with appropriate software and hardware. Guests can make payment for their booking online to facilitate their reservation, which saves time and reduces queuing at the front offices. Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) helps quick updates of both hotel and guests’ accounts after reservation. Tools such as Computer Managed Learning (CML) and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI) are used as administrative resources to organize guest data, occupancies and vacant rooms.

The way hotel companies sell to customers has changed dramatically over the past few years. In hotel front office operations, the Central Reservation Systems (CRS) is used to share information such as available rooms, room rates etc across hotels within a chain. Global Distribution System (GDS) is also used to link directly the reservation system of hotels, airlines and so on, on a worldwide basis; this can be accessed through seamless connectivity via the internet (Baker et al, 2000).

Technological development certainly would have a great impact on the front office activities. Software packages cover virtually every front office function from reservations, room allocation, and guest history, billing and accounting to the production of management information (Knowles, 1998). It is for this reason that using information and communication technologies in front office operations in chain hotels in Ghana is getting a face-lift with both positive and negative impact. The positive impact may include networking to share information and resources within and across the hotels to enhance check-in of guests and guests’ transactions, and easy billing of guests account during check out. With all the good impact of ICT on chain hotel, there should be a budgetary allocation to accommodate the procurement of software, hardware and networking devices and installation, security headaches, training of staff on the use of systems, routine maintenance, redesign of cabling run, on-site systems administrator, disposal of unwanted hardware devices etc. and could bring negative consequence to the hotel owners and managers.

The effect of IT hardware on the staff health cannot be overemphasised. Working with video display terminal (VDT) and the Keyboard can be productive in rewarding and a lot of fun. Unfortunately, prolong postures, coupled with high level of concentration and occasional frustration of things going less than perfect can lead to physical problems like carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), and computer vision syndrome. Continual clicking and small precise motions involved in mouse use are a repetitive action that could be a health hazard. Improper disposal of unwanted hardware device may also be hazardous to the staff therefore extra money may be spent for apt disposal (Olifer and Olifer, 2006).

The growing importance of computers in the daily lives has raised concerns about possible treat to computers and data. Data collected about clients should be protected from misuse and therefore adequate security measures must be employed, thus data integrity and confidentiality must be ensured. These chain hotels may spend huge amount of money to take care of both hardware and software security measures such as purchasing firewalls and third party backup software to protect data held about their clients or hire backup operators to take charge of data backup backups. Other negative consequence may be losing of huge amount of money during system downtime, that is, when the systems are off-line, clients cannot make reservations both on-line and on the telephone. Chain hotels may also have to spend so much money in training personnel to gain expertise on the use of IT (Olifer and Olifer, 2006). These could affect their budget significantly.

B. Chain Hotel Front Office Operations

The front office department is the most noticeable department in the hotel. It is traditionally known as reception and it is the focal point of most activities within a hospitality business, whether it is a large or small hotel, a cruise liner, a holiday centre, a time-share resort or a youth hostel. The front office is the first and last place where a guest has direct contact with the business, and is the most visible of all departments within the hospitality industry. The front office is a term accepted as including back of house responsibilities, such as switchboard, accounts, cashier and night audit, front desk, concierge and guest services (Edexcel Limited, 2010). The department may have the front desk, reservations, telephony and the concierge, which provides guests with services and facilities. The main function of the front office department is to support and smooth the progress of guest transaction and services through all the four stages in the guest cycle; that is, pre-arrival, arrival, occupancy and departure. The front office
Until the 1990's, nearly all hotels were operating under the manual system. With the introduction of computers, hotels are shifting to automated systems. Most five-star hotels operate under the fully automated system. The fully automated systems are computer-based. This is the best system ever used in the hotel industry and it is characterized by the excessive use of departmental software package programs integrated and connected to a main frame or terminal server situated at the front office department.[1, 2]

There are a wide range of point of sale (POS) applications that are compatible with UNIX and Windows. The availability of processing power, data storage, networking, and graphical user interface made it possible to develop flexible and highly functional POS systems. Some of the key requirements that need to be met by modern POS may include high and consistent operating speed, reliability, ease of use, remote supportability and rich functionality. Vendors and retailers are working to standardize development of computerized POS systems and simplify interconnecting POS devices. There is web based POS software that can be run on any computer with an Internet connection and supported browser, without additional software. The POS software is hosted on secure servers with real-time backups.[1, 2]

The reservation network system is when guests are referred by another hotel in the same chain or marketing group through affiliate or non-affiliate reservation network systems (Baker et al, 2000). An affiliate reservation system is a reservation system in which all hotels within the same chain participate. Guests can make reservation for accommodation at any hotel within the same group. A non-affiliate reservation network is a subscription, which is designed to connect independently operated hotels; guest can make reservation at any hotel within the same network.

When customers contact the front office with specific details of their proposed reservation, the Central Reservation Officer (CRO) checks room availability and makes reservation directly into the system. (Baker et al 2000.) Making reservation now is easier for guests with the help of computers and Internet because guests do not have to be on site before booking for a room.

Computers are widely used in front office today because of its efficiency and effectiveness in clerical, repetitive, data manipulation, number calculating, speed and accuracy. The involvement of IT does not work only in the front office but links all the departments like housekeeping, food and beverage, conference and health or leisure clubs together. The CRS connects hotels in a chain by sharing information such as available rooms, room rates and so on. Using CRS utilizes yield management to allow better and smoother control of room inventory, provide hotels with a wealth of information that could increase occupancy and revenue (Knowles, 1998). Central Reservation Officers can know the availability of rooms at a particular time of another hotel within the same chain (Baker et al, 2000).

Customers could check on marketing information, room availability and room rates with the use of the internet. The reservation clerk constantly updates information on the internet to reflect the current activities of the hotels. Through IT, automatic check-in is available to guests at the front office. Guests need credit cards to be issued with a computer-coded room key (Abbott and Lewry, 1999). The credit cards are needed to activate these machines to issue the computer-coded room key. The machine displays a menu showing the available rooms and their rate for guests to make their reservations and booking.[3]

### III. METHODOLOGY

Data were collected from three chain hotels in Ghana; namely Golden Tulip, Novotel and Holiday Inn. Questionnaire (Appendix I), which included both open-end and close-end questions were developed and sent to the front office personnel in the above mentioned chain hotels. Respondents were expected to tick the appropriate check box. Unstructured interviews were also conducted with front office personnel. Some officials from the Ghana Tourist Authority (GTA) were not left out in the interview and were also made to participate in the questionnaire. A quantitative approach of data analysis was used on the data collected by means of questionnaire and interviews. Tables and charts were used to collate the data for the analysis.

Test questions such as; “Has the use of information technology made any effects on chain hotels in Ghana?” and “what significant change has information technology brought on the front office operations of chain hotels in Ghana?” were used in the research. The research was limited to only chain hotels in Ghana so as to realize the full impact.

### IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Demographic data of the respondents are analyzed here. Forty Eight questionnaires were given to Forty Eight staffs in three selected chain hotels and Ghana Tourist Authority, which was collected after a fortnight. Forty questionnaires were responded to out of the forty eight. Out of the 40 respondents, 28 were females representing 70% and 12 were males, which represent 30%. Table 1 and Figure 1 both show the number of questionnaires given to each hotel and the percentage of responded and unresponded questionnaires and Table 2 shows the age distribution of the respondents.

View on whether the use of ICT has brought any impact positively or negatively on the staffs and hotel as a whole as far as the front office operations are concerned is as shown on Table 5.
TABLE I.  QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENT TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotels &amp; GTA</th>
<th>Responded</th>
<th>Not-responded</th>
<th>Total Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Tulip</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novotel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Questionnaire Respondent Chart

TABLE II.  AGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22 - 25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 - 30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 - 35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 - 40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III.  INTERVIEW ON IMPACT OF IT ON FRONT OFFICE OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotels &amp; GTA</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Total Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holiday Inn</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Tulip</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novotel</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV.  EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Level</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HND</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance Diploma</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE V. IMPACT OF IT ON FRONT OFFICE OPERATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Number of Respondents</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The paper looked in totality whether the impact of using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the front office operations of chain hotels is positive or negative. 87.5 per cent of the 40 respondents responded positive to the impact of using ICT in the front office of chain hotels and 12.5 per cent responded negative to the same. From Table 3, it could be seen that the respondents were carefully chosen and could say that the result in Table 4 is authentic. The use of IT has reduced queues to barely negligible at the front office during check-in and check-out because of the use of the Internet and Electronic Point-of-sale (EPOS) system that transfers instant charges on guest accounts. Guest can remotely inspect their account from the convenience of their abode.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

After careful consideration, the following recommendations could be drawn:

- The front office staff should have adequate IT training in the use of the ICT equipment.
- The front office staff must receive training to help them prevent Video Display Terminal (VDT) and Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) threats.
- Chain hotels should occasionlly organize refresher courses for the front office staff to introduce them to new software and hardware applicable to their operations.
- GTA should sensitize chain hotels in Ghana on the importance of networking the operations of the hotel using ICT.
- The GTA should organize seminars and workshops at least annually on the use and importance of ICT not only the chain hotels but the hospitality industries as a whole.
- Chain hotels should encourage and promote the use of ICT in their front office operations.
- Policy makers in the tourism industry should make sure that all chain hotels in Ghana use ICT to network all their branches across the country.
- Chain hotels should encourage their guests to use the internet and telephony to make reservations.
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APPENDIX I

The use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in front office operations in chain hotels

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please tick (√) or provide the appropriate answers to the following questions where applicable.

1. Grade of the Hotel.

2. Age between: 22-25 yrs [ ] 25-30 yrs [ ] 30-40 [ ]

3. Gender: Male [ ] Female [ ]

4. Educational Level: Diploma [ ] Higher National Diploma (HND) [ ] Degree [ ] Masters [ ]

5. Marital status: Single [ ] Married [ ] Divorced [ ] widowed [ ]

6. How long have you been working in this hotel?

7. What is your current position?

8. How long have you been in this position?

9. How long has your hotel or office been using Information Technology?

10. Has the use of Information and Communication Technologies made any effect on your hotels and office? Yes [ ] No [ ]

11. What significant change has Information Technology brought on the front office operations or your office? Positive [ ] Negative [ ]

12. How many times does your hotel go on training? Once a year [ ] Twice a year [ ] Thrice a year [ ]

13. What impact does the training bring on you (front office staff) and the hotel? Positive [ ] Negative [ ]

14. How is the use of Information Technology in front office operation? Easy to use [ ] Difficult to use [ ]

Please give reasons for your answer.
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Abstract—Text-based search engines fall short in retrieving structured information. When searching for \(x(y+z)\) using those search engines, for example Google, it retrieves documents that contain \(xy, x+y=z, (x+y+z)\) or any other document that contain \(x, y, \) and/or \(z\) but not \(x(y+z)\) as a standalone math expression. The reason behind this shortage; is that the text-based search engines ignore the structure of the mathematical expressions.

Several issues are associated with designing and implementing math-based search systems. Those systems must be able to differentiate between a user query that contains a mathematical expression, and any other query that contains only a text term. A reliable indexing approach, along with a flexible and efficient representation technique are highly required. Eventually, text-based search systems must be able to process mathematical expressions that are well-structured and have properties that make them different from other forms of text.

Here, in this context we take advantage from the concept of digital ecosystems to refine the text search process so it becomes applicable in searching for a mathematical expression. In this research, a framework that contains the basic building blocks of a math-based search system is designed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A mathematical expression has many equivalent expressions [1]; this makes the process of searching for a mathematical expression is different than searching for other types of information. For example, the expression \(x^2-1\) is mathematically equivalent to \(1/x\). Traditional search engines do not differentiate between mathematical expression and any other types of information. Google treats both expressions as text-based ones.

In fact, the mathematical expression has certain properties that make it far different from other types of information. Actually, the structure of the mathematical expressions conveys their correct interpretation [2][3][4].

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Currently, traditional search engines are not able to search for math expressions or even recognize math notations and symbols. Thus, to search for a certain math expression, users need to consider the following [3]:

- How to enable those search engines to recognize math symbols?
- Do those search engines understand the equivalency in math?
- Do those search engines understand the structure of math expressions?

All of the above need to be considered in order to enable those search engines to satisfy the user needs when he/she searches for math contents as well as other types of contents. The specific needs of users will be investigated in further details in the following sections.

III. RESEARCH GOAL

Building a math-based search system can be achieved using two different approaches. The first approach is to take advantage of the text-based search systems and tailor them to be adequate for math-based search quiries. The second one is to build math aware search systems from scratch, based on the new emerging technologies. Either one has its pros and cons [2].

The goal of this research is to design a framework based on digital ecosystem properties [5][6] to support math search on the web [7]. The proposed framework consists of several components that are needed to support search activities on math-based web data with a high precision. The detailed description of the proposed framework will explain all related issues of math-based search systems.

IV. ACCESSING MATH EXPRESSIONS ON THE WEB

Virtually all searches are text-based [8][9], thus, there are problems associated with accessing math expressions on the Web. Those problems can be summarized as follows:

- Unless we have an agreed upon technique that should be understood by both users and search engines, a user needs to know the best search terms and the best way to write a query to be used in searching for any mathematical expression.
- When a user searches for a mathematical expression, there would be non-alphabetical symbols that are not understood by current search engines (e.g. \(\text{Log10}x+y^2\)).
• The same expression can be rewritten in many different, yet equivalent ways (e.g. 1/x and x^-1).
• Text-based search engines do not consider the syntax of a mathematical expression as one of its main features.
• The used approaches to search for equivalent text terms (i.e. thesaurus to search for synonyms) are not feasible for searching for an equivalent mathematical expression.

Relatively speaking, “the text is the only data type that lends itself to a full functional processing” [8].

A. Current Search Engines and Math Search Issues

Text-based search engines cannot search efficiently for different types of mathematical constructs (e.g. axioms, formulas, etc). Mathematical expressions have some distinct properties that make current search engines inadequate to search for such expressions. There are issues that the current search environment has never had to face. Three of them will be mentioned according to what authors of [2] mentioned:

• Searching for a mathematical expression is usually combined with non-alphabetical symbols (e.g. x^3 dy/dx, x**2, etc).
• Different types of mathematical constructs are structured and the structure itself conveys the meaning of these expressions.
• The more challenging issue, is that the same expression can be represented in many different ways. For example, 1/3 mathematically is the same as 3^0.5.

V. Mathematical Expression As Search Terms

Mathematical expressions are a distinct type of information. Searching the Web for a mathematical expression is not a well-defined process; the result of the search is unexpected most of the time. The inaccurate result is due to the nature of the mathematical expression search process, which is not based on clear and structured rules. In addition, the available techniques are not applicable to such expressions but they are designed and tailored to work with normal text along with different kinds of documents (e.g. multimedia).

In this paper, the concentration will be on the main three components of the proposed framework, which are:

• The Mapping component
• The Representing component
• The Indexing component

VI. The Mapping Component

Theoretically, a mathematical expression may be represented in different number of ways and sometimes in infinite number of ways. Therefore, we need to come up with a reliable technique to solve out that problem by mapping the different representations into a unique format to be used during the search process thereafter.

One major problem of not being able to retrieve relevant items is the inconsistency between the author's vocabulary and the user's vocabulary. Therefore, the user may search for a term that is not provided by the author. This problem has been studied in text search, and there are some proposed solutions; such as searching for the synonyms during the search process using thesaurus lookup. A similar problem related to equivalency exists when you search for a mathematical expression, because the term y+x is the same as x+y mathematically,

Although the current search engines are equipped with tools to enhance their ability in retrieving items that contain a certain type of mathematical expressions, they still fail in retrieving the documents that contain variants of that mathematical expression. Therefore, there is a need for a way to retrieve the documents that contain, not only the expression itself, but also the expression's equivalent forms.

The online-reasoning systems can, in theory, be used to check for equivalence between query expressions and content expressions. Those systems would take prohibitively a long time to check whether a query expression is equivalent (or not) to the expressions in the contents.

Another important reason for the failure of current search engines in retrieving mathematical expressions is that search engines do not understand mathematical structures, but they well-understand text because a word in an unstructured text is simply a word with no data type definition and no conceptual definition.

Mathematical expressions are well structured, and the structure itself holds their correct interpretations. For example, in math there is a difference between 2*(x2-x3) and 2*x2-x3. However, if we were doing text retrieval there would be no difference between both expressions.

A. Definition of Mapping

Mapping is a sequence of transformations that is concerned with transforming an original expression form one algebraic/structural form into an equivalent one. According to this definition, the Mapping is divided into two types: algebraic and structural Mapping. In algebraic Mapping, the process of Mapping is done on the expression in its algebraic form. Therefore, the algebraic form changes after mapping.

The same Mapping can be called structural mapping when the structure of the parse-tree representation is changed after applying the Mapping process. In structural Mapping, the expression’s parse tree [10] [11] structure will change after Mapping the mathematical expression to its equivalent one. For this reason, we call it structural.

For example, once the expression x+z+y is mapped to its equivalent form x+y+z, this mapping is called algebraic; because the algebraic form of the expression has been changed. In addition, the parse tree for the expression x+z+y, before the mapping, is shown in Figure 1.

The structure of the parse-tree representation shown in Figure 1 can be changed to the parse-tree that is shown in Figure 2
The Equivalence Detection and Mapping (EDM) aims to transform the expression tree into a normalized one. This tree is equivalent to the original tree, but it is an agreed upon representation, based on some rules, to facilitate the search process. Therefore, the normalized tree should be the common form between the searchable database and the mathematical expression as a search term. The proposed framework should be able to update the query and the database content dynamically, so that they are both transformed into a common form.

A detailed description about this component can be found in [1], and [12]. The authors of [12] outline the main component of this subsystem. The Mapping rules are built based on a context free grammar (CFG). The authors built the component that contains the rules that are responsible for the mapping process. The mapping process verifies that a set of expressions are equivalent. For example, this component verifies that the \(x+y\) and \(y+x\) are equivalent or not. This approach is different than the theorem proving systems.

The theorem proving systems verify whether the given two expressions are equivalent; whereas the EDM finds all the equivalent forms of a certain mathematical expression [13]. The process done by the EDM is faster than the one that is applied in the theorem proving systems.

In order to detect the equivalency of math expressions, a context free grammar is built to verify the format of the added mapping rules. This component is built based on the properties of the digital ecosystems [5], in which the system is able to update itself based on different user specifications, and based upon any added rules. This component is able to normalize the database content and the user query based on a list of mapping rules. There is no need to modify the system, because the mapping component is reacting automatically.

The mapping system is built based on the grammar that is responsible for verifying the format of any added mapping rule. The rules are added to check the equivalency of math expressions. The purpose of the grammar is to constraint the format of the added mapping rules. Any added rule that does not comply with the predefined grammar, is send back to the user in order to reformat it again. Notice that, the above rules can be written in a different way based on the way the user writes the grammar. Thus, the grammar decides how those rules are written and decides the further steps to be taken thereafter.

**C. WildCards in Math Search Systems**

The wildcards have been used in math search systems to achieve several purposes. The authors of [14] have used the wildcards to extend the current math query languages. The introduced three sets of wildcards are used for more precise structural search, and multi-level of abstraction. The authors of [14] introduced wildcards for several math operations, such as matrices, partial differentiation, and for function composition.

The query language that is introduced by the authors of [15] contains a set of wildcards. The implementation of this query language maps the queries written in that language into XPath/Xquery quires [16][17]. The authors of [15] assumed that the math content is in MathML.

The introduced framework in this research can benefit from the proposed wildcards in [15] by providing a set of wildcards that can be used in the mapping process. In addition, the wildcards can be used during the search process in which the math query language in [14] can be tailored to be used with the proposed framework; especially the math expressions in [14] are assumed to be represented as parse-trees.

**D. Generic Mapping**

Based on the mapping component (i.e. the grammar), the system administrator should be able to add any valid mathematical equivalence rule. The Mapping system should be able to detect equivalency in math expressions. The rules tell whether two or more expressions are equivalent or not. In addition, the areas of math that our system has provided equivalence detection for must be determined.

Also, the system should be able to determine which group of users is targeted. Algorithms are developed to detect equivalency for any added rule that conforms to the grammar; any added rule to the generic Mapping (GM) system is derived from a general principle in which a rule is admissible, if and only if, there is a corresponding transformation on the parse-tree [12].

The GM processes a massive amount of math content. Thus, there are difficulties associated with searching such content using current search engines as mentioned before. Consequently, this research adapts the concept and properties of digital ecosystems trying to enhance the ability of GM system in increasing the precision and/or recall when searching math content.

Accordingly, the GM system has been developed to be:

- Able to be incorporated in different environments, i.e. web-based systems, math-search systems, etc.
- Designed as a separate component that can cooperate efficiently with other ecosystems.
• Flexible in which a user can choose whether to apply the GM or not. Users can notice the benefits of the GM after it has been used.

• Scalable in which the GM can be easily expanded to include all related math content.

Any added Mapping rule is validated in order to verify whether it is compliant with the grammar or not. This process is implemented using javaCC [18].

Figure 3 summarizes the detailed components of the Mapping sub-system.

![Diagram of General Mapping System Based on Context Free Grammar](image)

The framework that appears in Figure 3 can be enhanced by adding an intelligent component. This component can achieve several tasks on behalf of the user and the system. For example, the intelligent component can automatically check the correctness of the user’s query, and at the same time, provides help for the user trying to figure out the query. The intelligent component can contain several well-known math functions and properties (axioms, trigonometric functions... etc). Notice that the context free grammar is defined by the user, in order to enforce certain format for the mapping rules. The mapping rules are responsible for mapping an expression to all of its equivalent forms.

VII. THE REPRESENTING COMPONENT

Before getting into the proposed indexing approach, there is a need to discuss the different approaches to represent mathematical expressions.

Currently, there are many available representation techniques that have been used to represent mathematical expressions. For example, text-based mathematical constructs, XML-based math content, tree-based representation, and other representation techniques such as Box model [4].

In the designed framework, the parse tree representation is adapted as an efficient and reliable representation technique. For example, the tree operations are efficient; comparing sub-trees operators (i.e. sub-expressions) is easily implemented. The more important feature is that the structure of a mathematical expression conveys the correct interpretation of those expressions, and the tree representation can hold the structure of those expressions. In fact, using the parse trees to represent the mathematical expressions maintain the properties of math expressions. For example, the operator precedence is maintained when representing the expressions using parse trees.

As new math constructs are being added to the web, the use of parse trees is highly recommended. The already math-based content can be converted into their parse tree representation. The conversion process has some technical issues that can be handled once. Those different representations can be mapped to their parse trees’ representation.

The sub-system that is responsible for converting the different representation into a unique one can be implemented based on the digital ecosystems properties. For example, the conversion can be done automatically based on the existing representation of an expression. The component that does the conversion can be enhanced with some rules, knowledge, or any other model that might contribute to the correct conversion.

VIII. THE INDEXING COMPONENT

There is not a well-defined indexing approach that can be used to index math-based content. Even with the extensive indexing of Metadata, users can only search for the math expression itself [4] [19]. A mathematical expression can be found in different equivalent forms. The existing techniques are not mature enough to fulfill the special requirements that are associated with the nature of mathematical constructs.

Based on the parse tree representation, a new promising technique has been proposed to index math-based content. The whole approach depends on assigning an agreed upon values for each parse tree node. Those values can be taken from a lookup table. Certain calculations can be performed on those values to extract a unique one to be used to index the whole parse tree. This approach is similar to the hashing technique in which the idea of the function that is used in our proposed indexing technique is similar, somehow, to the hashing function.

An ongoing experiment is being implemented to test the result of this technique. The preliminary result is impressive and the more clarification and details about this technique might be available soon.

IX. ARABIC MATH EXPRESSION

Thus far, most of the researches that work on math expressions are interested in English-based math expressions.
The number of researches that work on processing Arabic-based math expression is relatively few. For that reason, it is recommended in this research to work on Arabic-based math expression, and expand the framework to work for both language-based math expressions.

Arabic-based math expression maintains the same structure and math properties of the English-based math expressions. The main distinction between the both of them is in the used language.

In order to expand the framework there is a need to do further steps on the current framework. For example, the mapping rules will be different because the language is different. Accordingly, the grammar that checks on the format of the mapping rules is different as well.

Several modifications are needed in order to enable the current framework to process both Arabic and English-based math expressions.

X. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework is depicted in Figure 4, in which the math query is transformed into its equivalent parse tree representation. The steps thereafter depend on the user demand whether to search within the un-mapped database or to search within the normalized one. Once the user choses to search within the un-mapped database; the system takes the user right to the un-normalized database. The user using this system can chose to do the Mapping, and then the query is mapped into the normalized one based on a set of predefined rules of mapping. The search process after that completes as it does in any other search systems in which the indexing process is performed on the normalized database. Notice that the mapping is performed on both, the user math query and on the searchable math content (i.e. math database). The designed framework enables the user, after applying the mapping process, to search the un-normalized database as well. In this way, the user has the ability to compare the results of the search process under different scenarios.

XI. SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS

This research makes the following significant contributions to the field of math search.

- A new indexing approach that can be utilize to index math-based content.
- A proposed approach for representing different types of math constructs and an approach to convert the already existing math constructs to the new proposed representation.
- Introducing the Arabic-based math expression processing in which the same operations of English-based math expressions can be applied on the Arabic-based ones.
- Introducing the intelligent component that can be developed and enhanced with several math-related functionalities.

XII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

This research introduces a framework for math-based search systems based on digital ecosystems properties. The proposed framework consists of three main components.

The Mapping component shows that we have achieved some progress in searching for a mathematical expression (e.g. y+x). After applying the Mapping and equivalence rules, the recall and even precision of our search will be increased. Since we are transforming different equivalent mathematical expression into a common form, this common form will be compared against the searchable database, which contains the normalized form of that expression as well. According to that, the comparison process will end up finding most of the items that have the common mathematical expression.

The Representing component which represents the math expressions using parse tree, and convert the already existing expressions to that form. The output of this component is a math content represented using parse tree.
The reason behind this component is because the existing math content is represented in different formats, which make it more difficult to design a specialized system to search this content. Therefore, adapting the concept of digital ecosystems to standardize the way a math expression is represented minimizes the difficulties of searching such content.

The third component is the Indexing one. This component indexes the math content using an approach of assigning a unique value for each parse tree, and then uses that unique value to search for a specific tree. In addition, this approach allows for sub-expression comparison which enables the searching for a sub-expression within an expression.

The researchers still have too much to do on this field, such as:

- Combine the text-based indexing approaches with the proposed approach to get a better result when the user search for text mixed with a math expression.
- Add extra component to the Representing component (e.g. image) to be able to convert multimedia-based representations to the proposed representation.
- Expand the mapping rules, the grammar that verifies the format of the mapping rules, and the framework to work for Arabic-based math expression as well as English-based math expressions.
- Develop a comprehensive math query that can be used to search efficiently for a math expression based on a parse tree representation.
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Abstract—In accordance to the fast developing technology now a days, every field is gaining it’s benefit through machines other than human involvement. Many changes are being made much advancement is possible by this developing technology. Likewise this technology is too gaining its importance in bioinformatics especially to analyse data. As we all know that diabetes is one of the present day deadly diseases prevailing. So in this paper we introduce LS-SVM classification to understand which datasets of blood may have the chance to get diabetes. Further, considering the patient’s details we can predict where he has a chance to get diabetes, if so measures to cure or stop it. In this method, an optimal Tabu search model will be suggested to reduce the chances of getting it in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present situation we can say that diabetes has no cure. In real, it happens due to the lack of insulin which has to do along with glucose in our body. It has to be supplied into our body during loss conditions externally. Indirectly, I is the main cause for fatal heart, kidney, eye and nerve diseases, which can be overcome or prevented by good food habits and body exercises[1].

Over all this, the difficult thing is to differentiate between disease diagnosis and interpretation of diabetes data. For doing this, we are with Support vector Machine(SVM) which was developed by Vepnik[2]. Its work has been tested in many ways[3][12][4]. The utmost advantage with it is that it can even work good with nonlinear functions and it contains Radial basis Functions(RBF) which is even more precise than polynomial and linear kernel functions. The comparison of this SVM with other methods like Combined Neural Networks (CNNs), Mixture of Experts (MEs), Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs), Probabilistic Neural Networks (PNNs) also revealed that svm methods are perfect.

In estimating the diabetes features, Feature Selection is applied. By the above analysis, if we are left with 8 features, we can come down to 4 by this feature selection. It can take out the factors not concerned with the feature set.[5][6][7][8].

PCA (Principal Component analysis) is one of the feature selection method recently gaining its importance being used in image recognision, signal processing, face recognition etc.

By applying SVM to disease datasets, it can grab a large circumference of data sets even relevant or not relevant to the diagnosing the disease. But by such features with variation, the diagnosing will not be perfect and so weighted factors are to be developed. And they were contributed by Zhichao Wang [9] giving those weights by their ontological relevance.

The LS-SVM technique at last works with 2 parameters for accurate results. Out of many datasets and values came from SVM, the choosing of 2 parameters is very important. If very high features are chosen, some datasets will be missed and if chosen with utter accuracy and care, leads to under-fitting[6,13]. So, 2 optimised solutions are to be found out possibly by Intensified Tabu Search (ITS)[14].

The working of this ITS involves 3 phases. PCA, discussed above, is to get rid of irrelevant evidences given by SVM. Then OFW is to calculate the weight of each factor which PCA thought relevant. Then comes ITS which can find out the best possible 2 parameters for SVM so that it may not be under fit or over fit.

To have a quick look on what paper contains, we shall see the initial data sets of diabetes in section II, then our 1st step of PCA reduction in section III, to weighted preferences in section IV, then OFW in section V followed by experimental results in later sections.

II. DATASET OVERVIEW

The initial data sets are gathered from UCI Machine Learning Repository[16]. It contains almost 8 categories on a whole and 768 sub categories which is really a very large database. The attributes are choose from these large data sets may be either discrete or continuous with an interval[17]. The large data base, provided now is from the following:

- Pregnant: Number of times of pregnant
- BMI: Body mass index (w in kg/h in m)
- DPF: Diabetes pedigree function
- TricepsSFT: Triceps skin fold thickness (mm)
- Serum-Insulin: 2-hour serum insulin (mu U/mt)

www.ijacsa.thesai.org
• DiastolicBP: Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg)
• Age: Age of the patient (years)
• Class: Diabetes onset within five years (0 or 1)

III. FEATURE SELECTION
The 1st method which runs for reducing the data base is feature selection. The complexity of data can be reduced so that we can be left with less datasets and can be more precise. Then comes PCA helping the classification to happen further with the help of statistical measures. The simplification of data by PCA is as follows:

D: n-dimension dataset.

M principle axes a1, a2, …, These are orthogonal axes then, covariance matrix is:

\[ s = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{k=1}^{L} (x_k - p)^T (x_k - p) x_k \in D \quad (1) \]

Where \( m \) is the average of samples, and \( L \) is the number of samples. Therefore

\[ s_{v_k} = \lambda_k v_k \quad k \in 1, ..., n \quad (2) \]

Where \( \lambda_k \) is the \( k \text{th} \) largest Eigen value of \( s \). The \( m \)
principal components of a given sample \( x_k \in D \) are given in the following

\[ q = [q_1, q_2, ..., q_n] = A^T x_k, \quad A = [a_1, a_2, ..., a_n] \quad (3) \]

where \( q_1, q_2, ..., q_n \) are the principal components of \( x_k \).

LS-SVM: Of all the paper, we discussed the key idea of using SVM brought up by Vapnik[2] which plays a main role in collecting the wide database for our problem. It also has its use in solving pattern recognition and classification problems. The methods present in SVM other than polynomial and linear are its greatest assets which made it to lead global models containing structural risk minimization principle[19]. Though SVM sounds easy due to its extended results, finding the solution is difficult and what all can do is to find sparse solutions. Its difficulty arises from finding nonlinear equations. So as a solution, Suykens and Vandewalle [20] introduced least-squares SVM which results out linear equations. For the new type of SVM also the further proceeding like PCA, OFW and its usage in quantification and classification are applicable and reported in some works[23,24].

In calculation of linear equation, \( y = wx + b \), we use the 2 axes like regression(x) and dependent variable (y). And the best minimised cost function is

\[ Q = \frac{1}{2} w^T w + \frac{1}{2} \gamma \sum_{i=1}^{N} e_i^2 \quad (3) \]

Subject to: \( y_i = w^T \phi(x_i) + b + e_i \quad i = 1, ..., N \quad (4) \)

The formula’s two parts are weight decay the 1st to generalize weights and regression error of training data is the second, whereas the parameter indicated by \( g \) is to be optimized by the user.

For a better generalization model, the most important criteria are the proper selection of features for the RBF kernel and polynomial kernel.

IV. ONTOLOGY-BASED FEATURE WEIGHTING CALCULATION

A. Feature Weight Calculation
The process of computing domain ontology feature and ontology feature weight is as follow:

a. Characteristic of the information is individually treated as a semantic category and is considered as an ontology semantic peer. The characteristics are grouped based on their semantic principles.

b. The whole relevancy of a feature is used to calculate weight of the characteristic in the ontology tree.

B. Domain Ontology-feature Graph
We construct ontology-feature graph w.r.t. a particular column of information in order to represent the domain knowledge model. There are three layers in the graph. They are:

i. Concept layer
ii. Attribute layer
iii. Data-type layer

Let us discuss them in detail,

Concept layer:
First layer has all the concepts of the ontology called ontology concept. It is explained by the attribute nodes and remaining elements of the concept layer. It can be represented as:

Ontology-Concept = \{Cpt.1, Cpt.2, ..., Cpt.n_op\}

For each layer, an object is considered as a node.

Attribute layer:
Second layer, Attribute layer explains the nodes in the concept layer i.e. ontology attribute following the regulations of the characteristic set.

Ontology-Attribute=[Ab.1, Ab.2, ..., Ab.n_ab].

Data Type Layer:
This layer explains the node of the Attribute layer following the regulations of the metadata layer i.e. Ontology-Data type.

Ontology- Data type=[Dt.1, Dt.2, ..., Dt.n_dt]
In the figure 1, the solid line shows the relative characteristics of the concept semantic layer and attribute layer whereas, dotted lines show the data type layer nodes individually.

The characteristics of the information source and database storage logical model in the domain ontology feature graph are used to compose the data object ontology node. The latter one is used to construct the nodes of the concept layer of the domain ontology characteristic graph based on its design pattern. Generally, the data object ontology node is constructed based on the remaining of the data source of the ontology graph. The database is composed by using the ontology principle as the
primary rule and the principle layer nodes of the graph which is constructed based on database.

The ontology attribute layer is constructed from the elements of the attributes which are the characteristics of the concept layer. The data type layer is used to convert the data types of the attributes to the semantic extension type. The correction between the concept layer and the attribute layer nodes can be described and computed based on the considered s of the principle layers. The communication and computation between the principle and attribute layer nodes is as following:

Semantic Ontology Correlation: The two ontology topics follow the format with predicate such as <Subject, Predicate, Object>. Here, Predicate represents the group of predicates,

$$Predicate = \{ \text{partOf, propertyOf} \}.$$ 

It is mainly utilized in explaining the ontology predicate. Ontology relations, Concept-Concept and Concept-Attribute, are referred to as the CC and CA following the predicate set explanation.

CC stands for CC = <Concept.i, partOf, Concept.j>

CA stands for CA = <Concept.i, propertyOf, Attribute.k>

Concept.i, Concept.j ∈ Ontology-Concept;

Attribute.k ∈ Ontology-Attribute.

$$i, j < n_{pt}, k < n_{ab}$$

Basic assumption: (Ab.i1, Ab.i2, …, Ab.ini), Concept.j (Ab.j1, Ab.j2, …, Ab.jn.)

$$n_{i}, n_{j} < n_{ab}.$$

The primary relation between Concept.i and Concept.j is $\text{Correlation} (\text{Concept.i}, \text{Concept.j})$:

$$\text{correlation}(\text{concepti}, \text{conceptj}) = \frac{\text{concepti}(\text{Ab.in}_{i}) \cap \text{conceptj}(\text{Ab.in}_{j})}{\text{concepti}(\text{Ab.in}_{i}) \cup \text{conceptj}(\text{Ab.in}_{j})}$$

**Domain Ontology Feature Tree:**

It is mainly used to refer to the relationship among the nodes of the attribute layer, concept layer and their characteristics (represented in the domain ontology characteristic graph). We also make use of it in the computation of correlation between ontology-concepts and ontology-attributes.

Domain ontology characteristic tree can be referred to with the triples as

- Ontology-Tree, Ontology-Tree = 

  $$\{ \text{<Cpt.root,partOf,Cpt.1>, <Cpt.root,partOf,Cpt.2>, <Cpt.1,propertyOf, Ab.1>, …} \}$$

- Weight(\text{Ab.k}) = Average $$\sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{correlation(\text{Ab.k, Ab.i})}$$

  **OFW-LSSVM**

According to the Conventional LS-SVMs, the given function is performed by the equal contributions from all the
characteristics. But, actually, the various characteristics play different roles with various weights. Thus, different contributions from different characteristics can be performed by using the theory proposed by Zhichao Wang [9].

Given,

\[ \{x_i, y_i\}_{i=1}^N \]

Represents coaching group and

\[ \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^d \], where \( \alpha \) represents the weighted vector.

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{d} \alpha_i = 1, \quad \alpha_i \geq 0 \quad -----(8) \]

Now, the equation (3) can be used to provide optimal solution to the problem (4), which is as follows:

\[ \min \frac{1}{2} \| w \|^2 \]

s.t. \( y_i (w \cdot \text{diag}(\alpha)) \)

Where,

\[ \text{diag}(\alpha) = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha_1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ 0 & \alpha_2 & \ldots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & 0 & \ldots & \alpha_d \end{pmatrix} \]

Substituting (8) and (9) into (5), yields the following new optimization problem:

\[ \min_{w, \xi} \frac{1}{2} ||w||^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i \]

\[ \text{s.t.} \quad y_i (w \cdot \text{diag}(\alpha)x_i + b) \geq 1 - \xi_i, \xi_i \geq 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{d} \alpha_i = 1, \alpha_i \geq 0 \]

Thus, we can write the categorization decision method is:

\[ f(x) = \text{sign}(\sum_{i=1}^{N} L_i y_i K'(x_i, X_j) + b) \]

\( K'(x_i, X_j) \) represents the weighted characteristic of the RBF kernel as

\[ K'(x_i, X_j) = \exp(-\gamma \sum_{k=1}^{d} \alpha_k (x_{ik} - x_{jk})^2) \]

Intensified Tabu search (ITS) for characteristic selection

As we know, BDF chooses the characteristics based on the betterment of the recognition rate. After considering we came to know that BDF increases the count of support vectors according to the size of the problem [26]. This feature seems to be interesting in producing quick and better decision method, but it applies only if it is connected to the betterment in the recognition rate.

The support vectors and some more characteristics care mainly used to provide a quick and better SVM BDF. Due to this reason, in order to solve the conflict between the complexity and performance, Decision Function Quality (DFQ) criterion is used in association with regularization theory. Thus, SVM makes sure to coach right from the basic i.e. tiny dataset St, where it stands for the primary coaching group St. It will reduce the ambiguity related to the BDF. Even the primary set is also further optimized by using LBG algorithm based on certain assumptions. The basic assumption is to consider parameter k as a variable of problem in choosing model. It is so, because k may not be able to handle all kinds of prototypes generated by LBG algorithm during the process.

Hence, the value of k (i.e. the range of optimization), the characteristic subgroup \( \beta \), the regularization constant C along with attributes of the kernel such as \( \sigma \) with gaussian kernel must be selected for every kernel method K using the model selection method. If we consider \( \theta \) as a model, \( k_{\theta}, \beta_{\theta}, C_{\theta} \) and \( \sigma_{\theta} \) respectively will be the representatives of the attributes discussed so far. Moreover, q(\( \theta \)) represents the DFQ criterion for a model \( \theta \) (c.f. Section 3.1).

The Section 3.3 deals with the presumption of DFQ criterion along with a learning set \( S_l \), showing q(\( \theta \)) = SVM-DFQ(\( \theta \), \( S_l \)) which is to be optimized for model \( \theta \). The optimizing \( \theta^* \) for q(\( \theta \)) not being optimized for model \( \theta \), we decide to define a TS function for choosing a model with optimal intensification and diversification methodologies.

**Decision Function Quality (DFQ):**

For smooth calculation of the equation, we need DFQ for the theta we have. It can be known by the recognition rate RR with the help of complexity CP of decision function hu. Here comes the q(\( \theta \)) = \( R_h(h_{\theta}) - C_p(h_{\theta}) \) be the DFQ[25].

Here, the correct and accurate result from equation can be calculated by using smoothness term and fittng term in terms of recognition rate (RR).Cp indicates the smoothness term. The model complexity of a SVM BDF[25] is given by

\[ C_p(h_{\theta}) = C_{p1} \log_2(\eta_{SV}) + C_{p2} \log_2(\cos(\beta)) \quad (5) \]
To discuss the parameters of the function, $c_{p1}$ and $c_{p2}$ are tradeoff between classification rate improvement and complexity reduction. Beta is a Boolean vector with $n$ size of represented features. $k_i$ is to represent cost for ith feature cost (beta) combined to the subset of selected features is:

$$\text{cost } (\beta) = \sum \beta_i k_i.$$ When those costs are unknown, $k_i = 1$ is used for all features.

**Simplification Step:**

Reducing training set size is the simplest way to reduce complexity of SVM. This LBG algorithm [25] is used to simplify the dataset. The simplification details are in the below table and can be used in the further discussion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplification(S,k)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S' \leftarrow \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR $c \in {-1, +1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T = {x \mid (x, c) \in S}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF $2^k &lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELSE $T' = T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S' \leftarrow S' \cup { (x, c) \mid x \in T' }$ ENDFOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RETURN $S'$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. SYNOPSIS OF SIMPLIFICATION STEP**

DFQ estimation

The Decision Function Quality (DFQ)[25] criterion of a particular model $\theta$ is calculated from an attained dataset $S_l$. we can observer the elocation of values from the details given in the Table 3. Let $S_i, S_r$ represents the datasets produced in a random split (Split function in synopsis SVM-DFQ) with $|S_i| = \frac{2}{3} S_l, |S_r| = \frac{1}{3} S_l$. $S_i, S_r$ will be signifying the databases utilized to train SVM (training dataset) and to identify rate consideration (validation dataset). This dissociation is important in order to overcome the risk of over fitting when empirical estimation is used. The SMO algorithm version of the Torch library [31] is used to realize SVM training step. When SVM training is per-formed with unbalanced class datasets, it is more suitable to use Balanced Error Rate (BER) instead of classical Error Rate for the estimation of recognition rate. Recognition rate formulation (noted $R_\beta$) in Table 2 corresponds to BER estimation where $m_y^{\text{correct}}$ represents the number of examples in each class $y \in \{+1, -1\}$ and $m_y^{\text{correct}}$ the number of examples correctly identified. The kernel functions $k_{\beta}$ utilized for training SVM are decided from a distance

$$d_{\beta} : d_{\beta}(x_i, x_j) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i (x_i^t - x_j^t)^2}.$$ Utilizing $d_{\beta}$ in the kernel function, the feature selection problem is embedded in the model selection problem. In the present study Gaussian kernels $\exp(-\frac{d_{\beta}^2}{\lambda_i^2})$ are utilized.

**TABLE II. SYNOPSIS OF DFQ CALCULATING FOR A DEFINED MODEL $\theta$**

**V. FEATURE OPTIMIZATION**

Tabu Search specification

The main function $q$ to be obtained produces the quality of the BDF $h_\theta$. The main issue is to select an optimal model (good sub-optimal solution to be exact) $\theta^*$ for a function $q$ when $C_{p1}$ and $C_{p2}$ are affixed. A model $\theta$ can be denoted by a set of $n'$ integer variables $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_{n'}) = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_n, k, C', \sigma')$. Notations $k_{\theta}, \beta_{\theta}, C_{\theta}, \sigma_{\theta}$ correspond respectively to $k$, $(\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_n)$, $\sqrt{C'}$ and $\sqrt{\sigma'}$ in that integer representation of $\theta$ model. One basic move in our TS method corresponds to adding $\delta \in [-1, 1]$ to the value of a $\theta_i$, while preserving the constraints of the model which depend on it (i.e.$\forall i \in [1, \ldots, n']$, $\theta_i \in [\min(\theta_i), \ldots, \max(\theta_i)]$ where $\min(\theta_i)$ and $\max(\theta_i)$ respectively denote lower and upper
bound values of $\theta_i$ variable). Above all the list of all possible neighborhood solutions is added. Among these possible solutions, the apt DFQ that is not tabu is selected. The set of all $\theta_{tabu}^i$ solutions $\theta$ which are tabu at the it repeated step of TS is defined as follows: $\theta_{tabu}^i = \{ \theta \in \Omega \mid \exists i, t', t \in [1, . . . , t], \theta_i \neq \theta_{t-1}^i \land \theta_t = \theta_{t-i}^i \}$ with the set of all solutions and $t$ an adjustable parameter for the short memory used by TS (for experimental results $t = \sum_{i=1}^{n_i} \max(\theta_i) - \min(\theta_i)$. The idea is that a variable $\theta_i$ could be changed only if its new value is not present in the short memory. Then, our TS method does not go back to a value of $\theta_i$ previously changed in short time, avoiding that mechanism undesirable oscillation effects. Tabu status of solutions $\theta_{tabu}^i$ may prohibit some attractive moves at iteration it. Therefore, our TS uses an aspiration criterion which consists in allowing a move (even if it is tabu) if it results in a solution with an objective value better than that of the current best-known solution.

The initialization of model $\theta$ with our TS model selection is the following:

- $K_\theta = \left[ \log_2(\max(m_{+1}, m_{-1})) / 3 \right]$
- $C_\theta = 1$ and $\sigma_\theta = 1$,
- $\forall i : \beta_i = 1$.

In the present formula $K_\theta$, $m_{+1}$ and $m_{-1}$ denotes positive and negative classes in binary sub-problems. The value of $K_\theta$ permits to begin with enough minimum datasets to get low training times with SVM for the first step.

Using intensification and diversification strategies develops TS methods [30]. The selected model should handle two kinds of problems. The first problem is testing all moves between two repetitions with a great number of features which is time-consuming. Especially, it is a waste of time to investigate moves which are linked to features where real solution is not suitable. Thus, emphasizing on moves which are only linked to SVM hyper parameters or simplification level is better than to discover new solutions. Coming to second problem, it is difficult for TS method to free from deep valleys or big clusters of poor solutions by using the short memory which effect in not tabu solutions. Utilizing diversified solutions helps in win over of the problem. This is handled by enlarging step size (\(\delta > 1\)) of moves and by pointing the use of all types of moves (except feature selection moves for the reason stated above). In present TS method, intensification and diversification strategies are utilized one by one and start with the intensification strategy. Later on we deal about the two strategies.

**Intensification strategy**

In the intensification algorithm synopsis of Table 4, Extensive Search survey all possible basic moves, whereas Fast Extensive Search explores only eligible basic moves which are not related to feature selection (i.e. changing the value of $\beta$). $n_{promising}$ Controls when the real solution is seen as enough and this one allows switching between the two functions mentioned.

BestNotTabu correlate to the move procedure chosen in the above part (the best tabu solution is chosen if all moves are tabu). In this synopsis, $\theta_{intensification}$ corresponds to the best solution found into a same phase of intensification, although $\theta_{best-known}$ corresponds to the best solution found in all intensification and diversification steps.

Nmax is the maximum number of intensification redundancy for which no development of the last best intensification solution $(\theta_{intensification})$ are identified as failure of the intensification strategy. Nfailure counts the number of failures of intensification strategy.

If NFailure is higher than a fixed maximum number of failures max then ITS method stops and returns the solution $\theta_{best-known}$. If a solution in £ next has a QDF which is better than $\theta_{best-known}$, aspiration mechanism is used. That solution is selected as the new $\theta_{best-known}$ and $n_{failure}$ is reset to zero.

**Diversification strategy**

In the diversification algorithm synopsis of Table 5, suitable variable (one which does not have a link with features) is selected (Select Eligible Variable) by random and a jump of $\pm \delta$ is performed by modifying the chosen variable in the real solution.

There are only two investigated moves (Two Move) to force the diversification of identified solutions. The jump size enlarges with the number of successive failures $(n_{failure})$ of the intensification strategy to investigate more different regions.

In the process of the diversification redundancy, the best visited solution is saved $\theta_{divertification}$ and chosen as the bening solution for the next intensification step $(\theta_{intensification} = \theta_{best-known}^{n_{devertification}})$. In the TS investigation, when aspiration is included, the strategy automatically moves to intensification and the number of failures is rearranged ($n_{failure} = 0$).
VI. PROPOSED METHOD OFW-ITS-LSSVM

This part explains the desired method (OFW-ITS-LSSVM) for the identifying of diabetes diseases (see figure 3). Especially the system works in three stages automatically:

1) PCA is applied for feature reduction
2) Best feature weights are estimated using OFW
3) ITS is employed for finding the optimal values for \( C \) and \( \gamma \).

At first, PCA method is used to identify four features from diabetes dataset. Thus, in feature choosing stage, only large principal components will be utilized. Then, the OFW-LSSVM is used to classify patients, the feature weights which are received by OFW and at last, the MCS algorithm is used to detect the best value for \( C \) and \( \gamma \) parameters of OFW-LSSVM. The description of training procedure is:

1. Set up parameters of ITS and initialize the population of \( n \) nests (Algorithm 1)
2. Compute the corresponding fitness function formulated by \( \frac{\text{classified}}{\text{total}} \) (total denotes the number of training samples, and classified denotes the number of correct classified samples) for each particle.
3. Find the best solution using ITS.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The OFW-ITS-LSSVM model was compared with other popular models like LS-SVM, PCA-LS-SVM, PCA-MI-LS-SVM, MI-CS-SVM and PCA-PSO-LS-SVM classifiers. We utilized fold cross validation develop the holdout method. The data set was divided into \( k \) subsets, and the holdout method was iterated \( k \) times.

Every time, one of the \( k \) subsets is utilized as the test set and rest are put together to form a training set. Then the average error across all \( k \) trials is computed (Polat and Günes, 2007). This method was used as 10-fold cross validation in our experiments. We considered the related parameters of PSO in PCA-PSO-LS-SVM classifier as follows: swarm size was set to 50; the parameters \( C \) and \( \gamma \) were arbitrary taken from the intervals \([10^{-3}, 200] \) and \([10^{-3}, 2] \), respectively.

The inertia weight was 0.9, acceleration constants \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) was fixed to 2, and maximum number of redundancy was fixed to 70. Classification results of classifiers were shown in a confusion matrix. Like displayed in table 4, each cell has the raw number of examples categories to correspond intergration of real system results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output/desired</th>
<th>Non-diabetic</th>
<th>Diabetic</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-diabetics</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>LS-SVM (Polat et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetics</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>PCA-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diabetics</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>PCA-MI-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetics</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>PCA-MI-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diabetics</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>PCA-PSO-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>MI-MCS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diabetics</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>OFW-ITS-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>OFW-ITS-LS-SVM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. CONFUSION MATRIX
Thus it shows the frequency of disease how a patient is misclassified. Furthermore, Table 5 displays the categories accuracies of OFW-ITS-LSSVM. The present model gets the correct categories accuracy of 95.78% among classifiers on the test set. Determining the test performance of the classifiers is done by addition of specificity and sensitivity that are classified as: Specificity: number of true negative decisions / number of real negative case sensitivity: number of true positive decisions / number of real positive cases.

A true positive decision happens only if the positive expectation of the network mingles with a positive expectation of the physician. A true negative decision happens if the two i.e. network and the physician advice negative expectation.

TABLE IV. THE VALUES OF THE STATISTICAL PARAMETERS OF THE CLASSIFIERS

As per the Table 6, it is observed that utilizing the LSSVM classifier with OFW and ITS, it is easy to get the correct classification accuracy compared to other methods. Hence it is apt to say that this method gives a high rate of accuracy in identifying of Diabetes disease. The method can also combine with software to help the physicians to take final decision confidently.

FIGURE 4. Line chart representation of comparing OFW-ITS-LSSVM with other methods from literature

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Over all the work propose a new automatic method to diagnose Diabetes disease depend on Feature Weighted Support Vector Machines and Modified Cuckoo Search. For discarding the other features, Principal Component Analysis was utilized. Later Mutual Information was used to the chose features to weight them depend on their related task of classification. Outcome proves that it devises the accuracy of the method. In addition to, Modified Cuckoo Search is utilized that allows the quick change of the algorithm and locate the correct values for parameters of SVM. The outcome has proved that the present model is faster and significantly more reliable than other models. The method can also combined with software to help the physicians to take final decision confidently in order to diagnose Diabetic disease.
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Abstract—In the recent times many accessible congestion control procedures have no capability to address involving two major problems like packet loss by link crash and packet loss by congestion. Consequently these resolutions effect in form of wastage of possessions because they target only on the packet drop by link crash that has a needless importance. Consumption of energy and possessions in order to make the basis node attentive regarding the congestion occurring in routing path is the supplementary drawback in most of the accessible procedures. This way of concentrating mainly on standardizing the outlet load at the basis node stage is the boundary to the present accessible procedures. It is already known that as a reason of link crash and congestion packet loss in the network routing largely occurs. In this article a new cross layer and path restoration procedure has been put forward. We also put forwarded two algorithms namely Path discovery Algorithm and congestion handling algorithm. In this approach of cross layer it comprises of 3 kinds of layers called network, MAC and transport layers. In this introduced approach the MAC and network layers have dynamic functionalities in identifying the congestion and standardization where the functionalities of network and transport layers are distinguished in bearing the congestion i.e. congestion endurance. The produced tentative results illustrate an enhanced management of congestion and its endurance by this approach.

Keywords- manet; routing protocol; congestion control; zone; occ; cross layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANETs are recognized for their influence on protocols and protocol stacks of managing methods and they are naturally unsuited for customary TCP [17]. As a result ordinary TCP congestion management that is applies for the internet is not apposite method. In MANETs the nodes move fundamentally through a different means that is not known which generally is an effect of communal wireless multi hop channel and it does not get interpreted as the congestion is vanished. As a result the packet delivery delay and crash takes place. “An individual node can be transferred in its intrusion series” is the principal policy of the wireless multi hop channel. Coming to the MANETs network the whole region in the medium is packed and congested as it is common region, but coming to the internet the crowd is on main Path [17]. The significant character of the MANETs is that the region may be packed full but not the nodes [17].

The contrast between ordinary TCP and MANETs is due to verify that crash and losing of packets is constantly not due to the congestion in the network and the transfer periods (along with round trip periods) diversify creating complexity in identifying the lost packets. Distinct consumer is able to turn out a congestion ensuing in relatively lesser bandwidth of mobile ad-hoc networks, due to which it is complicated origin of congestion in a multi hop network. A reasonable congestion control scheme should be in use effectively to be firm and for greater functionality [17] of the wireless system as a reason of vulnerability towards congestion troubles in contrast with conventional wire line systems.

The multi-hop wireless networks are unable to attain a distinct and integrated procedure for the trouble in the congestion as they are heterogeneous character of function protocols. As an alternative an appropriate model of congestion control should be intended that mainly concentrates on the characteristics that are associated with the network [17]. Eventually these schemes serve as division of the procedures for the troubles that are recognized instead of an absolute immediately utilized method. They create themselves as the head of the customized application protocol stacks. But there are only fewer characters that work with a huge series of functions [17] and these are rare cases.

Congestion managing techniques focused mainly on the modeling, analysis, algorithm improvement of clogged loop control formats (e.g. TCP) have been observed in the latest times preparing them to get customized to the mobile hoc networks by stipulating constraints concerned to routing path and bandwidth algorithms that hold the capability to unite and improve functions are developed. There is one more chief part that should be taken into the view in the field of wireless hoc network is by reason of the MAC [Media access Control] layer [17]. That condition is that maximum wireless MACs consist a time restraint which allows the customer to utilize the physical medium but in the provided time period.

This article is structured in the method as given: The section II looks at the mainly quoted works in the field of literature. The conversations of the projected procedures are featured in section III and section IV exposes the replications and the corresponding outputs that are tagged by end conclusion and references.
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II. RELATED WORK

The mechanism for QOS centric congestion management is present in [1]. Et al, [2] initiated metrics to evaluate data-rate, MAC overhead along with buffer interruption, that assists in recognizing and manage the congestion conflicted region in network system. Hongjiang Zhai, al et [3] put forwarded a procedure opposing that congestion and strict means conflict is interconnected. Metrics based solution on congestion aware routing was introduced in [4]. Hop stage congestion managing design was projected by Yung Yi et al, [4]. Tom Goff, Nael et al, [5] conferred a group of algorithms that instigates substitute pathways utilization in case of uncertainty in the value of a pathway that is being utilized. Xuyang et al, [6] obtained a cross-layer hop-by-hop congestion control method which was modeled for the TCP functioning in multi-hop wireless networks. Dzmitry et al [7] introduces the crash congestion at the transport layer which minimizes the functioning of the system. Duc et al [8] has discovered that the models that exist in present days cannot be adjustable for the congestion.

Discovering the congestion clearance in routing pathway is the main goal of present day methodologies. The packet crash is the cause for the link collapse. The efficient way is to work on the method to manage the packet losing which is the reason for the link collapse. Standardizing the way out near every node involving in routing is one more costly methodology. The management of congestion is near hop stage [4] [15] in most of the situations. As a result the standardizing way out method at every node in the network includes the usage of the costly possessions. This article shows the effectiveness in discovering the crash of the packets which are recurring as a reason of conflict or by buffer filled up or by malevolent fail. So the method of managing the congestion through standardizing the way out can be evaded in the conditions like the link collapse and in bitter situations this is handled by using substitute pathway restitution. We can also urge that a situation may arise where the hop stages cannot standardize themselves for which only hop stage congestion management is not enough. The way of managing the outlet force that is being followed in origin stage standardization design, can also be followed as well in the management of the congestion by using the similar possessions.

In this article introduction to a new cross layer congestion control design has been made which involves:

- The node capability and possession’s heterogeneity.
- Congestion related packet crash being confirmed by cross layer design.

III. OCC: ORDERED CONGESTION CONTROL USING CROSS LAYER SUPPORT IN MANET ROUTING

We know that in MANETs crashing of the packets happen frequently. The main causes for this to happen are as follows:

- Link collapse during transfer.
- Minimizing the packet entrance power by utilizing conditional Transfer with overwhelmed Ingress. This is also named as packet sinking because of congestion near routing.
- Medium usability conflict.
- Malevolent sinking near the recipient.

A concise explanation on introduced OCC is as given: The congestion control methodology that was put forward is attained in stratified way.

In our methodology, at first reduce channel current near the pathway node $p_n^p$ antecedent to pathway node $p_n^c$ that is affected by congestion. This step is voluntary and probable delay threshold at $p_n^p$ and functional part of buffer capability. If there is any situation of error or crash in the functioning of the primary step, then automatically this gives rise to the functioning of the secondary step of the methodology. Coming to the secondary step the MAC layer makes the adjacent nodes $p_n^p$ attentive that are also present in that particular region. As a result the outcome of all the other adjacent nodes $p_n^p$ will be reduced at a time, so that there will be no delay in the group of threshold value.

Even if the affected node has not improved after the commencement of the first steps of the methodology then the third step gets instigated. The procedure in this step is that the MAC checks the inward rush of the nodes I near the particular pathway $p_n^p$ in a given period of the time span $\tau$, then the nodes that are present in that particular zone $c^c$ of the routing path will be intimated about the affected node $p_n^c$ by the MAC. Now all the rest of the nodes reduce their outward rush in order to make the delay of the threshold group gets decreased. When the MAC checks the inward rush of the nodes I near the particular pathway $p_n^p$ in a given period of the time span $\tau$, if $I' \geq I$ and the affected node is not improved then the pathway is re-established by making a link among the nodes $p_n^p$ and $r_p^c$, where $r_p^c$ is the pathway node that is held back, which is a consideration node for $p_n^c$. As a result the routing information avoids the affected node $p_n^c$, that is $p_n^c$.

A. Dividing the network into zones

Mohammad M. Qabajeh et al [8] explained a methodology, which was chose by us. By understanding the already present nodes, the total area is separated into divisions. In general the outline of the zone is preferred as hexagon. By considering the hexagon the benefit is that the outline touches the larger area and along with it the correspondence with adjacent nodes is also easier as the outline is similar to that of the transmitter. The point-based is applicable in the MANET due to the accessibility of reasonably cheap and portable less consumable GPS receiver. The series of the transfer for the node is represented using R and the length of the hexagon by using L. For the correspondence of the zones amongst them a relation between R and L is generated as $L=R/2$. 
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All the zones have their identification as \( cid \). The zones are provided with couple of alternative units. They are:

1) If a node is involved in the routing and its zone is present in the routing path, if that node has entered into the given series region then that from then is referred as pathway node.

2) If the node \( rpn \) of the pathway node \( pn \) is recognized as the substitute node for the node \( pn \) by the transport layer then that node is named as the reversed pathway node.

If the placement of the node is found, that is at which point it is present then, nodes can execute our self-mapping algorithm of the substantial site on present zone and compute the \( cid \) with no trouble. Figure 1 shows the Common outline of the Zone divisions in network.

Pathway nodes and their respective reserved pathway nodes are present for every zone.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Common outline of the Zone divisions in network[8]

**B. Path Detection**

This practical methodology is termed as DSR policy for Path detection. A distributed technique is utilized in order to determine the path to the end node \( n_d \) by the source node \( n_i \). The appealed packet \( rreq \) that is being transmitted will take the node related data like the involvement in the routing path and its id value \( cid \) of that node that is communicating. While the packets are transferring the, transport layer checks the zone stage nodes of every node that is communicating and holds the data with the packet \( rreq \). After the final end node gets this packet \( rreq \) from the origin then it gets ready to send the reply packet \( rrep \) which includes the record of all the pathway nodes and their communicating nodes in the area of the zone. At the time when the reply packet is acknowledged than all the communicating nodes make the necessary changes in their routing table and revise it with the antecedent and descendant node data. It also revises with the other communicating nodes of that particular node and its descendant node in the pathway of the path.

When the reply packet \( rrep \) finally reaches the origin node \( n_s \), then the most desired path will be chosen. Then the origin node \( n_s \) delivers an acknowledgement \( ack(pn)_i \) for every path node for the routing desired path. After the acknowledgement packet \( ack(pn)_i \) is delivered then ahead the pathway node \( pn_i \) determines the desirable paths among the node \( pn_i \) and the both hop stage descendant node \( pn_{i+2} \). In this step the main path node \( pn_i \) delivers an appeal \( rreq \) to \( pn_{i+2} \). This appeal \( rreq \) communicates by using only the communicating nodes of the main node \( pn_i \) and the node \( pn_{i+1} \). When this appeal is delivered to \( pn_{i+1} \), then \( pn_{i+2} \) acknowledges it by using the packet \( rrep \) and transfers it to the \( pn_i \) on the same path that used by the \( rreq \). When the acknowledgement \( rrep \) is delivered then \( pn_i \) chooses the desired path among the nodes \( pn_i \) and \( pn_{i+2} \), lastly accumulating it into the routing tables. The desired path that was chosen is utilized for the re-establishment among the nodes \( pn_i \) and \( pn_{i+2} \), on the basis of a condition that the congestion is obvious at the adjacent descendant node \( pn_{i+1} \) of the main node \( pn_i \).

**Path detection algorithm**

1. \( n_s \) Creates \( rreq \) and transmit it to adjacent units.
2. When \( rreq \) is delivered, hop stage node \( n_i \) confirms that whether retransmitting of \( rreq \) is previously completed on their own or not.
3. If retransmitting is previously completed then rejects the \( rreq \), or else \( n_i \) gathers the particulars of communicating nodes from transport layer and along with that it includes its own recognition and particulars of its communicating nodes to \( rreq \), then retransmits \( rreq \). This procedure continues until \( rreq \) is delivered to the end node \( n_d \).
4. Then end node \( n_d \) creates acknowledgement packet \( rrep \), that includes the particulars of the nodes that are present in the pathway. By utilizing this acknowledgement \( rreq \) navigated to arrive at \( n_d \) and it’s communicating nodes. The acknowledgement
packet \( rrep_i \) transfers in reverse to the origin node \( n_i \) on the same desired path of the packet \( rreq_i \).

5. Every transitional node \( p_n \) in the path which utilized the packet \( rrep_i \) gathers the particulars of its antecedent node \( p_{n-1} \) in pathway, descendant node \( p_{n+1} \) and communicating nodes of main path node \( p_n \) and descendant path node \( p_{n+1} \).

6. Main path node \( p_n \) revises its routing table by the particulars attained in earlier step.

7. The methods 6 and 7 frequently continue until acknowledgement packet is delivered to origin node \( n_i \).

8. Origin node \( n_i \) derives the desired path which includes zones with crowded nodes.

9. For every pathway node 1 to n of the path chosen, \( n_i \) replies \( ack(p_n) \) for \( i = 1..n \).

10. On gaining the \( ack(p_n) \), \( p_n \) begins deriving the substitute path among \( p_n \) and \( p_{n+2} \), so that the substitute path can utilize communicating nodes of the \( p_n \) with \( p_{n+1} \) merely.

11. \( p_n \) then records substitute path among the nodes \( p_n \) and \( p_{n+2} \) at routing collection.

C. Managing Congestion

When the packet is crashed and that is determined that it is crashed at the node \( p_n \) then MAC layer checks the conflict position near \( p_n \), if that point is found then it makes the antecedent node \( p_{n-1} \) of main node \( p_n \) aware regarding the need of the retransferring in the given span \( \tau \) as conflict alert \( con+ \). If the span id maximizing the delay near \( p_{n-1}\) so that the packet is crashing at the node \( p_{n-1} \) and its values is higher than the tolerable threshold value, then the node depends on the substitute path among the nodes \( p_{n-1} \) and \( p_{n+1} \) which is present in the routing collection. This substitute path will be on use until the MAC layer sends the acknowledgement \( con- \) of conflict removed at the main path node \( p_n \) by the node \( p_{n-1} \).

When the node \( p_{n-1} \) receives the acknowledgement \( mac_- \) sent by the MAC layer then it returns the path back to the main path. The MAC layer again validates and if it derives that the congestion is not because of the conflict then MAC checks the buffer during the inward rush at the main node and if it is full then delivers \( bof+ \) regarding the crowd in the buffer. When the node \( p_{n-1} \) takes delivery of \( bof+ \), then it tries to reduce the inward rush so that the delay that is incrementing may not make the packet get crashed at the main node \( p_{n-1} \). If this process fails to reduce the inward rush at the node \( p_{n-1} \), then the network layer makes the all the remaining nodes of the zone \( c \), in which the node \( p_{n-1} \) is present aware, so that the rest will reduce their inward rush because of which the increment in the delay may not make the packet get crashed near their own man nodes. Even if this case fails than the network layer makes the descendant zone of the present zone \( c \) aware of this situation. This procedure will be continued frequently until the congestion that is caused due to the rush in the buffer gets prohibited or it is delivered to the zone \( c \) in which origin node \( n_i \) is present. If the result is failed to come then in order to continue the information transfer among the nodes \( p_{n-1} \) and \( p_{n+1} \), that was troubled because of the congestion bear the main node \( p_n \), the node \( p_{n-1} \) depends on the substitute path that is accessible in the routing collection. If the MAC determines that the congestion is occurred due to the link collapse among the node \( n_i \) and its descendant \( n_{i+1} \), then the main node \( p_n \) chooses the substitute path in order bond up with the \( p_{n+2} \) that is stored in the routing collection of the main node \( p_n \).

Algorithm for congestion management and working information transport in opposition to congestion

1. Let us assume a case of packet crashing at \( p_n \)
2. MAC checks the position of the conflict:
3. If congestion arouse because of conflict near \( p_n \):
   a. then MAC recognizes the conflict near \( p_n \) and make \( p_{n-1} \) aware by sending a information in \( con+ \),
   b. then \( p_{n-1} \) functions on the congestion caused by the conflict: move to step 6.
4. else if congestion is caused because of the rush in buffer near \( p_n \):
   a. then MAC recognizes the rush in buffer near \( p_n \) and make \( p_{n-1} \) aware by sending a information in \( bof+ \),
   b. then \( p_{n-1} \) functions on the congestion caused by the rush in buffer: move to step 7
5. else if congestion is caused because of the link
collapse among \( p_n \) and \( p_{n+1} \) near \( p_n \):

a. then MAC recognizes the link collapse among \( p_n \) and \( p_{n+1} \), and make aware by sending a link collapse information in \( LF_c \).
b. then path node \( p_n \) functions on the congestion caused by the link collapse: move to step 8

6. Managing Congestion caused by conflict:

i. When \( con_c \) is taken the delivery from MAC, path node \( p_{n-1} \) functions

a. Evaluate the \( con_c \), that includes a particulars regarding whether retransfer is needed and span \( \tau \) for retransfer.
b. Checks the weight of the \( \tau \) on inward rush delay time \( \Delta \)

i. If \( \Delta \geq \delta \) (inward rush delay threshold) [consequences are packet termination because of surpassed delay] For span \( \tau \), choosing to substitute path among path node \( p_{n-1} \) and \( p_{n+1} \) to avoid the affected node \( p_n \), which was caused by congestion by conflict.

ii. Past the span \( \tau \) path node \( p_{n-1} \) is taken the delivery of either \( con_c \) or \( con_c \) from MAC. MAC delivers \( mac_c \) if conflict is still id present in the affected node \( p_n \) else intimates to \( p_{n-1} \) regarding the situation of no conflict at affected node \( p_n \) through \( con_c \).

iii. If \( con_c \) is delivered from MAC then \( p_{n-1} \) executes steps 1 and 2.

iv. else if \( con_c \) is taken delivery by \( p_{n-1} \) then it re-establishes the original path among \( p_{n-1} \) and \( p_{n+1} \).

7. Managing Congestion caused by the rush in the Buffer

v. When \( bof_c \) is taken the delivery from MAC, path node \( p_{n-1} \) functions

Evaluate the \( bof_c \), that includes a particulars regarding congestion because of rush in the buffer near \( p_n \).

vi. Executes the procedure of inward rush reducing so that delay \( \Delta \) does not cross delay threshold \( \delta \) limit.

vii. If inward rush not reasonable as needed to manage the congestion near \( p_n \) then

a. Network layer makes every path node that is located in the similar zone \( c_{p} \), to which \( p_{n-1} \) is part of, aware regarding congestion position near \( p_n \).

b. As a result every path node of zone \( c_{p} \) tries to reduce their inward rush so that that delay \( \Delta \) does not cross delay threshold \( \delta \) limit of individual path nodes.

viii. If inward rush near individual nodes not reasonable as needed to manage the congestion near \( p_n \) then

a. Network layer makes path nodes in the zone \( c_{p} \) aware, that is antecedent to the \( c_{c} \).

b. As a result every path node of zone \( c_{c} \) tries to reduce their inward rush so that that delay \( \Delta \) does not cross delay threshold \( \delta \) limit of individual path nodes.

c. If \( n_x \not\in c_{p} \) then \( c_{p} \rightarrow c_{c} \): move to step viii.

d. Else if inward rush at individual not reasonable as needed to manage the congestion near \( p_n \) then \( p_{n-1} \) chooses the substitute path that bonds \( p_{n-1} \) and \( p_{n+1} \) to make the information transport, which avoids the congestion affected node \( p_n \).

8. Managing congestion caused by link collapse

ix. When \( LF_c \) is taken the delivery from MAC then path node \( p_n \) chooses the substitute path \( alp \) that bonds \( n_1 \) and \( n_{i+2} \) to make the information transport.

In view of the fact that the \( alp \) is being utilized the path node \( p_n \) tries to derive a desired path among \( p_n \) and \( p_{i+2} \) and this substitute path gets constructed by considering communicating nodes of \( p_n \) and \( p_{i+1} \).

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS DISCUSSION

The tool that was utilized in accomplishing the test was NS 2. Considering the mobility and amount ranging from 20 to 200, a simulation network simulation network has been constructed. The attributes and the values of the simulation are explained in the below table 1. If the packet that was sent is legal then it confirms that buffer is assigned successfully. The main goal of this model is to contrast the congestion and contention control protocol [18] and OCC. The functionality test for the two protocols by using the metrics given as follows:
There are few metrics in order to examine the working of the approached methodology. They are as follows:

- **DATA PACKET DELIVERY RATIO**: The ratio is derived by computing the division between the amount of information packets delivered from source and the amount of the information packets acknowledged by sink.

- **PACKET DELIVERY FRACTION**: The ratio between the information packets that are carried to target area and the packets that were produced from the origin. This paper gives the information on the working of the methodology showing the effectiveness in carrying the information packets to target area produces the more accurate outputs.

- **AVERAGE END TO END DELAY**: This is defined as the common peer and peer delay of the information packets. Some of the reasons for this problem are loading at the time of path identification, LIFO near the interface queue, resending delays storing at the MAC and transport period. By this the differentiation of the time periods when the packet was sent and reached is determined. After this time period is derived, separating the whole time period differentiated value on the overall amount of CBR packets reached delivers the end-to-end delay for the packets that were reached. As the delay decreases the functioning, the working of the methodology is enhanced when the delay period is less.

- **PACKET LOSS**: This ratio is derived by subtracting the amount of packets that were delivered at the origin and the amount that reached to the sink. There were failure packets in the output received by us at Network and the MAC layers. This method sends the packet to the target until the path is derived, or else it searches unless a path is figured out. There are also situations when the buffer leaves the packet, couple of them are: Packet is ready for the search of the path, but the buffer is not empty. The second one is the search of the path crossed the time limit. From this, it is derived that as much less is the loosing of the packets, more will be the functioning of the approach.

- **ROUTING OVERHEAD**: This is termed as the ratio of overall amount of the routing packets and the information packets. This ratio is determined at the MAC layer.

Figure 2(a) illustrates Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) for Congestion and Contention Control Protocol [18] and OCC. By considering this output it is enough to prove that OCC manages maximum failure of PDR than that of [18] in case of DSR. Fairly accurate failure amount of PDR that is restored by the OCC than [18] is 1.5%.

This is balanced amount among the pauses. The least amount of restoring examined is 0.18% and the highest id 2.5%. The next Figure 3(b) specifies OCC benefit than that of [18] in case of Path optimality. [18] utilized nearly 0.019 hops more when compared to OCC as the reason of dual distribution of the [18].

The derivation for the packet delivery fraction (PDF) is:

\[ P^* = \sum_{f=1}^{\infty} \frac{R_f}{N_f} \]

\[ P = \frac{1}{c} P^* \]

- \( P \) is the division of effectively reached packets,
- \( c \) is the overall amount of flow or associations,
- \( f \) is the distinctive flow id allocated as index,
- \( R_f \) is the amount of packets acknowledged from flow \( f \)
- \( N_f \) is the amount of packets transferred to flow \( f \)

Figure 2(c) proves that OCC is has less packets than that of [18]. This benefit of the NCTS could be feasible as a reason of availability of constant paths without negotiation or offended nodes and having cross-layer congestion control and effective routing procedure. The Packet transparency derived in [18] is nearly 5.29% larger than packet transparency derived in OCC. The least and highest packet transparency in [18] than OCC derived is 3.61% and 7.29% correspondingly.

MAC load transparency is high in OCC than [18] to some extent. This is viewed in figure 2(d). This is occurred due to the control packet swap in OCC. The common MAC load transparency in OCC than [18] 1.64%. The least and highest MAC load transparency derived is 0.81 and 3.24% correspondingly.

Appealing outputs have been determined for DSR when all the assessment procedures are considered. Apart from path optimality DSR executed fine as a result of not taking security concern into account as a routing attribute, and it is producing enhanced QOS without risk in routing hypothesis. But factually it is false in actual. In path optimality verification DSR place at end as a reason of not taking security restraints into account, amongst three measured procedures, eventually this made to recognize uneven paths.
V. CONCLUSION

This article talked about the routing algorithm named as “Stratified cross layer congestion control and endurance routing protocol”. This proposed procedure derivates two algorithms for Path discovery and congestion management correspondingly. Conventional proactive routing protocol DSR is utilized to derivatize Path discovery algorithm. The congestion managing procedure has been separated into three units. Primary one manages the congestion occurred because of the conflicts, secondary one is to manage the congestion occurring because of rush in the buffer and the final one is to manage the congestion because of link collapse.

In the type of the congestion because of the rush in the buffer, our procedure manages it near the antecedent path node stage and error in this situation solves it by considering first to the zone stage and next to the network stage. This chronological procedure reduces the effort and cost for the consumption. The path recovering at the node stage that was chosen in managing the congestion facilitated the possibility of information transport opposing the rigorous congestion caused because of conflict and link collapse.

The experimental outputs that were obtained were efficient and noteworthy, such that we can widen the boundaries of the application in reducing the delay and improving the cross layer mechanism for effortless competence in the future course of time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Multiobjective function has the characteristic that there exists no fixed solution to defined problem instead it could have multiple solutions. The correlation between objectives is a very complex phenomenon and depends on the alternates available.

The multiobjective optimization consists of three phases: Model Building, optimization and decision making. To solve the problem following the true multi-objective functionality interface optimization and preference management.

In this paper we will be discussing on the issues relating to Honda Car manufacturer with Multi Assembly Line. The focus is to optimize the part versus product planning. Firstly we develop the part description which starts from the component level manufacturing.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Previous studies in the field of Decision Maker (DM) have shown good solutions in a given problems. There has been good research by Pinedo and chao (1999) in the field of flexible assembly system. Cochram et al (2001) has also analyzed how the selection of manufacturing system.

Further Seward and Nachlas (2004) also considered availability in the analysis of manufacturing systems[2]. A searching and sorting choice was been analyzed previously by Jasz kiewicz and Ferhat (1999), they later on modified it for Multiobjective[1] optimisation method. later on posterior rationality in MCDM was presented by Greco, et al (2008).

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONALITY IN INTELLIGENT MANUFACTURING

The Main focus in intelligent manufacturing system is to represent the parts in terms of its features. The feature deals with all the geometric and technological information of each feature.

We handle the above part definition by applying Multi-Objective optimization as:

\[
\text{Minimize } \{f_1 \text{ (Primary features), } f_2 \text{ (Secondary features)}\}
\]

is approach is solved by the help of Pareto optimal solution. To proceed further we define the following steps:-

1) Initialize
2) Generation of Pareto Optimal Starting Point
3) Decision making preference is sorted out.
4) Generation of New Pareto optimal Solution according to form features.
5) If several possible solutions are generated than signal the Decision Making to stop.
6) STOP

Figure 1: Part definition object Hierarchy (Adopted from OO Approach to Features based process Planning, John H. Usher)

Wheel to Assembled Train Insert the Gear Differential Fix Oil Seal

Figure 2. Assembly Line for Wheel Base
Consider layout of Toyota Fabrics

Unit where final wheel assembly has to be done. The possible operations that can be done[3]. The possible operations that can be done to assemble the wheel deals in the following manners:

Wheel Assembly[ ] [ ] = \{ "Insert Gear, “Align Train” Gear”],{"Insert" Check Cross; Alignment"}, {"Fill Oil Check to the specified Level"Oil Seal} \}

Within the process hierarchy each operation can be treated as an entity which expresses the operation. These operations are solved by the use of Interactive Multiobjective optimisation using Pareto principles as stated previously. In the first stage Pareto optimal set is generated from the Machine tool settings. In the second stage, the Decision Makers (DM) provides the necessary solution to the above problem as shown in figure 3. The Heuristic solver uses" if - then " decision rules. These rules

\[
F(x) = \max_{i \in [1,...,d]} \left\{ \frac{f_i(x) - (\text{Maximise Profit})_i}{(\text{Perception} \land \text{Knowledge creation})_i} \right\}
\]

From Equation 5 we can visualize the trade off between Profit Maximization and Perception, Knowledge creation as shown in figure 4.

The factor of knowledge creation and perception is derived from Decision maker which has a component of Heuristic solver.

Heuristic solver user various set of rules with following variables :

\[ Y = f \{ L, K, R, S, \nu, \gamma \} \]

Where \( Y \) = Output
\( L \) = labour Input
\( K \) = Capital Input
\( R \) = Raw Materials
\( S \) = Land Input
\( \nu \) = Return to Scale
\( \gamma \) = Efficiency parameter

The heuristic model us Reference Point Substantial modeling technique which decides on the trade off in the factors described in Equation 6, it is given as:

\[ y = F(\nu, \gamma) ; x \in S \]

where

\( Y \) = vector of outcomes, used for measuring the consequences of implementation of decisions.
\( x \) = Vector of decisions like L, K, R and S. which can be controlled by the user.
\( \gamma \) & \( \nu \) = Vector of external impact which is not under users control.
\( F \) = Vector of functions like objective & constraints.
\( S \) = Set of feasible decisions.

To analyse this the vector outcomes the condition attributes are criteria and decision classes are preference ordered which means this vector of decisions like \( x, \gamma \) and \( \nu \) moves to upward and downwards unions of classes[6].
According to DRSA if A dominate B with respect to PCI it is denoted as :

ADPB for every criteria

\[ i \in P, f_i(A) \geq f_i(B) \]  

The granules of knowledge used for approximate are: a set of objects dominating A, called P - dominating set

\[ D+p(A) = \{ B \in U : BDPA \} \]  

A set of objects dominated by A, called P-dominating set

\[ D+p(A) = \{ B \in U : ADPB \} \]

Now let \( A = \{ x \}, B = \{ \gamma, v \} \) and \( C_l = \{ C_{l1}…C_{lm} \} \)

denotes decision classes sorting such that each \( A \in U \) belongs to one and only one class \( C_t \).

"\( \geq \)" is a comprehensive weak preference on \( U \) if for all \( A, B \in U \), \( A \geq B \) reads as "\( A \) is at least as good as \( B \)" which means

\[ [A \in Cl_r, B \in Cl_s r > s] \wedge A > B \]

Where \( Cl_r \) are preferred to the object from \( Cl_s \) For every \( P \subseteq I \), the quality of approximation at sorting \( Cl \) by a set of criteria "\( P \)" is defined as The ratio of the member of object \( P \) - consistent with the dominance principle and the number of all the objects in \( U [7] \).

The quality of approximation of sorting \( Cl \) with criteria as maximisation of Profit[8].

There are certain decision classes which we will derive in terms of "if.... then" (a part of Heuristic Solver). According to DRSA a given upward or downward union of classes \( Cl_t \geq Cl_s \subseteq \) the decision rules induced a hypothesis that objects belong to \( P \) (\( Cl_t \geq ) \) or \( P \) (\( Cl_s \geq )[9] \).

There are three types of decision rules :

1) Certain \( D \geq - \) decision rules, providing lower profile of the objects like \( \gamma \) and \( v \).
2) Certain \( D \leq - \) decision rules providing the maximum values of the considered criteria like \( L, K, R \) and \( S \).
3) Approximate \( D \leq - \) decision rules, providing simultaneously lower and upper profiles of objects like \( x \) versus \( \gamma \) and \( v \).

A set of decision rules is complete if it represents all the objects[10].

Applying these rules to "Theory of Production". We have the plot between the two dominated objects as \( x \) and \( \gamma \) and \( v \).

The convexity shows dominance of optimizing "return to scale" and "Efficiency parameter".

IV. CONCLUSION

The paper gives a brief overview of the Pareto optimal set and Decision maker (DM) which shows a good solution to the production problem in which we have DRSA to find out the dominance of the variables in the factor of production.

By solving using the dummy variables we are able to derive the optimised graph of the solution vector for production function.
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Abstract— Data security in a networked environment is a topic that has become significant in organizations. As companies and organizations rely more on technology to run their businesses, connecting system to each other in different departments for efficiency data security is the concern for administrators. This research assessed the data security measures put in place at Mumias Sugar Company and the effort it was using to protect its data. The researcher also highlighted major security issues that were significantly impacting the operations of Mumias Sugar Company. The researcher used the case study methods where both qualitative and quantitative data was collected by use of questionnaire, interviewing and observation. From the findings the researcher developed data security guidelines for Mumias Sugar Company. The information gained from extensive literature review was tested and observed during the case study. The research revealed that data security lapses in the company was as a result of system administrators’ failure to update and train computer users in the company on how to implement different data security measures that were in place. The final outcome of the research was data security guidelines that were practical enough to be used at Mumias Sugar Company.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, most companies need information systems to prosper and survive for too long. Data has now become a valuable asset to modern organizations. Therefore it was imperative for Mumias Sugar Company to take the protection of their information resources seriously. (Geer, 2003), Lack of knowledge in the organization is the greatest threats to data security (Mitnick & Simon 2002). Without adequate level of user Corporation and knowledge, many security techniques are liable to be misused or misinterpreted by users which may result in an adequate security measures becoming inadequate (Sponen, 2001).

Most people believe that it is impossible to set up a computer system in a network environment and ensure that the system is secured. According to (Connolly, 2000), “the only secure system is one that is completely disconnected from a network and lying off the bottom of the ocean” it is a fact that “data security is an information technology hot issue as long as a computer is networked” (Connolly, 2000)

A. General Objective

The general objective of this research was to establish how the companies’ data security could be determined by the data security measures that it had put in place and how it required different controls. In order to improve the data security of MSC, it was important to review data security measures that the company had put in place.

B. Specific Objectives

Main objectives of this research were:

1) To asses and analyze the security measures being used in the company.
2) To evaluate the security measures being used in the company with existing security standards such as ISO 17799.
3) To develop cooperate data security guidelines for the company on how they can use different security measures to ensure the adequacy of its data security.

C. Research questions

The following research questions were selected to address the stated problems.

1) Which data security measures does Mumias Sugar Company have in place?
2) How is Mumias Sugar Company using the different data security measures it has set up?
3) How can Mumias Sugar Company develop data security guidelines to use different security measures it has established?

D. Purpose of the Study

For Mumias Sugar Company to accomplish its strategy it had heavily invested in computerization, several of its departments were computerized. This research was essential for the networked environment of the company. The challenges of computerization had adversely affected the farmers and the management, where they had complained over the distortion of data in the company. Some farmers had supplied canes without payments, a fact that leads to slow the advancement of Mumias
Sugar Company. The researcher was assessing the security measures that were being used at the company.

This research contributes literature on how Mumias Sugar Company data is assured of its confidentiality, integrity and availability. A comprehensive framework was developed for Mumias Sugar Company to be able to safeguard its data and information resources from theft, abuse, misuse and any form of damage. Responsibility and accountability of information was assured at the end of the research.

E. Conceptual frame work

![Conceptual Framework](image.png)

In the network environment existing data security measures were available. This data source was developed independently and was divided into three parts (Figure 1). Considering the complexity of securing data in a networked environment of MSC, the researcher proposed a newly designed data security measures system which was particularly designed to address the needs of the Mumias Sugar Company. By extracting the data from the original data sources the researcher improved and simplified the data security measures structure, address awareness, training, information priority and legal conditions which was important for data encryption, authentication, password, firewalls antivirus and guard (Figure 1). The conceptual framework manages the loading and updating of the data security measures.

F. Literature review

Large number of organization focuses on the technical defenses such as, encryption, access control, firewalls and intrusion detection that is associated with information protection (Ande,1972 & sand, 1996) however there was little comprehensive research that focused on how companies should: prepare for facing security incidents by selecting appropriate security measures, evaluate their present vulnerability (risk) to security incidents, assess the damages of past security incidents, train security personnel in law enforcement agencies to better prepare for dealing with security incidents.

The major problem associated with information security is that the damage is invisible and its existence is unknown. This causes difficulties for managers to justify their investments on security. (Butl, 2002 & Cohe, 1991).

The most serious financial losses in organization are related to theft of proprietary information. Information is a key resource in global competition. Organizations spent a reported 15% of the IT 2006 budget on information security and increased the rate of security staff hiring, but did not realize improvements in enterprise security, according to 2006 annual security survey (Berinato,2007).

From the literature new threats to information systems occur from unexpected sources when organizations become more reliant on it (Nyanchama, 2005). “Threat is an indication of impending danger or harm” (Johnson, 2008). “A security threat is a condition of vulnerability that may lead to an information security being compromised.” (Kumar, Park, and Subramaniam, 2008).

In 2008 95% of crimes in the sphere of information were personal data thefts with 93% in 2007. Today practically everyone admits that the only way to provide information security is to take a complex approach combining measures at four levels: legislative, administrative, procedural, programmed-technical and economic.

G. Qualitative and Quantitative Research Methods

Studies require different methods depending on the purpose and type of the research. Various literatures have extensively discussed the many different approaches of gathering data but most distinction is made between qualitative and quantitative methods. The aim of qualitative research methods was to explore reality through an investigation of human aspects such as feelings and behavior. In this study human behavior was observed.

While the quantitative approach explored numerical and quantifiable aspects as per (Maylor & Blackmon, 2005). In order to draw general conclusion of this research we needed measurable data (quantitative approach). But in order to increase understanding of security issues in the company in depth we needed to use qualitative approach to answer “why” and “how” questions as per (Johnson, 2004). For this research, the facts clearly suggested that we used the two approaches.

H. Views on Security Policy

1) Majority of the employees (90%) confirmed presence of a formal Policy in their company. Regarding update all information security policies were reviewed at least once a year and updated as needed. 86% of those who were interviewed confirmed that all employees were required to sign an agreement verifying they had read and understood the security policies and procedures (Refer to Graph.1)
A periodic revision of the Policy brings many benefits for the company. When asked how often they revised their Policy? 73.3% interviewed replied once annually basis. However, they should be doing it on as needed basis.

In case of any security incident in the company response plan was formally documented and disseminated to the appropriate responsible parties. All security incidents were reported to the person responsible for security investigation. There was an incident response team ready to be deployed in case of any a data compromise.

I. Opinion regarding the implementation of control measures.

All users are required to authenticate using, at a minimum, a unique username and password which is changed after every three month. 50% strongly agreed that they change their password, however they reported that they were not trained on how to generate those passwords hence they faced problems of forgetting from time to time. (See table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neutral</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agree</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strongly agree</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All passwords on network devices and systems were supposed to be encrypted. From the literature review it has been observed that password used mostly is not. When asked whether all passwords used is encrypted? On the scale of 1-5, with 5 being ‘strongly agree’, 23% employees choose ‘5’, where as 24% choose scale ‘4’

J. Findings and Conclusion:

Data security largely depends on combinations of different security measures. Security policies and awareness plays a very key role among other measures. Through this research several data security measures were investigated. Finding suggest that implementing proper security measures is getting more crucial especial in a networked environment. Further findings and conclusions are discussed below.

1) A formal physical restriction to data was found to be present in more than 70% of the company’s departments. This imply that the companies management was giving due importance to data security. However there were some lapse i.e. from the findings it shows that the company did not have the right procedure on how to handle secure distribution and disposal of back up.

2) Finding suggested that more than 90 % of the departments used authentication (user name and password). The users believed use of unique username and password was final to securing data. All computers on the network had password which was not encrypted. From the findings it shows that when an employee moves from one department to the other 70% of the accounts and password remained intact. 72% of those interviewed disclosed that user accounts were not reviewed on a regular basis to remove unknown ones. All accounts that were inactive were not automatically disabled in the system after a predefined period.

3) Virus protection as a data security measures: all computers in the company were loaded with antivirus software. 77 % of staff contacted, were a were of some of the signs that could indicate computer had contracted a virus. The finding shows that more than 60% of the staff was not aware of what they could do if they suspect that there computer had a virus. More than 60 % of staff contacted reported that there storage devices, software or data that originated from outside were not scanned or checked for virus prior being used. From the findings it showed that the work of updating and ensuring that the computer was up to date was left for the IT security officer. Formalization of all information security policies, including policies for access control, application and system development, operational, network and physical security formally were not documented in more than 80% of the departments. Awareness and training program was not part of company Security policy.

K. Guidelines for Mumias Sugar Company Security Rule Compliance

The research presented above leads to a discussion of data security and security measures that are appropriate for the MSC. Data security measures refer to different data security mechanisms based upon the companies view of its data, values of the data and users of the data. Value of the data is determined by the company. Data to be secure requires various types of control measures. The common problem across the board is the ownership of the data and its privacy. The various control measures all relates to companies management. This part includes development of guidelines which form the framework to support this research. Various security measures that have been explored is mainly because of the value the companies data has. Administrator builds data protection; ICT technical staff maintains service levels and companies systems because of the company’s data. Maximizing data security at MSC requires company involvement for which we present the following set of guidelines
L. Recommended practices

The following list identifies all the practices that should be implemented. Considerations for Technical Solutions, provides discussion regarding selected technical solutions.

- Account Management
- Information Management
- Disaster Recovery
- Electronic Mail
- Data Centers
- Remote Access
- Information for Users
- Workforce Identity
- Continuity Planning

M. Workforce Identity and Account Management

1) Determine which individuals are authorized to work with the network computer in the company in accordance with a role-based access approach. [164.308.a.3][A]

2) Establish data security and control measures training for all members of the company workforce who are involved in the creation, transmission, and storage of the company’s data. Ensure that training program includes periodic security reminders and is updated to take into account current vulnerabilities and threats. [164.308.a.5][a]

3) Take disciplinary action in accordance with MSC personnel policies and guidelines on workforce members who fail to comply with MSC policy and procedures, including information security policy and procedures.

4) Ensure the verification of the individual or employee who is authorized to access MSC system and that the person is correctly bound to a unique user identification (“sign-in”) for access to the system [164.308.a.4][A] [164.312.a.1][R]

5) Ensure appropriate access controls mechanisms for authorized users’ access to any MSC system. For systems with the very sensitive data, require strong electronic authentication, such as sufficiently complex passwords or use of other encryption key mechanisms to access the companies systems containing data. [164.308.a.5][A].

6) Establish account maintenance procedures that ensure termination of accounts or change in access privileges for individuals or entities who have terminated or no longer are authorized to access MSC systems [164.308.a.4][A].

7) Carefully manage system administrator accounts to ensure the accounts are used for only specific system administration functions. The number of these accounts should be kept to a minimum and provided only to personnel authorized to perform identified functions. Passwords or other authentication measures should be changed upon the termination of systems personnel who accessed these accounts.

8) Log activities performed by system administrator accounts and monitor logs on a regular basis.
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Abstract—In this paper we analyze and present some weaknesses and possible attacks on the RC4 stream cipher which were published in many journals. We review some advantages and disadvantages which come from several authors, as well as similarities and differences which can be observed in the published results. Also, we analyze the Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) which derives the initial state from a variable size key, and strengths and weaknesses of the RC4 stream cipher. Using examples from other papers, we show that RC4 is completely insecure in a common mode of operation which is used in the widely deployed Wired Equivalent Privacy protocol (WEP, which is part of the 802.11 standard).
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I. INTRODUCTION

RC4, a fast output-feedback cipher, is one of the most widely used cryptosystems on the Internet, commonly used as the default cipher for SSL/TLS connections [20]. It was designed by Ron Rivest in 1987 for RSA Data Security, Inc., and kept as a trade secret until it leaked out in 1994 and is now available for public analysis [18]. RC4 is currently being standardized by the IETF under the name “Arcfour” [23]. RSA DSI did not confirm that the published algorithm is in the RC4 algorithm, but experimental tests showed that it produces the same outputs as the RC4 software. The RC4 key stream generation algorithm updates the RC4 internal state and generates one byte of key stream. The key stream is XORed to the plaintext to generate the ciphertext. RC4's internal state consists of a 256-byte array S, defining a permutation, as well as two integers 0 ≤ i; j ≤ 255 acting as pointers into the array.

The RC4 key setup initializes the internal state using a key K as follows (2):

\[
\log_2(256) \cdot |S_{256}| = \log_2(2^{16} \cdot 256!) \approx 1700 \beta \alpha \tau \sigma \quad (1)
\]

The initial state is derived from a variable-size key by a Key-Scheduling Algorithm (KSA), and then RC4 alternately modifies the state (by exchanging two out of the N values) and produces an output (by picking one of the N values).

RC4's internal state consists of a 256-byte array S, defining a permutation, as well as two integers 0 ≤ i; j ≤ 255 acting as pointers into the array.

The RC4 key setup initializes the internal state using a key K of up to 256 bytes. RC4 keys are 2048 bits long, and their internal state consists of two counters i and j (each within 0≤i≤255) plus an array of 256 8-bit bytes, called the S-box.

The S-box is initialized using the key K as follows (2):
for \( i = 0 \) to 255
\[ S(i) = i \]
\( j = 0 \)

for \( i = 0 \) to 255
\[ j = (j + S(i) + K(i)) \mod 256 \]
\[ S(i) \text{ and } S(j) \]
\[ \text{swap} \]
\[ i = 0 \]
\[ j = 0 \]

(2)

Each next byte \( b \) of the keystream is produced using (3):

\[ i = (i + 1) \mod 256 \]
\[ j = (j + S(i)) \mod 256 \]
\[ \text{swap} S(i) \text{ and } S(j) \]
\[ b = S(S(i) + S(j)) \mod 256 \]

(3)

For shorter key, the key is repeated as many times as necessary to fill the 2048-bit key. Once the S-box is initialized with the key, the RC4 algorithm is a loop that updates the internal state of the S-box and returns a byte of keystream. RC4 only protects the secrecy of a message, not its integrity. Other measures, such as the use of cryptographic checksum, are commonly used along with RC4.

RC4 stream cipher is used to protect internet traffic as part of the SSL (Secure Socket Layer) and TLS (Transport Layer Security) protocols, and to protect wireless networks as part of the WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) and WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) protocols. This attack was described by Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamir. It is a symmetric key algorithm and it is an important class of encryption algorithms. They encrypt individual characters (usually binary digits) of a plaintext message one at a time, using a simple time-dependent encryption transformation. The Blum-Goldwasser probabilistic public-key encryption scheme described in [7] is an example of an asymmetric stream cipher. The same algorithm is used for both encryption and decryption as the data stream is simply XORed with the generated key sequence. The key stream is completely independent of the plaintext used. It uses a variable length key from 1 to 256 bits to initialize a 256-bit state table. The state table is used for Subsequent generation of pseudo-random bits and then to generate a pseudo-random stream which is XORed with the plaintext to give the cipher text.

The steps for RC4 encryption algorithm are as follows [17] and [16]:
1) Get the data to be encrypted and the selected key.
2) Create two string arrays.
3) Initiate one array with numbers from 0 to 255.
4) Fill the other array with the selected key.
5) Randomize the first array depending on the array of the key.
6) Randomize the first array within itself to generate the final key stream.

7) XOR the final key stream with the data to be encrypted to give cipher text.

One of the weaknesses of RC4 initialization mechanism is a major statistical bias in the distribution of the first output words. This bias makes it trivial to distinguish between several hundred short outputs of RC4 and random strings by analyzing their second word. This weakness can be used to mount a practical ciphertext-only attack on RC4 in some broadcast applications, in which the same plaintext is sent to multiple recipients under different keys. This unique statistical behavior is independent of the KSA, and remains applicable even when RC4 starts with a totally random permutation.

**RC4 Strengths:**
Some of RC4 Strengths [16]:

1) The difficulty of knowing which location in the table is used to select each value in the sequence.
2) A particular RC4 key can be used only once.
3) Encryption is about 10 times faster than DES.

**RC4 Weaknesses:**
Some of RC4 weaknesses [17] and [16]:

1) The RC4 algorithm is vulnerable to analytic attacks of the state table [6] and [15].
2) WEAK KEYS: these are keys identified by cryptanalysis that is able to find circumstances under which one or more generated bytes are strongly correlated with small subset of the key bytes. These keys can happen in one out of 256 keys generated [10], [5] and [15].

Many ways to break RC4 are classified as Distinguishing Attack, which makes use of the bias in output sequence. In 2004, some new stream ciphers were proposed, to which resistance to the attacks aimed at RC4 was added. They are exemplified by VMPC, a stream cipher proposed by B. Zoltak [4], and RC4A, an RC4 family algorithm improved by S. Paul and B. Preneel [11].

**III. WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY**

Today, PC cards are most frequently used in home and business networks. All computers have a security protocol called Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP). A device using an 802.11 card is configured with a key, that in practice usually consists of a password or a key derived from a password.

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is a protocol for encrypting wirelessly transmitted packets on IEEE 802.11 networks. In a WEP protected network, all packets are encrypted using the stream cipher RC4 under a common key, the root key1 Rk. Rk is the WEP or root key and IV is the initialization vector for a packet. K = Rk||IV is the session or packet key. X is a key stream generated using K. The WEP protocol is designed to provide privacy to packet based wireless networks based on the 802.11b standard [19]. The WEP encrypts by taking a secret key and a per-packet 3 byte IV, and using the IV followed by the secret key as the RC4 key. The attacker is able to retrieve the first byte of the RC4 output from each packet.
WEP uses a 40-bit secret key (which was the largest easily exportable key when WEP was designed), shared between all the users and the network access point. For every packet, the sender chooses a new 24 bit Initialization Vector (IV), and the 64-bit RC4 key is the concatenation of the chosen IV (occurring first) and the shared key (occurring last). Such an IV-based mode of operation is commonly used in stream ciphers in order to generate different PRGA outputs from the same long term key, and the frequent resetting of the PRGA is designed to overcome the unreliable nature of the Wireless LAN environment.

The simplest weakness is the small size of the secret key and the IV: A 40-bit key can be recovered by an exhaustive search in less than one day. The limited size (224) of the IV space implies that IVs are reused during the encryption of different packets. This mode can be attacked by constructing a dictionary of all the 224 IVs along with their corresponding key streams. WEP defines no easy mechanism for changing the shared key, and thus the key is usually changed only infrequently, increasing the attacker’s chance to construct this dictionary.

The first “real” attack makes it possible to derive an arbitrarily long key in time which grows only linearly with its length in the weakest attack model of known plaintext and IV developed in [12], and is outlined in the next section.

A first analysis of the design failures of the WEP protocol was published by Borisov, Goldberg and Wagner [9] in 2001, which showed that the IV merely protects against random errors but not against malicious attackers. They observed that old IV values could be reused, thus allowing to inject messages.

RC4 is specified. Several PC cards reset IVs to zero every time they are initialized, and then increment them by one for every use. This results in high likelihood that keystreams will be reused, leading to simple cryptanalytic attacks against the cipher, and decryption of message traffic.

Fluhrer, Mantin and Shamir presented a related key ciphertext-only attack against RC4 [13] as used in WEP. In WEP, the key scheduling algorithm uses either a 64-bit packet key (40-bit secret key plus 24-bit IV) or a 128-bit key (104-bit secret key plus 24-bit IV) to set up the RC4 state array, S, which is a permutation of \( \{0, \ldots, 255\} \). The output generator uses the state array S as well as two counters, i and j, to create a pseudorandom sequence.

In order for this attack to work, the IVs need to fulfill a so-called "resolved condition". This attack was suspected to be applicable to WEP, which was later demonstrated by Stubblefield et al. [1]. Approximately 4 million different frames need to be captured to mount this attack. Vendors reacted to this attack by filtering IVs fulfilling the resolved condition, so-called “weak IVs”. On the other side, Klein [3] showed an improved way of attacking RC4 using related keys that does not need the “resolved condition” on the IVs and gets by with a significantly reduced number of frames.

A. The WEP Attack

The attack starts with the known IV as a basis, and repeatedly applies the sub-attack in order to recover all the keywords in the secret key SK. To conduct an attack, the cryptanalyst needs the first output word of a large number of RC4 streams along with the IV that was used to generate each one of them. Since in WEP the IVs are transmitted in the clear and the first message word in most packets is a known constant, these requirements are automatically satisfied.

With about 60 such IVs, the attacker can re-derive the key byte with reasonable probability of success. The number of packets required to obtain that number of IVs depends on the exact IVs that the sender uses. Although the 802.11b standard does not specify how an implementation should generate these IVs, common practice is to use a counter to generate them. We now analyze the performance of this attack for two different counter modes. If the counter does not start from zero, the attacker has an alternative strategy available to him. If the attacker assumes the first two bytes of secret key, than for each initial IV byte, there are approximately 4 settings of the remaining two bytes that set up the permutation as required to re-derive a particular key byte.

Fluhrer S., Mantin I. and Shamir A. in their work Attacks on RC4 and WEP explain that the first x words of the KSA key are known. This makes it possible to simulate the first x rounds of the KSA and compute the permutation S_{i+1} and the indices i_{x+1} and j_{x+1} at that point. The next value of i is also known (i_{i+1}=x) but the next value of j_{x+1} depends on the unknown target keyword K[x] (since j_{x}=i_{x}+S_{i_{x+1}}[x]+K[x]) and thus each of the values j_{x} and K[x] can be easily derived from the other. Consequently, given S_{x}[x], we can compute which value was in position j_{x} in the known permutation S_{i_{x+1}}, and by inverting this permutation, we can recover j_{x} itself.

IV. DISCUSSION

RC4 is a symmetric key algorithm. Stream cipher is an important class of encryption algorithms. They encrypt individual characters of a plaintext message one at a time, using a simple time-dependent encryption transformation. RC4 is comprised of two algorithms: the Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) which turns a random key (whose typical size is 40-256 bits) into an initial permutation S of \( \{0, \ldots, N-1\} \), which uses the secret key to create a pseudo-random initial state, and the Pseudo Random Generation Algorithm (PRGA), which generates the pseudo-random stream to generate a pseudo-random output sequence.

We see that some of RC4 strengths were: the difficulty of knowing which location in the table is used to select each value in the sequence; a particular RC4 key can be used only once; encryption is about 10 times faster than DES. On the other side, RC4 weaknesses were: The RC4 algorithm is vulnerable to analytic attacks of the state table; WEAK KEYS: these are keys identified by cryptanalysis that is able to find circumstances under which one or more generated bytes are strongly correlated with small subset of the key bytes.
In current literature we can see that many ways to break RC4 are classified as Distinguishing Attack. These ways make use of the bias in output sequence. The first “real” attack makes it possible to derive an arbitrarily long key in time which grows only linearly with its length in the weakest attack model of known plaintext and IV. A first analysis of the design failures of the WEP protocol showed that the IV merely protects against random errors but not against malicious attackers. They observed that old IV values could be reused, thus allowing to inject messages.

In the last few decades many stream ciphers have been proposed. Most of them are easy to implement on hardware but their performance is slow when implemented on software. Since RC4 is such a widely used stream cipher, it attracted considerable attention in the research community since it was proposed. The strength of the RC4 key does not grow linearly with the increase in the key length.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this paper is the presentation of the established and proven deficiencies of RC4 which are caused by its extreme simplicity. Based on the results of numerous research studies, we can conclude that the initialization of the pseudo-random index j to 0 seems to be the most problematic operation, and both the second byte bias and the IV weakness could be avoided by using a more complex initialization of j. Possible methods for initializing j are to use j from the end of the KSA or to give it the value of one of the key words. The invariance weakness and the IV weakness are inherent consequences of the structure of the KSA.

For the RC4 stream cipher, every key has a family of related keys which result in a substantially similar keystream. The strength of the RC4 key does not grow linearly with the increase in the key length. If RC4 is deployed using keys longer than the customary 128 bits, we advise discarding the first 256 bytes of the keystream.

A perfect initialization mechanism is not easy to achieve. A common mode of operation to achieve these contradicting goals is to discard a prefix of output bits. These byte rounds usually disconnect the generated stream from the initialization process, and improve the “randomness” of the generated stream.

The discarded prefix should also grow in the same way (exponentially) when enlarging RC4 words into 16 bits (which is sometimes recommended for faster encryption of large amount of data). The expression of the invariance weakness spreads over several hundred words in RC416 and eliminating only 256 words is not sufficient when N is larger. The reduced version RC46 can be attacked with practical complexity, while for stronger version (RC4n>6) it is possible to mount enhanced (but impractical) attacks.
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Abstract—Extraction–transformation–loading (ETL) processes are responsible for the extraction of data from several sources, their cleansing, customization and insertion into a data warehouse. Data warehouse often store historical information which is extracted from multiple, heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed data sources, thereby, the survival of the organizations depends on the correct management, security and confidentiality of the information. In this paper, we are using the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach to represent logical model requirements for secure Temporal Data Warehouses (TDW). We use the Platform-Independent Model (PIM) which does not include information about specific platforms and technologies. Nowadays, the most crucial issue in MDA is the transformation between a PIM and Platform Specific Models (PSM). Thus, OMG defines use the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language, an approach for expressing these MDA transformations. This paper proposes a set of rules to transform PIM model for secure temporal data warehouse (TDW) to PSM model, we apply the QVT language to the development of a secure data warehouse by means of a case study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data warehouse often store historical information which is extracted from multiple, heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed data sources, thereby; the survival of the organizations depends on the correct management, security and confidentiality of the information. The application of the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [1] in the secure modeling of DWs allows obtaining the secure logical scheme from the conceptual model. In this work we apply a set of QVT [2] relations to the conceptual model in [8] to logical model, our model include two stages (1): ETL stage we use UML class diagram to represent ETL processes in the logical model. (2): DW stage we use the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) language [2] to the MD modeling of the DW repository within our MDA framework. The PIM model can be translated into: (1) one or more Platform Specific Models (PSM) with information about the specific technology used; or (2) other PIMs with a different level of abstraction. Each PSM can then be translated into a code that can be executed in the specific platform. The proposed model focuses on the logical modeling for temporal Data warehouse (TDW) considering the DW security issues. This paper is organized as the following: section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 presents ETL logical model considerations. Section 4 describes MDA and QVT features and an example is provided in this section to show how to apply MDA and QVT transformation rules. Finally, section 5 points out our conclusions and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

This section divides the related work according to two main research topics covered by this paper: ETL modeling, and data warehouse modeling. The paper focuses on the logical modeling specifications in these topics.

A. ETL Modeling

The modeling and optimization of ETL processes at the logical level is presented in [9], [10]. The authors of [11] proposed a design method that includes an algorithmic transformation of conceptual to logical models for ETL processes. The conceptual modeling of the ETL processes is discussed in [12]. In [13, 14] the authors focus on the dynamic [13] and static [14] modeling of the ETL processes. There are few research papers on DW security and OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) security [15, 16, 17, 18]. But none of the above mentioned papers discuss an integrated security model for ETL processes. In this paper, we propose the security aspects and temporal aspects that have to be considered in the
analysis and design phases of ETL processes and DW. Supporting our proposal the lack of security issues in ETL are mentioned in [19, 20].

B. Data warehouse Modeling

There are interesting contributions in the field of information systems security but they do not deal with DWs in the context of their specific security issues. One of the most relevant proposals that integrate security through the use of UML is UMLsec [21], which can be used to specify and evaluate UML security specifications using formal semantics. Furthermore, Model-Driven Security (MDS) [22] extends MDA to build secure information systems. Its designers specify the inclusion of security properties in high-level system models and use tools to automatically generate secure system architectures. Within the context of MDS, the same authors propose an extension of UML for modeling a generalized Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) called SecureUML [23].

Data Warehouses (DWs) present specific characteristics and security challenges related to all their layers and operations [24]. Proposals for DWs at conceptual and logical levels, which consider special characteristics of DWs, also exist, but they do not support security issues. The most interesting proposal is [25] in which the authors define a methodology to analyze security requirements, to represent them at the conceptual level. However, they do not define the transformation between levels. Another important proposals are [20,26,27,30,32] which provides security models at different abstraction levels and has been aligned with an MDA architecture in which security models are embedded and scattered throughout the high-level system models, which are transformed towards the final implementation according to the MDA strategy. However these models are consider the read operation in DW and didn’t consider the temporal DW requirements. Our research efforts are thus applied to the development of secure DWs considering confidentiality issues during the whole development process, from an early development stage to the logical model. Our scope in this paper is how to transform conceptual model to logical model considering DW security and temporal issues.

III. ETL LOGICAL MODEL CONSIDERATIONS

During the ETL process, data is extracted from an OLTP databases, transformed to match the data warehouse schema, and loaded into the data warehouse database. Fig. 1 shows the general framework for ETL processes. In the bottom layer we depict the data stores that are involved in the overall process. On the left side, we can observe the original data providers (typically, relational databases and files). The data from these sources are extracted (as shown in the upper left part of Fig. 1) by extraction routines, which provide either complete snapshots or differentials of the data sources. Then, these data are propagated to the Data Staging Area (DSA) where they are transformed and cleaned before being loaded to the data warehouse. The data warehouse is depicted in the right part of Fig. 1 and comprises the target data stores, i.e., fact tables and dimension tables. Eventually, the loading of the central warehouse is performed through the loading activities depicted on the upper right part of the figure [12].

The ETL process is not a one-time event. As data sources change the data warehouse will periodically updated. Also, as business changes the DW system needs to change in order to maintain its value as a tool for decision makers, as a result of that the ETL also changes and evolves. The ETL processes must be designed for ease of modification. A solid, well-designed, and documented ETL system is necessary for the success of a data warehouse project. As fig.1 shows An ETL system consists of three consecutive functional steps: extraction, transformation, and loading, in the following sections we will explain the ETL stage of our PSM. Our model transforms the PIM model which we proposed in [8] to PSM.
We will use the UML class diagram because this is the most standardize way to express the ETL activities in the logical level. Fig.2 shows the ETL PSM model for the whole ETL processes as follows.

A. Extraction

The first step in any ETL scenario is data extraction; in this step we extract data from their sources. We have 3 classes in this step:

1) DataSource class and Action Class (in parallel)

These two classes are working in parallel; the scenario is graphically depicted in Fig.2 and involves the following transformations.

1-first, we check the data source in the data source metadata and in the same time we check the allowed privileges in the action class for each data source.

2. Second, if we find any invalid privileges to any data source we reject the data extraction from this data source. We do this by comparing the required action in DS class and allowed action in Action class.

2) Extraction Class

3. After checking data source availability we use Extraction class. This class is responsible for extracting the modified and new data from data sources not extract all data. We do this by comparing the incoming data with the data in old Trans table which we stored in it the last refresh cycle data to extract the new data from the last DW refresh cycle, this table is stored in ETL metadata.

B. Transformation

The transformation step tends to make some cleaning and conforming on the incoming data to gain accurate data which is correct, complete, consistent, and unambiguous. This process includes data cleaning, transformation, and integration. This stage includes three classes (Extraction class, Rule Class, Error detection), these classes are working in parallel.

Extraction class: as we explained earlier we extracted the modified data, in the transformation step we check these data against rules in Rule class.

Rule Class: we check data against set of privileges, these privileges contains (1) Security privileges which considers security rules which defined in (my paper); (2) Access privileges which includes:

a) Read access: is the normal read operation it means just query data is allowed.

b) Write access: includes (insert) for temporal and non-temporal data. insert, update or delete in case of temporal(Slowly Changing Dimension(SCD), these security constraints is explained in details in[8]

Error detection class: this class is responsible for generate report with the invalid data using attributes and operations in Rule class to describe data source, the violated rules, error description, error time …etc.

C. Loading

Loading data to the target multidimensional structure is the final ETL step. In this step, extracted and transformed data is written into the dimensional structures actually accessed by the end users and application systems. In the load process we check the loaded data against DW security constraints, if there’s any invalid data it can be added to error report as we explained earlier. If data is valid we add the data warehouse loading time(DWLT) to the SCD to represent the time when the new data is loaded in DW; this DWLT represents the (Start_time and end_time) of each row in SCD.

IV. MDA and QVT Features

QVT is an essential part of the MDA standard as a means of defining formal and automatic transformations between models. The QVT is a standard approach for defining formal relations between MOF compliant models. QVT consists of two parts: declarative and imperative. (1) Declarative part: provides mechanisms to define transformation as a set of relations that must hold between the model elements of a set of candidate models (source and target models). (2) Imperative part: defines operational implementations that extend the declarative part with imperative implementations when it is difficult to provide a purely declarative specification of a relation.

The proposed model focuses on the declarative part of QVT because the scope of the paper is the logical model requirements. This paper focuses on the relational layer of QVT which supports the specification of relationships that must hold between MOF models by means of a relations language. A relation is defined by the following elements:

- Two or more domains: each domain is a set of elements of a source or a target model. The kind of relation between domains must be specified: checkonly (C), i.e., it is only checked if the relation holds or not; and enforced (E), i.e., the target model can be modified to satisfy the relation.

- When clause: it specifies the conditions under which the relation needs to hold (i.e. preconditions).

- Where clause: it specifies the condition that must be satisfied by all model elements participating in the relation (i.e. postcondition).

Defining relations by using the QVT language has the following advantages: (i) it is a standard language, (ii) relations are formally established and automatically performed, and (iii) relations can be easily integrated in an MDA approach[28].

A. Transformation from PIM model to PSM model

This sections explains the proposed rules to transform from PIM model to PSM, we will base on the approaches which was presented in [29, 30]. Fig.3 illustrates the Secure Multidimensional MDA architecture [1]. On the left hand side the Secure Multidimensional conceptual scheme, i.e., SMD PIM is presented. By means of the transformation T1 we obtain the relational logical scheme, i.e., SMD PSM, represented in the centre of Figure 3. If we choose a SGBD that implements security aspects, then SMD PSM is transformed according to T2 into code for the target platform. This code is called the Secure Multidimensional Code (SMD Code). The Figure illustrates how the security constraint defined by means of a security rule (represented as an UML note) is transformed.
from the conceptual level to the logical level by employing $T_1$, and later transformed into code with the $T_2$ transformation.

![General Transformation Schema](image)

**B. QVT relations to obtain the PSM**

In multidimensional modeling, the logical level is designed according to the specific properties of the SGBD (Relational Online Analytical Processing, ROLAP, Multidimensional Online Analytical Processing, MOLAP or Hybrid Online Analytical Processing, HOLAP). Still, Kimball [31] assures that the most common representation is on relational platforms, i.e., on ROLAP systems. The SMD PSM allows us to represent at the relational level the security requirements that were represented in the conceptual modeling of the DW. In this model we can represent tables, columns, primary and foreign keys, etc. Thus, we can establish security in attributes and tables. We express the security constraints that were modeled at the conceptual level by means of UML notes. We apply QVT declarative approach based on the proposed models in [27,29]. Fig. 4 shows the case study which used in [29], we will use the same case study and we will use the QVT to represent the security requirements of TDW which was not considered in the QVT before this model.

Fig. 4 shows a secure MD model that includes a fact class (Admission), three dimensions classes (Diagnosis, Patient and Time), five base classes (DataD, Diagnosis_Group, DataP, City, and DataT), and a UserProfile class. The Admission fact class –SFact stereotype- contains all the individual admissions of patients in one or more hospitals, and can be accessed by all the users who have security levels secret or topSecret -labeled value SecurityLevels (SL)-, and perform health or administrative roles -tagged value SecurityRoles (SR)-. Be observed how the attribute cost only can be accessed by users whom play administratively role - tagged value SR-. The class base DataP contains the information of the patients of the hospital and can be accessed by all the users who have security level secret - tagged value SL-, and play health or administrative roles -tag value SR-. The Address attribute can be only accessed by users who have an administrative role -tagged value SR of attributes-. City base class contains the information of cities, and it allows us to group patients by cities. City base class can be accessed by all users who have confidential security level -tagged value SL-. DataD base contains the information of each user diagnosis, and can be accessed by users who have a health role -tagged value SR-, and have secret security level -tagged value SL-. Finally Diagnosis_group contains a set of general groups of diagnosis. Each group can be related to several diagnoses, but a diagnosis will be always related to a group. Diagnosis_group can be accessed by all users who have confidential security level -tagged value SL-. Some security constraints have been specified by using the previously defined constraints.

1) **Transforming SFacts into STables**

The first relation in executing is SecureDW2SSchema, with it, all levels of security: confidential, secret and topsecret, as well as all the hierarchical roles tree is transformed into their equivalent ones of SSchema.

The UserProfile2RUserProfile relation transforms the UserProfile class into a table belonging to SSchema that will have the same name of UserProfile. The relation that follows, i.e., SFact2STable is shown in its graphical notation in Fig. 5, by means of this relation each SFact jointly with its security properties is transformed into a table that will contain the same information of security.

![Transforming SFacts into STables](image)

In Fig. 6, we are going to show how the attributes of SFact are transformed into SColumns of the table that represents the SFact, so that, each column will contain the security information of its corresponding attribute in the SFact.

In Figure 7 we show the result of applying the SFact2STable relation to our case study. The SFact Admission is transformed into a table of the model SMD PSM, i.e., in the Admission table, that will have a primary key, as well as the security properties securityLevel and securityRole.

Fig. 8 shows the result of applying the SFactAttribute2SColumn relation, as a consequence, the Admission table will contain the columns respectively type and cost of type string and float. The column cost will have associated the security property securityRole. Also in Fig. 8, the associated requirements of security to the Admission table are modeled in the heading of the table, according to the SECRDW metamodel.
Figure 4: Example of secure multidimensional modeling

Figure 6 Transforming SFact attributes into SColumn

Figure 7 Applying SFact2Stable

Figure 9 SFactConstraint2SecurityConstraint

Fig. 9 presents the definition of the SFactConstraint2SecurityConstraint relation, which guarantees that all the constraints associated with the SFact are transformed in constraints associated with the table, just as it can be seen in Fig. 10.

2) Transforming SDimension into Stable

In this section we will explain how to represent temporal and non-temporal dimensions.

Fig. 10 we show the definition of the SDimension2STable relation. In multidimensional modeling the dimension do not have attributes [10]. For this reason, when the SDimension2STable relation is executed, a table is created whose name is merged with the names from dimension and rootBase respectively.

The rootBase is the only SBase associated with the SDimension. All the associated security information with the rootBase is transformed in security properties of the table and by means of the execution of the relations that appear in the clause where of the SDimension2STable relation, is guaranteed that all the attributes of the rootBase are going to conform the columns of the table.
Figure 10 Applying SFactConstraint2SecurityConstraint

In the Fig. 11 we show the definition of the SBase2STable relation. This relation creates a table with a primary key, as well as a foreign key in the table that receives as parameter when it is invoked; logically the primary key and the foreign key will be associated for guaranteeing that the tables form a part of a relation one-to-many between the SBases. In the clause where this relation is called again, as well as the SpecializedSBase2STable relation to assure us that we cover the whole hierarchy of bases that conforms the dimension.

Figure 11 Transforming SBase into STable

In the Fig. 11 we show the definition of the SBase2STable relation. This relation creates a table with a primary key, as well as a foreign key in the table that receives as parameter when it is invoked; logically the primary key and the foreign key will be associated for guaranteeing that the tables form a part of a relation one-to-many between the SBases. In the clause where this relation is called again, as well as the SpecializedSBase2STable relation to assure us that we cover the whole hierarchy of bases that conforms the dimension.

Figure 12 Applying SBase2STable

a) Dimension

In Fig. 13, fig. 14 we illustrate the applying of the SDimension2STable relation, as a result of applying this relation, the Patient_DataP table is created, with all the security properties that has associated the rootBase, in this case the security level secret and the user roles health and admin. Several of the relations that appear in the clause where from the SDimension2STable relation keep certain similarity with the defined ones for the SFact2STable relation, for that reason; next we are going to define the SBase2STable relation.

Figure 13 Transforming SDimension into STable

a) Slowly Changing Dimension2STable

In Fig. 15 we assumes that we have SCD in the schema, we illustrate how to apply QVT rules in case of we have SCD, we here assume that patient dimension is SCD, as a result of applying this relation, the Patient_DataP table is created, with all the security properties that has associated the rootBase, in this case the security level secret and the user roles health and admin.
We focus on temporal attributes as Valid time attribute (Stat_time, End_time) and dimension security privileges (DSP) that we explained earlier.

The dimension access security privileges (Insert, Update, Delete) must be equal to BaseRoot access Privileges (Bsp).

In sake of the space we just clarify the SCD features and all the other features are the same in fig.13, fig.14. The first four relations that appears in the clause where of the SBase2STable relation guarantee the transformation of all SBase attributes in columns of the table that represents the SBase, as well as the transformation of all the constraints associated to the SBase in constraints associated to the table that represents the SBase. The calls to the SBase2Stable and SpecializedBase2STable relations permit to cover recursively through all the hierarchy of bases that conforms the dimension. The SpecializedBase2Stable relation has certain similarity with the SBase2Stable relation, for that reason we are not going to define it.

In Fig. 16 we have omitted the attributes in some tables, as well as the primary keys and the foreign key to make the scheme snowflake more understandable. Be observed how the security constraints have been modelled at the logical level. To complete the case study only remains apply the AssocSF_SD2FKey, AssocSDF_SD2FKey and AssocSDF_S62FKey relations, which enable to establish relationships between SFact and the SDimensions, between the SDegenerateFact and the SDimensions and between the SFact and the SDegenerateFact.

In our case only proceeds to establish relations between the SFact Admission and the SDimensions, therefore we do not have SDegenerateFact. As consequence, when the AssocSF_SD2FKey relation is applied, then three foreign keys are created the Admission table. These keys enable the relationships between the Admission table with the Diagnosis_DateP, Patient_DataP and Time_DataT tables.

V. CONCLUSION

We have accomplished an important step towards completing our MDA architecture for developing secure Data Warehouses with presenting rules to transform the proposed conceptual model in [8] to logical model in this paper. The proposed model considers DW temporal and security requirements; the model is divided to two stages ETL stage and DW stage. We extend our approach by defining QVT relations in order to automatically transform the MD conceptual model into logical models that are closer to the relational implementation.

Our MDA architecture for developing secure DWs allows us to define security requirements and temporal issues in DW but should be extended with possibility to use the multidimensional capabilities in any commercial tools as SQL.
Server Analysis Services to complete our MDA framework. Our immediate future work is to translate the security measures defined in our secure multidimensional model at conceptual model and logical model into secure multidimensional code for any commercial tool.
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Abstract—Databases at the background of e-commerce applications are vulnerable to SQL injection attack which is considered as one of the most dangerous web attacks. In this paper we propose a framework based on misuse and anomaly detection techniques to detect SQL injection attack. The main idea of this framework is to create a profile for legitimate database behavior extracted from applying association rules on XML file containing queries submitted from application to the database. As a second step in the detection process, the structure of the query under observation will be compared against the legitimate queries stored in the XML file thus minimizing false positive alarms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Database-driven web applications have become widely deployed on the Internet, and organizations use them to provide a broad range of services to their customers. These applications, and their underlying databases, often contain confidential, or even sensitive, information, such as customer and financial records. However, as the availability of these applications has increased, there has been a corresponding increase in the number and sophistication of attacks that target them. One of the most serious types of attack against web applications is SQL injection. In fact, the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), an international organization of web developers, has placed SQL injection attack (SQLIA) at the top of the top ten vulnerabilities that a web application can have [1]. Similarly, software companies such as Microsoft have cited SQLIAs as one of the most critical vulnerabilities that software developers must address [2]. As the name implies, this type of attack is directed toward database layer of the web applications. Most web applications are typically constructed in a two- or three-tiered architecture as illustrated in Fig. 1 [3].

Web Browser                       Internet                       Web Application Server
                                                Database Server
Figure 1. three-tiered architecture

SQLIA is a type of code-injection attack in which an attacker uses specially crafted inputs to trick the database into executing attacker-specified database commands. SQLIAs can give attackers direct access to the underlying databases of a web application and, with that, the power to leak, modify, or even delete information that is stored on them. The root cause of SQLIAs is insufficient input validation [4, 5]. SQLIAs occur when data provided by a user is not properly validated and is included directly in a SQL query [6]. We will provide a simple example of SQLIA to illustrate the problem.

\[
\text{Select } * \text{ from users where user_name=''' & name & ''' and password=''' & pass & '''}
\]

The previous example works well if the user supplies valid user name and password. But the problem arises when malicious user exploits the invalidated input and changes the structure of the query to achieve one or more of the different attack intents [4, 7]. The structure of the query will be altered if the user_name attribute have the following value: ‘‘ or 1=1 ‘‘. The full text of the previous query becomes:

\[
\text{Select } * \text{ from users where user_name=''' & name & ''' and password=''' & pass & ''' and user_name=''' & 'or 1=1' & '''}
\]

The injected code will delete the password constraint through the use of SQL comment - - and makes the condition of the query always evaluate to true.

One mechanism to defend against web attacks is to use intrusion detection systems (IDS) and especially network intrusion detection systems (NIDS). IDS use misuse or anomaly or both techniques to defend against attacks [8]. IDS that use anomaly detection technique establish a baseline of normal usage patterns, and anything that widely deviates from it gets flagged as a possible intrusion. Misuse detection technique uses specifically known patterns of unauthorized behavior to predict and detect subsequent similar attempts. These specific patterns are called signatures [8,9],

Unfortunately, NIDS are not efficient or even useful in web intrusion detection. Since many web attacks focus on applications that have no evidence on the underlying network or system activities, they are seen as normal traffic to the general NIDS and pass through them successfully [7, 10, 11].

NIDS are mostly sitting on the lower (network/transport) level of network model while web services are running on the higher (application) level as illustrated in Fig. 2 [11].
In this paper, we propose a framework that combines the two IDS techniques, misuse and anomaly detection techniques, to defend against SQLIA. The main idea of Web Anomaly Misuse Intrusion Detection (WAMID) framework is to create a profile for web application that can represent the normal behavior of application users in terms of SQL queries they submit to the database. Database logs can be used to collect these legitimate queries provided that these logs are free of intrusions. We then use an anomaly detection model based on data mining techniques to detect queries that deviates from the profile of normal behavior. The queries retrieved from database log are stored in XML file with predefined structure. We choose XML format because it is more structured than flat files, more flexible than matrices, simpler and consume less storage than databases.

Association rules will be applied to this XML file to retrieve relation between each table in the query with each condition in the selection part. These rules represent the profile of normal behavior and any deviation from this profile will be considered attack. In order to better detect SQLIA and to minimize false positive alerts, WAMID framework as a second step uses misuse technique to detect any change in the structure of the query. Malicious users sometimes don’t change the selection clause but add another SQL statement or add specific keywords to the initial query to check the vulnerability of the site to SQLIA or to perform inference attack. Such types of attack are detected in the second step of the detection process. By comparing the structure of the query under test with the corresponding queries in the XML file the previous malicious actions will be detected.

The rest of the paper will be organized as follows: in section II discusses previous work, section III provides a detailed description about the framework and its components. Anomaly and misuse algorithms and a working example will be presented in section IV. Section V concludes the paper and outlines future work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Different researches and approaches have been presented to address the problem of web attacks against databases. Considering SQLIA as top most dangerous attacks, as stated in section I, there has been intense research in detection and prevention mechanisms against this attack [4, 5, 12]. We can classify these approaches into two broad categories: a) one approach is trying to detect SQLIA through checking anomalous SQL query structure. b) another approach uses data dependencies among data items which are less likely to change for identifying malicious database activities. In either of two categories, different researchers take advantage of the benefit of integrating data mining with database intrusion detection in order to minimize false positive alerts, minimizing human intervention and better detect attacks [13]. Moreover, Different intrusion detection techniques are used either separately or together. Different work used misuse technique others used anomaly or mixes the two techniques.

Under the first category and without using data mining technique, Lee et al. in [10] and Low et al. in [14] developed a framework based on fingerprinting transactions for detecting malicious transactions. They explored the various issues that arise in the collation, representation and summarization of this potentially huge set of legitimate transaction fingerprints. Another work that applies anomaly detection technique to identify anomalous database application behavior is presented by Valeur et al. in [15]. It builds a number of different statistical query models using a set of typical application queries, and then intercepts the new queries submitted to the database to check for anomalous behavior.

A general framework for detecting malicious database transaction patterns using data mining was proposed by Bertino et al. in [16, 17] to mine database logs to form user profiles that can model normal behaviors and identify anomalous transactions in databases with role based access control mechanisms. The system is able to identify intruders by detecting behaviors that differ from the normal behavior of a role in a database. Kamra et al. in [18] illustrated an enhanced model that can also identify intruders in databases where there are no roles associated with each user. It employs clustering techniques to form concise profiles representing normal user behaviors for identifying suspicious database activities. Another approach that checks for the structure of the query to detect malicious database behavior is the work of Bertino et al. in [19]. They proposed a framework based on anomaly detection technique and association rule mining to identify the query that deviates from normal database application behavior.

The problem with this framework is that it produces a lot of rules and represents the queries in very huge matrices which may affect tremendously on the performance of rule extraction. Misuse detection technique have been used by Bandhakavi et al. in [20] to detect SQLIA by discovering the intent of a query dynamically and then comparing the structure of the identified query with normal queries based on the user input with the discovered intent. The problem with this approach is that it has to access the source code of the application and make some modifications to the java virtual machine.

Halford et al. in [21] developed a technique that uses a model-based approach to detect illegal queries before they are executed on the database. In its static part, the technique uses program analysis to automatically build a model of the legitimate queries that could be generated by the application. In its dynamic part, the technique uses runtime monitoring to inspect the dynamically-generated queries and check them against the statically-built model. The system WASP proposed by Wiliam et al. in [22] tries to prevent SQL Injection Attacks
by a method called positive tainting. In positive tainting, the trusted part of the query (static string) is not considered for execution and masked as tainted, while all other inputs are considered. The difficulty in this case is the propagation of taints in a query across function calls especially for the user defined functions which call some other external functions leading to the execution of a tainted query. Different other researches followed the same approach in detection of anomalous SQL query structure in [23, 24].

Researches that belong to the second category of detection which depends on data dependencies are [25, 26, 27, 28]. The work that is based on mining sequential data access patterns for database intrusion detection was proposed by Hu et al. in [25, 26]. Transactions that do not comply with rules generated from read and write sequence sets are identified as malicious transactions. Srivastava et al. offered a weighted sequence mining approach [27] for detecting database attacks. The advantage of the work presented by YiHu et al. in [28] is the automatic discovery and use of essential data dependencies, namely, multi-dimensional and multi-level data dependencies, for identifying anomalous database transactions.

The contribution of this paper is a framework that combines anomaly and misuse detection technique in order to better detect SQLIA. This framework uses association rules with anomaly technique to build the normal behavior of application users and detecting anomalous queries. Moreover, misuse technique is used to check the structure of the query to detect any malicious actions that cannot be detected using anomaly detection technique.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

WAMID framework is a database intrusion detection that aims to detect SQLIA at real-time, before queries execution at the database. This is why this framework should run at the database or application server depending on the architecture of web application as depicted in fig. 1. In order to detect all possible attempts of SQL injection, WAMID framework combines the two detection techniques: anomaly and misuse. It depends in the detection of SQLIA on determining the malicious changes that occurred in the SQL query structure. The key idea of our framework is as follows. We build a repository containing set of legitimate queries submitted from the application user to the database. This repository is a set of training records. We then use an anomaly detection approach based on data mining technique to build a profile of normal application behavior and indicate queries that deviates from this normal behavior.

In a second step in the detection process, the framework checks for the presence of dangerous keywords in the query if the latter passes the test of anomaly detection step. We need this step because sometimes the intent of the attacker is to identify the security holes in the site or to infer the structure of the database through the error message returned from the application and this type of SQLIA is called inference [4, 29]. This type of attack cannot be detected through anomaly technique because it doesn’t require change in the conditions of the original query but it will be discovered if the structure of the query is compared against its corresponding query in the repository file.

Based on what previously stated we learn that the framework act in two phases: training phase and detection phase. In the training phase the repository file will be created and normal behavior of the application is built. In the detection phase, the framework uses the anomaly and misuse techniques to discover any SQLIA. In the following subsections we will provide a detailed explanation of the framework, its components and how it works.

A. Training Phase

During the training phase the training records are collected from the queries the application send to the database. The source for obtaining these query traces is the database log provided that the latter is free of intrusions. The training phase flow is illustrated in Fig. 3. The challenge here is that to efficiently encode these queries in order to extract useful features from them and accordingly build the application fingerprint. Unlike approach provided in [19], we choose to encode the queries in XML file. The encoding scheme provided by Bertino et al. in [19] result in a large, dense, sparse matrices which may effect on the mining algorithm. XML is more structured than flat files, is supported by query tools like XQuery and XPath to extract data [30]. It is simpler and consumes less space than relational databases and more flexible than matrices.

It is important to identify accurately the structure of the XML file that will represent the features extracted from the query that will contribute in building the application fingerprint. Consider the following query:

\[\text{Select SSN, last_name from employee where first_name='Suzan' and salary>5000}\]

The encoding scheme of the previous query in XML file is illustrated in Fig. 4. The main advantage of XML format is that nodes may be duplicated upon need. For example the number of project_attribute node may differ from one “Query” node to another depending on the query itself. This is why it is more suitable to store queries than databases while maintaining flexibility and simplicity.

The XML file illustrated in fig. 4 stores the projection attributes, the from clause and the predicate clause in a more detailed way. It is not important to identify the value of the integer or string literal it is important to determine that there is an integer or string literal or there is another attribute in the right hand side. Another file that should be created during the training phase is the signature file that will be used during the misuse detection phase. As stated before this file contains suspicious keywords that may be considered a sign of SQLIA.

Keywords like for example single quote, semicolon, double dash, union, exec, order by and their hexadecimal representation in order to prevent the different evasion techniques [31]. The important step in the training phase is to build the profile representing the application normal behavior. We will apply association rules [32] on the XML file to extract rules that represent the normal behavior of application users. Different approaches have been proposed to apply association rules on XML data. We direct the reader to [33-35] for an in-depth survey of these approaches. The rules extracted represent
relationship between each table in the query with each predicate in the selection clause.
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Figure 3. training phase flow

This is based on an observation that the static part of the query is the projection attribute and the part that is constructed during execution is the selection part [19]. We here add another item to the static part which are the tables in the from clause. We try to make relation between the static part and the dynamic part and extract rule with support and confidence of such relation. Any query that will not match rules extracted and stored in the rules profile will be considered attack. More details about how the rules are extracted are provided in the following subsection.

B. Anomaly Detection Phase

In the previous subsection, we illustrated how the benign queries are collected and captured in XML file in a form enabling the framework from creating the database behavior profile. We apply association rules on the XML file containing legitimate queries and extract rules that can describe the normal behavior of application users. The idea behind building the profile rule is to apply one of association rules algorithms on previously created XML file to extract relation between each table in the query with each selection attribute excluding the literals. Thus the rules extracted have the following format:

From $\rightarrow$ LHS

From $\rightarrow$ RHS

Recall the example of employee first name and salary so the rules extracted from this query are:

employee $\rightarrow$ first_name

employee $\rightarrow$ salary

The rules that exceed the minimum support and confidence will be stored in rules profile. These rules represent the profile of how the application behaves normally. Fig. 4 illustrates the flow of detection phase of the framework in general including the anomaly technique. In a typical database application, the input supplied by the user construct the where clause of the query. Meanwhile, the projection clause and the from clause remain static at the run time. So we create a relation between the static and the dynamic part of the query and any change in the where clause by attackers that cannot be derived from the rules profile will be announced as SQLIA. We decided to choose the tables in the from clause from the static part of the query instead of the projection attributes because the former is more general and contain the latter and thus generating less rules and make it easier in comparison. Lets return to our query in the previous subsection and change it a little bit: select SSN, last_name from employee where first_name=' & fname &' and salary> " & empsal &".

Select SSN, last_name from employee where first_name=’ & fname &’ and salary> ‘ & empsal.

If the attacker needs to retrieve all values from employee table then the following code will be injected to form this new query:

Select SSN, last_name from employee where first_name=’ or 1=1 .

Before executing this query, rules should be extracted first and compared to the rules in the rules profile. The relation between tables and attributes will be compared against rules stored in the profile rules file. The two relations under test from the previous example are:

employee $\rightarrow$ first_name

employee $\rightarrow$ 1

The first relation exists in the rules profile but no such rule match the second relation. So the query is announced as anomaly query.

C. Misuse Detection Phase

In a second step in the detection process and after the anomaly detection phase, comes the role of misuse detection. The need to this step comes from the fact that SQLIA doesn’t only change the conditions in the query but it also may provide information about the database schema or check the vulnerability of the application to SQL injection. This is done through adding to the query some keywords that may change the behavior of the query or return information about the database through database errors without changing the predicates of the query. In such case, the anomaly detection phase will not be able to discover such attack. For example consider the following query:
Select * from employee where SSN=10

If the attacker just adds a single quote at the end of the query, this will result in error message that may inform the attacker that the site is vulnerable to SQLIA. Another example of attack is just adding the keyword “order by” to the query without changing the selection attributes like:

Select * from employee where SSN=10 order by 1

Trying to execute this query several times will give attacker information about the number of attributes in the table. This is why this step is needed in the detection process. Moreover, the framework doesn’t announce the query as anomaly just by finding these keywords in the query because it may be part of the legitimate query itself resulting in false positive alarm. This is why the framework checks for the structure of the query under test with the corresponding query stored in XML file. The detection phase flow of the framework in Fig. 4 illustrates this process. These suspicious keywords are stored in file called “forbidden keywords”. This file contains SQL keywords like single quote, semicolon, union, order by, exec and their hexadecimal representation to avoid the different evasion techniques. After confirming the existence of one or more of these keywords, we use XQuery to retrieve queries from XML file with the same projection attributes and same from clause. Then comparison is done between query under test and the queries retrieved by XQuery from XML file. If there is no match then the query is announced anomaly.

IV. ALGORITHM AND WORKING EXAMPLE

In this section we present algorithms for anomaly and misuse detection. In addition, we provide a working example illustrating how the WAMID framework performs the detection.

A. Anomaly detection algorithm
Algorithm anomaly_detection( )
Input: rules profile, query under test
Output: True if query is intrusion, false otherwise
Begin
Extract relation between tables and selection attributes
Store extracted relations in query_relation
/* query_relation is array to store relations*/
For each relation r in query_relation
If (r is found in rule profile)
Score=score+1
If score=length (query_relation)
Return false
Else
return true
End

B. Misuse detection algorithm
Algorithm misuse_detection( )
Input: forbidden keywords file, query under test, XML file
Output: True if query is intrusion, false otherwise
Begin
For each keywords k in forbidden keywords
If k not exists in query
Return false
Else
Use XQuery language to extract relevant queries from XML file
If query structure doesn’t match any retrieved queries
Return True
Else
Return false
End

C. Working example

In order to provide better understanding of the anomaly and misuse detection in WAMID framework, we provide in this subsection example of the flow of detection either anomaly or misuse in this framework. The following represents example of queries submitted from application to database:

- Select product_name, description from product where product_id=?
- Select product_name, description from product where salary<?
- Select * from product where product_name=? order by product_name

![Diagram](image-url)
• Select product_name, description from product where salary<? and category_id=?

The representation of the previous queries in XML file is illustrated in Fig. 5.

After applying association rule algorithm like for example Apriori on this XML file, the resulting rules will stored in rules profile file in Fig. 6.

In the following we will provide sample of malicious and legitimate queries.

• Select product_name, description from product where product_id=5'

The first step in the framework is to identify relation between tables and selection attributes in the query.

Product ——— product_id

Second, the framework searches in the rules profile for this relation. It already exists. But this is not the end of the detection flow. The second step is to check for suspicious keywords in the query. The query already contains one of the suspicious keywords which is single quote.

So XQuery language is used to extract queries from the XML file with same projection attributes and same from clause. By comparing the structure of the query under test and query returned from the XML file we will find that query shouldn’t contain the single quote and thus it is announced as anomaly.

• Select product_name, description from product where product_id=1 or 1=1-

The value 1 for the product_id may be right or maybe wrong anyway we have here an injected code to retrieve data of all products. First we extract relations.

Product ——— product_id relation 1
Product ——— 1 relation 2

By searching in the rules profile we find a rule for the first relation but no rule for the second relation so the query is announced immediately anomaly.

• Select product_name, description from product where product_id=1 order by 1-

As we previously stated there is a rule matching the relation 1 in the previous example.

By examining the query against the forbidden keywords file we find two keywords: order by and double dash. By examining the original query in the XML file we find that this query is anomaly because it doesn’t contain order by or double dash.

![Figure 6. XML file representing queries](image)

![Figure 7. Extracted rules from XML file](image)
database transactions. If the set of fingerprints in the legitimate set is complete, any incoming transaction whose fingerprint does not match any of those in the legitimate set is very likely to be an intrusion. A second step in the framework is the misuse technique in which XQuery is used to match the incoming query with queries stored in XML file after ensuring that one or more of the suspicious keywords exist in the query.

We plan to perform experiments to apply this framework to identify its performance in detecting attacks and include comparisons to other approaches. This work may be extended to include detection against other attacks like cross site scripting.
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Abstract—Texture plays an important role in identification of objects or regions of interest in an image. In order to enhance this textural information and overcome the limitations of the classical derivative operators a two-dimensional fractional differential operator is discussed, which is an improved version of the Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L) based fractional differential operator. A two-dimensional-isotropic gradient operator mask based on G-L fractional differential is constructed. This nonlinear filter mask is implemented on various texture enriched digital images and enhancement of features of image is controlled by varying the intensity factor. In order to analyze the enhancement quantitatively, information entropy and average gradient are the parameters used. The results show that with improved version of Grunwald-Letnikov, fractional differential operator information entropy of image is improved by 0.5.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Texture is an innate property of virtually all surfaces which contain important information about structural arrangement of surfaces and their relation to surrounding environment [1]. Since, the textural properties of image carry useful information for discrimination purpose hence enhancement of these textural features is an important concern. Contrast enhancement and image sharpening are known general techniques that can enhance subtle texture of an image. The contrast enhancement techniques are discussed in [2]. The classical image sharpening techniques are based on integral derivative operators like Sobel, Prewitts and Laplacian. Recently, many methods like Laplacian Pyramid, Curvelet Transform and Wavelets are introduced in [3]-[6] in order to enhance the texture information. In recent years with phenomenal research in the field of fractional calculus, it finds an important place in the field of signal processing and digital image processing. The concept of fractional calculus came into existence in 1695 with discussion between Leibniz and L’Hospital. In relation to fractional calculus, three popular definitions are known till date which is Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L), Riemann-Liouville (R-L) and Caputo [7]-[9]. Of these G-L and R-L are the popular definitions used in digital image processing. G-L based differential operator is adopted by many researchers and scholars in [10]-[12]. Recent research has been made to construct R-L based fractional differential operator presented in [13]-[14]. Although both G-L and R-L based differential operator overcomes the deficiencies of the classical gradient operators yet they suffer from some distortion. In this paper, an improved G-L fractional differential operator is presented to process digital image.

II. FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION

In this section, theoretical background of Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L) based fractional differential is considered. G-L definition of fractional calculus arises from classical definition of integral differentiation by generalizing differential order from integer to fraction. Assuming $\forall v \in R \ (R$ represents real set and, $[v]$ is its integral part) and signal $s(t) \in[a, b], a < t, b \in R, t \in R$ has m $(m \in Z, Z$ represents integer set) order continuous differentiation. When $v > 0$, so $v$-order fractional

$$D^v_{t} s(t) = \lim_{h \to 0} \left[ s(t + nh) - \sum_{m=0}^{n-1} \binom{v}{m} (-1)^{m} (v-m-1)! \right]$$

Thus,

$$D^v_{t} s(t) = \lim_{h \to 0} \left[ \sum_{m=0}^{n-1} \binom{v}{m} \frac{\Gamma(m+v)}{\Gamma(m+1)} s(t-mh) \right]$$

Taking the duration of signal $h = 1$, the dispersion expression of one-dimensional signals fractional differential is expressed as

$$\frac{d^{v} s(t)}{dt^{v}} \approx s(t) + (-v)s(t-1) + \frac{(-v)(-v+1)}{2} s(t-2) + \frac{(-v)(-v+1)(-v+2)}{6} s(t-3) \cdots$$

From except the first term the other $n - 1$ nonzero coefficients are functions with respect to fractional order $v$. It can be observed that sum of $n$ nonzero coefficient is nonzero, which is the significant difference between integral and fractional differential.
III. AN IMPROVED G-L FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL

In order to make fractional differential operator more precise (3) can be rewritten as [15]

$$\frac{D_v^{\alpha}}{\Gamma(-\alpha)} \sum_{m=0}^{n-1} \Gamma(m+1) \left( t + \frac{vh}{2} - mh \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Comparing (4) and (5), (5) have introduced the signal values of $s(t)$ on non-nodes besides supposing $\alpha = 0, \pm 2, \pm 4, \ldots$, thus considering the three nodes $s(t + h - mh)$, $s(t - mh)$ and $s(t - h - mh)$ and with 3-point Lagrange interpolation expression it implies

$$s(\xi) \approx \frac{\xi + mh - t}{2h} \left( \frac{\xi - t + mh}{h} \right) s(t + h - mh)$$

$$- \frac{\xi - t + mh}{h^2} \left( \frac{\xi - t + mh}{h} \right) s(t - mh)$$

$$+ \frac{\xi - t + mh}{2h^2} \left( \frac{\xi - t + mh}{h} \right) s(t - h - mh)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Assuming $\xi = t + (vh/2) - mh$ and doing fractional interpolation (6) can be written as

$$s\left( t + \frac{vh}{2} - mh \right) \approx \left( \frac{\nu}{4} + \frac{\nu^2}{8} \right) s(t + h - mh)$$

$$+ \left( 1 - \frac{\nu^2}{4} \right) s(t - mh)$$

$$+ \left( \frac{\nu^2}{8} - \frac{\nu}{4} \right) s(t - h - mh)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

From (5) and (7)

$$\frac{\partial^\nu}{\partial t} s(t) = \frac{h^\nu}{\Gamma(-\nu)} \sum_{m=0}^{n-1} \Gamma(m + v) \left( t + \frac{vh}{2} - mh \right)$$

$$\times \left[ \frac{\nu^2}{4} (s_m - s_{m-1}) + \frac{\nu^2}{8} (s_{m+1} - 2s_m + s_{m-1}) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $s_m = s(t - mh)$, $s_{m-1} = s(t + h - mh)$ and $s_{m+1} = s(t - h - mh)$

This is an expression of an improved G-L Fractional Differential [15]

IV. DESIGN OF AN IMPROVED G-L FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL

Image processing with a nonlinear filter consists of moving the filter mask from point to point in an image. This linear filtering operation is given by expression [14]

$$g(x, y) = \sum_{s=-a}^{a} \sum_{t=-b}^{b} w(s, t) f(x + s, y + t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $f(x, y)$ is a value of pixel and $w(s, t)$ is a value of mask. Considering the gradient direction, the mask is designed into an $m \times m$-size matrix $T$ which has $m$ layers ($m$ is odd natural number).

There are 8 directions of $T$, which are 0, $\pi/8$, $\pi/4$, $3\pi/8$, $\pi/2$, $5\pi/8$, $3\pi/4$ and $7\pi/8$, respectively. From (8) it is concluded that

$$T_i = \frac{1}{\Gamma(-\nu)} \left[ \Gamma(i - v - 1) \Gamma(v^2/4) \Gamma(i + v) + \frac{\Gamma(i - v - 1) \Gamma(v^2/4) \Gamma(i + v - 1)}{i!} + \frac{\Gamma(i - v - 1) \Gamma(v^2/4) \Gamma(i + v - 1)}{(i-1)!} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $T_i$ is the value of $i$th layer of mask, $v \in \mathbb{R}^*$

Especially, in order to make the sum of $T$ equal to 0, it has [14]

$$T_0 = -1 \sum_{i=1}^{n} 8^i T_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Clearly, the result of convoluting with $T$ is the sharpening edges of the image.

For the purpose of texture enhancement, the sharpening edges must add to the value of original pixel

So $T$ must change into $R$

$$\begin{cases} R_i = \gamma T_i & ; (i > 0) \\ R_0 = (1 + \gamma) T_0 & ; (i = 0) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\gamma$ is the intensity factor.

When $v \in (0, 1)$ from (11) and (12)

$$\begin{cases} R_i = \gamma T_i & ; (i > 0) \\ R_0 = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} 8^i R_i & ; (i = 0) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

The mask of an improved G-L fractional differential is shown in Fig. 1(a)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2474</td>
<td>-0.2474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R0</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2474</td>
<td>2.9792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2474</td>
<td>-0.2474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. (a) A 3 X 3 size mask of an improved G-L Fractional Differential. (b) A 3 X 3 size filter mask at $v = 0.5$ and intensity factor $\gamma = 1$

It is seen from Fig. 1(b) that sum of coefficients of mask is not equal to zero which is a prominent difference between fractional and integral differential.
The Fractional Differential mask discussed above is implemented on images, and image texture enhancement is analyzed by varying mask parameters.

A. Comparative Analysis with Other Fractional Differential Masks

The intensity factor of an image is kept constant at $\gamma = 1$ and the fractional differential order ($v$) is varied for $0 < v < 1$. The simulated results through Grunwald-Letnikov (G-L), Riemann-Liouville (R-L) and Improved G-L Fractional Differential (FD) Masks are presented in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that the texture of an image gets enhanced by changing the fractional differential order. For G-L FD mask, the texture of image first increases with increase in fractional differential order but exceeding the fractional differential order beyond some value results in distortion of image. With R-L FD mask, there is slight enhancement in texture of image with an increase in fractional differential order, but the degree of enhancement decreases after some point with the further increase in fractional differential order.

Processing of image with Improved G-L FD mask results in enhancement of texture of image with an increase in fractional order but as compared to G-L FD mask the distortion is less with the further increase in fractional differential order.

For quantity analysis, the FD masks are implemented on different images and its effect on information entropy and average gradient of image are shown in Table I. The average gradient reflects the clarity of the image. It can be used to measure the spatial resolution of the image, i.e., a larger average gradient means a higher spatial resolution. The information entropy shows the average information included in the image and reflects the detail information of the image.

Carefully observing Table I it is seen that the information entropy and average gradient of the image first increase with the fractional differential order thus enhancing the textural information of the image. However, after attaining a certain maximum value the information entropy starts decreasing results in loss of textural information and hence distortion of image. The R-L FD Mask provides slight improvement of approximately 0.2 in information entropy with an increase in fractional differential order but if the fractional order is exceeded beyond 0.4, the information entropy starts decreasing and at $v = 1$ the entropy reaches its lowest value. Image processing through G-L FD Mask increases the information entropy of image by 0.5 and attains a maximum value at $v = 0.4$ thus enhancing texture, however, increasing the fractional order beyond 0.4 results in decrease in information entropy and hence distortion of image.

However, with the improved G-L FD Mask the maximum information entropy achieved at fractional differential order $v = 0.4$ is more than both G-L, and R-L FD Masks thus providing more textural information. Also the decrease in information entropy through an improved G-L FD Mask with the further increase in fractional order beyond 0.4 is less than other FD Masks resulting in less distortion of image.

B. The Intensity Factor

From (13) the value of fractional differential order is kept constant at $v = 0.2$ and intensity factor $\gamma$ is varied for $1 < \gamma < 2$. The intensity factor $\gamma$ is also the scale for controlling the degree of enhancement. The simulated results are presented in Fig. 3.

Observing the Fig. 3 it is seen that texture channel becomes deeper and texture details are clearer [16] with an increase in intensity factor of Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask. Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask can not only maintain the most energy of image on the low frequency, but also nonlinearly enhance its energy over intermediate and high frequency, which leads to richer texture details. For quantity analysis, information entropy and average gradient are taken as parameters, which are shown in Table II.

From Table II it is observed that with an increase in intensity factor of Fractional Differential mask, the information entropy and average gradient of the image start increasing. The information entropy reaches its maximum value at intensity factor $\gamma = 1.8$, thus nonlinearly preserve the low-frequency contour feature in the smooth area to the high degree. But as the intensity factor is increased beyond 1.8, the information entropy starts decreasing resulting in loss of textural information.

Carefully observing Table I it is seen that the information entropy and average gradient of the image first increase with the fractional differential order thus enhancing the textural information of the image. However, after attaining a certain maximum value the information entropy starts decreasing results in loss of textural information and hence distortion of image. The R-L FD Mask provides slight improvement of approximately 0.2 in information entropy with an increase in fractional differential order but if the fractional order is exceeded beyond 0.4, the information entropy starts decreasing and at $v = 1$ the entropy reaches its lowest value. Image processing through G-L FD Mask increases the information entropy of image by 0.5 and attains a maximum value at $v = 0.4$ thus enhancing texture, however, increasing the fractional order beyond 0.4 results in decrease in information entropy and hence distortion of image.

However, with the improved G-L FD Mask the maximum information entropy achieved at fractional differential order $v = 0.4$ is more than both G-L, and R-L FD Masks thus providing more textural information. Also the decrease in information entropy through an improved G-L FD Mask with the further increase in fractional order beyond 0.4 is less than other FD Masks resulting in less distortion of image.

B. The Intensity Factor

From (13) the value of fractional differential order is kept constant at $v = 0.2$ and intensity factor $\gamma$ is varied for $1 < \gamma < 2$. The intensity factor $\gamma$ is also the scale for controlling the degree of enhancement. The simulated results are presented in Fig. 3.

Observing the Fig. 3 it is seen that texture channel becomes deeper and texture details are clearer [16] with an increase in intensity factor of Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask. Improved G-L Fractional Differential mask can not only maintain the most energy of image on the low frequency, but also nonlinearly enhance its energy over intermediate and high frequency, which leads to richer texture details. For quantity analysis, information entropy and average gradient are taken as parameters, which are shown in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity Factor</th>
<th>Information Entropy</th>
<th>Average Gradient</th>
<th>Intensity Factor</th>
<th>Information Entropy</th>
<th>Average Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.1677</td>
<td>9.0446</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.6823</td>
<td>27.6426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.5716</td>
<td>21.2197</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.6923</td>
<td>28.9346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>7.6035</td>
<td>22.4979</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7.6975</td>
<td>30.2284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>7.6288</td>
<td>23.7798</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.6991</td>
<td>31.5237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7.6518</td>
<td>25.0648</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>7.6963</td>
<td>32.8204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>7.6695</td>
<td>26.3525</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>7.6685</td>
<td>34.1183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, an improved G-L Fractional Differential mask is presented, which can enhance both texture and lightness of image. The Fractional Differential mask presented can control the degree of texture enhancement with Fractional Differential order $v$ and intensity factor $\gamma$. And from quantitative analysis, it is observed that improvement of information entropy of image through improved G-L FD mask is more than both G-L and R-L FD Masks, thus enhancing more textural information. However, through all the FD Masks the image gets distorted if the value of intensity factor and fractional differential order is exceeded above certain value. The FD mask discussed, can be implemented further on real time images like remote sensed images, fingerprint images collected from the crime scene, etc., to enhance texture of these images, which is the subject of future work.
Figure 2: Texture enhancement of Baboon Image with intensity factor $\gamma = 1$ for different values of fractional order ($v$) through different types of FD masks.
## TABLE I. INFORMATION ENTROPY AND AVERAGE GRADIENT FOR VARIOUS IMAGES PROCESSED THROUGH DIFFERENT FD MASKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Information Entropy</th>
<th>Average Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Babo on</td>
<td>Brid ge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>7.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>7.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>7.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>7.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>7.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>7.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>7.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>7.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Texture enhancement of Image with fractional order $\nu = 0.2$ for different values of intensity factor $\gamma$
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Abstract—Mobile users behavior patterns is one of the most critical issues that need to be explored in mobile agent systems. Recently the algorithms of discovering frequent mobile user's behavior patterns have been studied extensively. Existing mining methods have proposed frequent mobile user's behavior patterns statistically based on requested services and location information. Therefore, other studies considered that the mobile user's dynamic behavior patterns are usually associated with temporal access patterns. In this paper, temporal mobile access pattern methods are studied and compared in terms of complexity and accuracy. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods will be summarized as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mobile industry has experienced significant growth during the past two decades. Practically the fast expansibility of ubiquitous mobile [1] technology has created a numberless opportunity to gather and extract information from mobile agent systems. Recently a critical problem was exist which is how services and access methods can be provided to mobile users. Mobile services are by definition consumed through a mobile handset, which is defined to mean a pocket-sized device with at least cellular connectivity capabilities. In the above mentioned definition of the mobile industry, network vendors, handset vendors, network operators, virtual network operators, service providers, content aggregators, third party software developers and emerging mobile Internet players are all therefore part of the mobile communications industry [2].

In the ubiquitous mobile computing environments, the mobile users may request diverse kinds of services and applications by mobile devices from arbitrary locations at any time via on networks [3]. Obviously, the behavior pattern, in which the location and the service are inherently coexistent with temporal associated, of mobile users becomes more complex than that of the traditional mobile agent systems. To assist the user get interested information on time is one of the promising applications, especially in mobile agent systems. Wherefore, effective modeling of mobile user behavior patterns is becoming very important. As effective modeling the behavior patterns of users in mobile agent systems benefits not only the users in smart access by caching or pre-fetching [4] [5] but also the mobile service providers to enhance their services and provide new services that may attract more subscribers [6].

There are existed studies that considered only one of the characteristics, i.e. location associated with requested services. Obviously, both movement and location or service requested with the temporal association rule should be considered simultaneously in order to discover complete information of user behavior patterns when the user request services. As a result, recently there are studies exist that discover the mobile user's interesting movement behavior patterns by temporal mobile access patterns in which this paper considered. These methods are Temporal Mobile access pattern (TMAP) [7] and Temporal mobile sequential pattern (TMSP) [8] as they have advantages and disadvantages of their own.

This paper aims to introduce a comparative study of the two different methods of discovering temporal mobile behavior as these methods are studied respectively and compared in terms of complexity and accuracy. Furthermore, we explore the advantages and disadvantages of each of them.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we gave a brief definition of mobile service. In Section 3, we briefly define the temporal data mining. Section 4 describes the comparative temporal mining methods in details with introducing the strength and weakness points of each one. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

II. MOBILE SERVICES

Mobile services differ from traditional services in their ability to provide service offerings regardless of temporal and spatial constraints. They are also different from traditional interpersonal services that deliver face-to-face, or from other types of e-services, such as wireless online services, where the service delivery linked to a specific fixed local area network or specific location. Mobile services have some special characteristics in comparison to other types of services [9].

The key differences related to spatial and temporal components of service usage [10]. For example, if one wants to meet a bank teller, she has to visit the bank location at a certain appointment time. These restrictions are present to some extent even with many electronic services. Even though online banking over a DSL Internet connection. Even though online banking services are available 24 hours a day thus overcoming
the problem of temporal availability, a fixed location is still needed for the DSL line, which is a spatial restriction. Mobile services, used with handheld mobile devices, overcome both spatial and temporal constraints [2] [9] an additional unique dimension of mobile services is the potential for individual personalization of service offerings.

Mobile handsets are multi-purpose private computers. This provides an attractive setting for electronic service delivery. Evaluation of mobile services as perceived by end-users is therefore challenging. Some papers claim that the opportunity cost of time is what matters [11]. Some analyses also recognize the dimension of level of effort in using the service [12].

III. TEMPORAL DATA MINING

Data mining is defined as the process of nontrivial extraction of previously unknown and useful knowledge from data. It discovers patterns hidden in data and associations between the patterns. Temporal data mining deals with the problem of mining patterns from temporal data, which can be either symbolic sequences or numerical time series [13]. Temporal data mining has the capability to look for interesting correlations or rules in large sets of temporal data.

The definition of temporal data mining presented in [14] is as the following. Temporal Data Mining is a single step in the process of Knowledge Discovery (KD) in temporal databases that enumerates structures (temporal patterns or models) over the temporal data, and any algorithm that enumerates temporal patterns from, or fits models to, temporal data is a temporal data mining algorithm.

Currently, temporal data mining is a fast expanding field with many research results reported. As a result, many new temporal data mining analysis methods or prototypes developed recently [15]. Two factors contribute to the popularity of temporal data mining. The first factor is an increase in the volume of temporal data stored, as many real-world applications deal with huge amount of temporal data. The second factor is the mounting recognition in the value of temporal data [16].

In many application domains, temporal data are now being viewed as invaluable assets from which hidden knowledge can be derived, to help understand the past and/or plan for the future [17].

IV. TEMPORAL MINING METHODS

In This section, we describe the temporal mobile access pattern mining methods, which are T-MAP mine and TMSP mine. These mining algorithms will be described in details respectively with their mining mechanisms followed by expressing the strength and weakness points of each mining method.

A. TMAP Mine

Temporal Mobile Access Patterns is a data mining method to discover mobile user’s temporal behavior patterns associated with location and request services by using temporal association rule. Furthermore, it used data structure with temporal mobile access patterns called T-Map-Tree [7]. As shown in Fig 1 the workflow of TMAP mining mechanism contains two phases, which are data integration phase and mining phase. Data integration phase, is to collect and integrate users’ logs into one dataset. Mining phase is to discover the frequently temporal mobile access patterns (T-Map) from the integrated log dataset [18].

TMAP use predefined timestamps by setting the time interval every four hours then they integrate the mobile user’s current location information and service request into the integrated log as time goes by according to TMAP predefined time interval. The TMAP mine is consisted of a header table and aggregating the access patterns into the memory in a compact form. The head table are stored the frequently occurrence of mobile access patterns in the order of descending sequence access patterns. TMAP method needs one physical database scan when constructing of the header table. The database scan is to find all frequent mobile access patterns. Then, the frequent mobile access pattern is inserted into the header table in decreasing order of their sequence access pattern After the scan of the database, the set of frequent access patterns is sorted in the order of descending sequence data then the TMAP structure is constructed.

TMAP is conducted to efficiently find the mobile users’ temporal mobile access pattern in distinct time interval, which is helpful to provide real-time customized personal service. However, TMAP method lacks of flexibilities because for each time interval segmentation the start time and end time should be determined and not every data is suitable for same cutting method. Finding the best segmentation in not easy in advance, the predication rate will be influenced by the segmenting point of time interval.

Although TMAP method is a fast method due to using the compact data structure form, but the log data sets consume much memory when the information data sets are storing into the memory. TMAP method works especially well for context-awareness data sets in mobile agent systems however, TMAP is not applied on real datasets, and its performance is not evaluated.

B. TMSP Mine

Temporal Mobile Sequential Patterns is a data mining method for discovering the Temporal Mobile Sequential Patterns (TMSPs) of mobile users in Location Based Services (LBS) environments. Furthermore, it uses location prediction strategies to predict the next movement of mobile users by utilizing the discovered TMSPs [8]. As shown in Fig 2 the workflow of TMSP mining mechanism contains three phases: segmentation of mobile transactions, discovery of TMSPs, and prediction user’s behaviors. The segmentation of mobile transactions phase use the statistical method to decide a suitable count of time segmenting points and base on it to obtain the most suitable position of time segmenting points by genetic algorithm (GA). In the discovery of TMSPs phase, the mobile logs of users are analyzed by a data mining algorithm to obtain the TMSPs for each time interval. Furthermore, the TMSPs are used to predict the next location and service of mobile users. In prediction phase, the most suitable pattern is picked up by the historical transaction log, moving path, and current time interval to provide LBS like in advance preparing the service which user might request in advance, and
recommending related services, and user can query related service as well.

Figure 1. Work mechanisms for Temporal Mobile Access Pattern[18]

TMSP refer to TMAP-mine algorithm [8] without using time interval but using genetic algorithm to discover the most suitable time intervals by obtaining the most suitable positions of time segmenting point. TMSP-Mine algorithm determines the large transactions for each time interval and cell. TMSP-Mine algorithm uses the mapping table to transform the mobile transaction sequences into maximal large transaction sequences. By this step, TMSP gains advantage that can reduce the services of transactions that less than minimal support.

TMSP-Mine Algorithm utilizes TMSP-Tree, which is a two-level tree. The TMSP-Tree is well structured when comparing two patterns that have the same first and last transaction, and to generate candidate mobile sequential efficiently. This action is repeated more than one time until no candidate patterns can be generated which consume much time and memory space. TMSP use three prediction strategies for predicting behaviors of users by selecting the TMSPs based on the corresponding time interval; or with the longest length of fitting mobile user's previous location, service request, and moving path. If there are many TMSPs with the same length, TMSP is selected with the maximal support.

Although TMSP-mine method used for discovering the Temporal Mobile Sequential Patterns (TMSPs) of mobile users but the time segment is generated by searching into the time interval of the transaction log file that consume much time of searching; however it is no absolute assurance that a genetic algorithm will find a global optimum [19]. In addition, it store record for location without service in the dataset followed by record for location with service, which waste much memory space.

The genetic algorithm cannot assure constant optimization response times. Even more, the difference between the shortest and the longest optimization response time is much larger than with conventional gradient methods. This unfortunate genetic algorithm property limits the genetic algorithms’ use in real time applications [20].

Figure 2. Work mechanisms for Temporal Mobile Sequential Pattern[8]

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce a comparative study on temporal mobile behavior patterns after studying the existing mining methods. The two different temporal mobile access mining methods, which are TMAP and TMSP, are studied and compared in terms of complexity and accuracy. Our study shows that each one of them has their own advantages and disadvantages. Although the two algorithms used to predict the mobile behavior pattern in terms of service and location without concerning the dynamic time interval based of the response time of mobile service providers.

As a result, it remains an open question how to construct the best association rule based on sequential and temporal association rules for mobile users' access pattern for best recommend the next service that the mobile user will request in a dynamic timely manager according to the average response time of the mobile service providers.
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I. Introduction

Updating, by definition means that there is new information that must be added to the older, and some information could be changed. Intelligent agents use this, in order to bring new knowledge to their knowledge base. But there is a main problem that updates can present, and it is inconsistency. So, it is important to use an approach to avoid inconsistencies in the knowledge base. For instance, it could be that in an initial moment we can infer $a$ from a knowledge base (KB), and later the KB is updated with the new information $\neg a$ (where $\neg$ denotes negation). It is easy to see, that if we only take the union of the initial KB and $\neg a$, we will have an inconsistency. Then it is useful to apply an update approach that avoids the inconsistency and now allows to infer $\neg a$ since the newer knowledge has priority over the older. Currently there are several approaches in non-monotonic reasoning dealing with updates, such as [10, 16, 5].

As part of the contribution of this paper, we propose an schema for generating update semantics. This schema takes as input any basic logic programming semantics, such as the stable semantics [11], the p-stable semantics [17] or the $MM^r$ semantics [13], and gives as output a new update semantics.

It is natural to consider the stable semantics since many approaches to updating have been based on it, see for example [10, 16, 5].

On the other hand, the p-stable semantics is another option to study updating. It has the advantage of providing models that coincide with classical models in many cases. We can make this clear with the following example. Let $P_1 = \{a \leftarrow \neg b, a \leftarrow b\}$ and $P_2 = \{b \leftarrow a\}$. From a classical logic point of view and considering that $\neg$ denotes classical negation, we would expect that $\{a, b\}$ corresponds to the result of updating $P_1$ with $P_2$. However, when we apply the approach in [10] based on stable semantics to update $P_1$ with $P_2$ there is no model; whereas our schema proposed with the p-stable semantics gives an update semantics that returns $\{a, b\}$ as an update model for the example.

Besides, in [14] it is shown that the p-stable semantics of normal programs can express any problem that can be expressed in terms of the stable semantics of disjunctive programs.

We also consider the $MM^r$ semantics for several reasons. First, any normal program always has $MM^r$ models. Second, it agrees with the Revised Stable models semantics defined by Pereira and Pinto for all the examples they present in their work [18], suggesting that both semantics may coincide for normal logic programs. The coincidence is important since the Revised Stable model semantics has the property of being a relevant semantics. One of the main implications of relevance is that it allows us to define top-down algorithms for answering queries from a knowledge base, this means that relevance allows us to split the original program into subprograms such that finding a model to answer a query can be reduced to finding the models of subprograms [18, 6, 7]. Third the $MM^r$ has been used in the context of argumentation semantics, since it can identify the attack-dependencies that exist in an argumentation framework [13, 3].

Currently there exists a software implementation of the p-stable semantics and the $MM^r$ semantics at http://aplacionesia.cs.buap.mx/~arkerz/ (Windows version) and at http://sites.google.com/site/computingpstablesemantics/downloads (Linux version).

The schema proposed is based on a concept called minimal generalized $S$ models, where $S$ is any of the mentioned logic programming semantics. The definition of minimal generalized $S$ models is inspired by a concept called minimal generalized answer sets of abductive programs [12]. The semantics of minimal generalized answer sets is based on the stable semantics. The minimal generalized answer sets have been used to restore consistency [12, 2], to obtain the preferred plans of planning problems [21], to get the preferred extensions of an argument framework [21], and to define update operators [20]. Hence, we consider that minimal generalized $S$ models can also have similar applications and be an alternative to those applications that use minimal generalized answer sets.
Each update semantics is associated to an update operator. Here we also present some properties of these update operators. These properties correspond to the properties of the update operator defined and analyzed by Eiter et al. [9] and J. J. Alleres et al. in [1], except for one of them called independent parts property. This last property refers to the general principle that asserts that completely independent parts of a program should not interfere with each other.

In section we summarize some basic concepts and definitions used to understand this paper. In section we review the minimal generalized S models. In section we present our schema for defining new update semantics and some formal properties. Finally, in section we present some conclusions.

II. Background

In this section, we define the syntax of the logic programs that we will use in this paper. In terms of logic programming semantics, we present the definition of the stable model semantics, the p-stable model semantics, and the $MM^r$ semantics.

A. Logic programs

We consider the language of propositional logic in the usual way. We consider propositional symbols: $p, q, \ldots$; propositional connectives: $\land, \lor, \rightarrow, \neg, \neg\neg$; and auxiliary symbols: ‘(,’,’),’,’. Well-formed propositional formulas are defined as usual. We consider two types of negation: strong or classical negation (written as $\neg$) and negation-as-failure (written as $\neg\neg$). Intuitively, $\neg a$ is true whenever there is no reason to believe $a$, whereas $\neg\neg a$ requires a proof of the negated atom. An atom is a propositional symbol. A literal is either an atom $a$ or the strong negation of an atom $\neg a$.

A normal clause is a clause of the form $a \leftarrow b_1 \land \ldots \land b_n \land \neg b_{n+1} \land \ldots \land \neg b_{n+m}$ where $a$ and each of the $b_i$ are atoms for $1 \leq i \leq n + m$. In a slight abuse of notation we will denote such a clause by the formula $a \leftarrow b_1 \lor \neg b_2 \lor \neg b_3$. Well-formed propositional formulas are defined as usual. A normal clause $a \leftarrow b_1 \lor \neg b_2 \lor \neg b_3$ is a literal and each of the $b_i$ are atoms for $1 \leq i \leq n + m$. We define a normal logic program $P$, as a finite set of normal clauses. The signature of a normal logic program $P$, denoted as $\mathcal{L}_P$, is the set of atoms that occur in $P$. Given a set of atoms $M$ and a signature $\mathcal{L}$, we define $\neg M = \{ \neg a \mid a \in \mathcal{L} \setminus M \}$. Since we shall restrict our discussion to propositional programs, we take for granted that programs with predicate symbols are only an abbreviation of the ground program. From now on, by program we will mean a normal logic program when ambiguity does not arise.

In our programs we will manage the strong negation $\neg a$ as follows: each atom $\neg a$ is replaced by a new atom symbol $a'$ which does not appear in the language of the program and we add the constraint $\leftarrow a \land a'$ to the program.

B. Logic programming semantics

Here, we present the definitions of three logic programming semantics. Note that we only consider 2-valued logic programming semantics.

Definition 1. A logic programming semantics $S$ is a mapping from the class of all programs into the power set of the set of (2-valued) models.

We sometimes refer to logic programming semantics as semantics, when no ambiguity arises. The semantics that we consider in this paper are: the $MM^*$ semantics [13] that is based on the the minimal model semantics (denoted by $MM$), the stable model semantics [11] (denoted by stable), and the p-stable model semantics [17] (denoted by p-stable). We will review these semantics in the next subsections. From now on, we assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of an interpretation and validity [19].

When considering any particular semantics of a normal program with constraints $P \cup R$ ($R$ is the set of constraints), we will understand the models given by that semantics of the program $P$ that make the clauses of $R$ valid in the sense of classical logic.

Stable semantics

The stable semantics was defined in terms of the so called Gelfond-Lifschitz reduction [11] and it is usually studied in the context of syntax dependent transformations on programs. The following definition of a stable model for normal programs was presented in [11].

Definition 2. Let $P$ be any program. For any set $M \subseteq \mathcal{L}_P$, let $P^M$ be the definite program obtained from $P$ by deleting each rule that has a literal $\neg l$ in its body with $l \in M$, and then all literals $\neg l$ in the bodies of the remaining clauses. Clearly $P^M$ does not contain $\neg$, then $M$ is a stable model of $P$ if and only if $M$ is a minimal model of $P^M$.

Example 3. Let $M = \{b\}$ and $P$ be the following program: $\{b \leftarrow \neg a; c \leftarrow \neg b; b \leftarrow; c \leftarrow a\}$. Notice that $P^M$ has three models: $\{b\}$, $\{b, c\}$ and $\{a, b, c\}$. Since the minimal model among these models is $\{b\}$, we can say that $M$ is a stable model of $P$.

p-stable semantics

Before defining the p-stable semantics (introduced in [17]), we define some basic concepts. Logical inference in classical logic is denoted by $\vdash$. Given a set of proposition symbols $S$ and a theory (a set of well-formed formulas) $\Gamma$, $\Gamma \vdash S$ if and only if $\forall s \in S$, $\Gamma \vdash s$. When we treat a program as a theory, each negative literal $\neg a$ is regarded as the standard
negation operator in classical logic. Given a normal program $P$, if $M \subseteq L_P$, we write $P \models M$ when: $P \vdash M$ and $M$ is a classical 2-valued model of $P$.

The p-stable semantics is defined in terms of a single reduction which is defined as follows:

**Definition 4.** [17] Let $P$ be a program and $M$ be a set of literals. We define

$$\text{RED}(P, M) = \{a \leftarrow B^+ \cup (B^- \cap M) \mid a \leftarrow B^+ \cup B^- \in P\}$$

**Example 5.** Let us consider the program $P_1 = \{a \leftarrow \lnot b \land \lnot c, \; a \leftarrow b, \; b \leftarrow a\}$ and the set of atoms $M_1 = \{a, b\}$. We can see that $\text{RED}(P, M)$ is: $\{a \leftarrow b, \; a \leftarrow b, \; b \leftarrow a\}$.

Next we present the definition of the p-stable semantics for normal programs.

**Definition 6.** [17] Let $P$ be a program and $M$ be a set of atoms. We say that $M$ is a p-stable model of $P$ if $\text{RED}(P, M) \models M$. We use p-stable to denote the semantics of p-stable models.

**Example 7.** Let us consider again $P_1$ and $M_1$ of Example 5. Let us verify whether $M_1$ is a p-stable model of $P_1$. First, we can see that $M_1$ is a model of $P_1$, i.e., for each clause $C$ of $P_1$, $M_1$ evaluates $C$ to true. We also can verify that $\text{RED}(P_1, M_1) \models M_1$. Then we can conclude that $\text{RED}(P_1, M_1) \models M_1$. Hence, $M_1$ is a p-stable model of $P_1$.

The following examples illustrate how to obtain the p-stable models. The first example shows a program with a single p-stable model, which is also a classical model. The second example shows a program which has no stable models and whose p-stable and classical models are the same.

**Example 8.** Let $P = \{q \leftarrow \lnot q\}$. Let us take $M = \{q\}$ then $\text{RED}(P, M) = \{q \leftarrow \lnot q\}$. It is clear that $M$ models $P$ in classical logic and $\text{RED}(P, M) \models M$ since $(\lnot q \rightarrow q) \rightarrow q$ is a theorem in classical logic with the negation $\neg$, now interpreted as classical negation. Therefore $M$ is a p-stable model of $P$.

**Example 9.** Let $P = \{a \leftarrow \lnot b, \; a \leftarrow b, \; b \leftarrow a\}$. We can verify that $M = \{a, b\}$ models the clauses of $P$ in classical logic. We find that $\text{RED}(P, M) = P$. Now, from the first and third clause, it follows that $(\lnot b \rightarrow b)$ where the negation $\neg$ is now interpreted as classical negation. Since $(\lnot b \rightarrow b) \rightarrow b$ is a theorem in classical logic, it follows that $\text{RED}(P, M) \models M$. Therefore, $M$ is a p-stable model of $P$.

It is worth mentioning that there exists also a characterization of the p-stable semantics in terms of the paraconsistent logic $G^3_3$, interested readers can see [14, 15, 17].

**Minimal model semantics**

An interpretation $M$ is called a (2-valued) model of $P$ if and only if for each clause $c \in P$, $M(c) = 1$. We say that $M$ is a minimal model of $P$ if and only if there does not exist a model $M'$ of $P$ such that $M' \subseteq M$, $M' \neq M$ [19]. We will denote by $MM(P)$ the set of all the minimal models of a given logic program $P$. Usually $MM$ is called minimal model semantics.

**Example 10.** Let $P$ be the program \{$a \leftarrow \lnot b, \; b \leftarrow \lnot a, \; a \leftarrow \lnot c, \; c \leftarrow \lnot a\$. As we can see, $P$ has five models: $\{a\}, \{b, c\}, \{a, c\}, \{a, b\}, \{a, b, c\};$ however, $P$ has just two minimal models: $\{b, c\}, \{a\}$. Hence $MM(P) = \{\{b, c\}, \{a\}\}$.

**The $MM'$ semantics**

A program $P$ induces a notion of dependency between atoms from $L_P$ [13]. We say that $a$ depends immediately on $b$, if and only if, $b$ appears in the body of a clause in $P$, such that $a$ appears in its head. The two place relation $\text{depends}$ is the transitive closure of depends immediately on [13]. The set of dependencies of an atom $x$, denoted by $\text{dependencies-of}(x)$, corresponds to the set $\{a \mid x \text{ depends on } a\}$.

**Example 11.** [13] Let us consider the following program,

$$P = \{e \leftarrow e, \; c \leftarrow c, \; a \leftarrow \lnot b \land c, \; b \leftarrow \lnot a \land e, \; d \leftarrow b\}.$$  

The dependency relations between the atoms of $L_P$ are as follows: $\text{dependencies-of}(a) = \{a, b, c, e\}; \text{dependencies-of}(b) = \{a, b, c, e\}; \text{dependencies-of}(c) = \{e\}; \text{dependencies-of}(d) = \{a, b, c, e\};$ and $\text{dependencies-of}(e) = \{e\}$.

We take $<_P$ to denote the strict partial order defined as follows: $x <_P y$, if and only if, $y$ depends-on $x$ and $x$ does not depend-on $y$. By considering the relation $<_P$, each atom of $L_P$ is assigned an order as follows: An atom $x$ is of order 0, if $x$ is minimal in $<_P$. An atom $x$ is of order $n + 1$, if $n$ is the maximal order of the atoms on which $x$ depends.

We say that a program $P$ is of order $n$, if $n$ is the maximum order of its atoms. We can also break a program $P$ of order $n$ into the disjointed union of programs $P_i$ with $0 \leq i \leq n$, such that $P_i$ is the set of clauses for which the head is of order $i$ (w.r.t. $P$). The empty program has order 0. We say that $P_0, \ldots, P_n$ are the components of $P$.

**Example 12.** By considering the program $P$ in Example 11, we can see that: $d$ is of order 2, $a$ is of order 1, $b$ is of order 1, $e$ is of order 0, and $c$ is of order 0. This means that $P$ is a program of order 2. The following table illustrates how the program $P$ can be broken into the disjointed union of the following relevant modules or components $P_0 = \{e \leftarrow e, \; c \leftarrow c\}, P_1 = \{a \leftarrow \lnot b \land c, \; b \leftarrow \lnot a \land \lnot e\}, P_2 = \{d \leftarrow b\}$.

Next we present a reduction that will be used to define the $MM'$ semantics.

Let $P$ be a program and $A = \{T; F\}$ be a pair of disjoint sets of atoms. The reduction $R(P, A)$ is obtained by 2 steps [13]:
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1. Let $R'(P, A)$ be the program obtained in the following steps:

(a) We replace every atom $x$ that occurs in the bodies of $P$ by 1 if $x \in T$, and we replace every atom $x$ that occurs in the bodies of $P$ by 0 if $x \in F$;

(b) we replace every occurrence of $\neg 1$ by 0 and $\neg 0$ by 1;

(c) every clause with a 0 in its body is removed;

(d) finally we remove every occurrence of 1 in the body of the clauses.

2. Given the set of transformations $CS = \{\text{RED}^+, \text{RED}^-, \text{Success}, \text{Failure}, \text{Loop}\}$, in [8] it is shown that a normal program $P$ can be reduced to another normal program $\text{norm}_{CS}(P)$ after applying those transformations a finite number of times. The program $\text{norm}_{CS}(P)$ is unique and is called the normal form of program $P$ with respect to the system $CS$. We will denote $R(P, A) = \text{norm}_{CS}(R'(P, A))$. The definitions of the transformations in $CS$ are:

(a) If $r \in P$ and $a \in B^+(r)$, then $\text{RED}^+(P) = (P \setminus \{r\}) \cup \{H(r) \Leftarrow B^+(r) \cup \neg (B^-(r) \setminus \{a\})\}$

(b) If $r \in P$ and $a \in P$ such that $a \in B^-(r)$, then $\text{RED}^-(P) = P \setminus \{r\}$

(c) If $r \in P$ and $a \in P$ such that $a \in B^+(r)$, then $\text{Success}(P) = (P \setminus \{r\}) \cup \{H(r) \Leftarrow (B^+(r) \setminus \{a\}) \cup \neg B^-(r)\}$

(d) If $r \in P$ and $a \in B^+(r)$, then $\text{Failure}(P) = P \setminus \{r\}$

(e) Let $M$ be unique minimal model of the positive program

$$\text{POS}(P) = \{H(r) \Leftarrow B^+(r) : r \in P\}$$

then $\text{LOOP}(P) = \{r : r \in P, B^+(r) \subseteq M\}$

**Example 13.** [13] Let $Q = \{a \Leftarrow \neg b \wedge c, b \Leftarrow \neg a \wedge e, d \Leftarrow b, b \Leftarrow c, m \Leftarrow n, n \Leftarrow m\}$, and let $A$ be the pair of sets of atoms $(\{c\}; \{e\})$. Thus, $R'(Q, A) = \{a \Leftarrow \neg b, b \Leftarrow a, d \Leftarrow b, m \Leftarrow n, n \Leftarrow m\}$. Hence, $R(Q, A) = \{a \Leftarrow \neg b, b \Leftarrow \neg a, a \Leftarrow a\}$.

Now, in order to define the $MM^r$ semantics, we first define the $MM^r_e$ semantics in terms of the Minimal Model semantics, denoted by $MM$.

**Definition 14.** Given $A = \{A_1 \ldots A_n\}$ where the $A_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$ are sets, and $B = \{B_1 \ldots B_m\}$ where the $B_j$, $1 \leq j \leq m$ are sets, we define $A \cup B = \{A_i \cup B_j : A_i \in A \text{ and } B_j \in B\}$.

**Definition 15.** [13] We define the associated $MM^r_e$ semantics recursively as follows: Given a program $P$ of order 0, $MM^r_e(P) = MM(P)$. For a program $P$ of order $n > 0$ we define

$$MM^r_e(P) = \bigcup_{M \in MM(P_0)} \{M \cup MM^r_e(R(P \setminus P_0, (M; N)))\}$$

where $N := (L_{P_0} \cup \{a \in L_P : a \notin \text{Head}(P)\}) \setminus M$.

It is important to eliminate tautologies from the programs, since they can introduce non-desirable models. For example, if $P$ is the program $\{a \Leftarrow \neg b, b \Leftarrow a, b \Leftarrow \neg a\}$, then the minimal models for this program are $\{a\}$ and $\{b\}$; however, after deleting the second rule, which is a tautology, it is clear that the second set, namely $\{b\}$, is not an intended minimal model. Given a normal program $P$, we define $\text{Taut}(P) = \{a \Leftarrow B^+ \cup \neg B^- \in P : B^+ \cap B^- \neq \emptyset \text{ or } a \in B^+\}$.

**Definition 16.** [13] Let $P$ be a normal program. We define $MM^r_e(P) = MM^r_e(P \setminus \text{Taut}(P))$.

The following example illustrates our two previous definitions.

**Example 17.** Let us consider the program $E = \{a \Leftarrow \neg b, b \Leftarrow \neg a, p \Leftarrow \neg b, p \Leftarrow \neg p\}$. We are going to compute the $MM^r_e(E)$. According to Definition 15, since $E$ is of order 1, then we need to obtain the following:

1) $MM(E_0)$
2) $MM^r_e(R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N)))$ for each $M \in MM(E_0)$, and
3) $MM^r_e(E) = \bigcup_{M \in MM(E_0)} \{M \cup MM^r_e(R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N)))\}$

**Obtaining $MM(E_0)$:** Let us see that $E_0 = \{a \Leftarrow \neg b, b \Leftarrow \neg a\}$ is the component of order 0 of program $E$. Thus $MM(E_0) = \{\{a\}, \{b\}\}$.

**Obtaining $MM^r_e(R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N)))$ for each $M \in MM(E_0)$:** There are two cases to consider.

Let us consider $M$ to be $\{a\}$. Then $E'$ is the program $R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N))$ with $E \setminus E_0 = \{p \Leftarrow \neg b, p \Leftarrow \neg p\}$, and $N = \{b\}$. We can see that $E' = \{p \Leftarrow p, p \Leftarrow \neg p\}$. Now we need to obtain $MM^r_e(E')$ which is the same as $MM(E') = \{\{p\}\}$. Hence, $\{M\} \cup MM^r_e(E') = \{\{a\}\} \cup \{\{p\}\} = \{\{a, p\}\}$.

Let us consider $M$ to be $\{b\}$. Let $E'$ be the program $R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N))$ with $E \setminus E_0 = \{p \Leftarrow \neg b, p \Leftarrow \neg p\}$, and $N = \{a\}$. We can see that $E' = \{p \Leftarrow \neg p\}$. Now we need to obtain $MM^r_e(E')$ which is the same as $MM(E') = \{\{p\}\}$. Hence, $\{M\} \cup MM^r_e(E') = \{\{b\}\} \cup \{\{p\}\} = \{\{b, p\}\}$.

**Obtaining $MM^r_e(E)$:** It is easy to verify that

$$MM^r_e(E) = \bigcup_{M \in MM(E_0)} \{M \cup MM^r_e(R(E \setminus E_0, (M; N)))\} = \{\{a, p\}, \{b, p\}\}.$$

Since $E$ is a program with no tautologies then $MM^r_e(E) = MM^r_e(E)$.
Some properties of logic programming semantics

Not all normal programs have p-stable models or stable models [17, 11], although they always have MM’ models [13], that is why it is convenient to have the next definition.

Definition 18. Let S be any of the three semantics. Let P be a program. We say that P is S consistent if P has at least one S model. We say that P is S inconsistent if P does not have S models.

Now, we present two notions of equivalence for programs.

Definition 19. [4] Let S be any of the three semantics. Two programs P1 and P2 are equivalent, denoted by P1 ≡S P2, if P1 and P2 have the same S models. Two programs P1 and P2 are strongly equivalent, denoted by P1 ≡S{E(S)}P2, if (P1 ∪ P) ≡S (P1 ∪ P) for every program P. We will drop the subindex S that follows the equivalent symbol whenever no ambiguity arises.

The following lemma1 indicates that given a program P and an atom x that does not occur in P, we can define a new program P’ such that P and P’ are equivalent and \( L_{P’} = L_P \cup \{x\} \). The two programs must have the same clauses except for one of them. One of the clauses in P’ corresponds to one of the clauses in P after adding \( \neg x \) to its body. This way, P and P’ have the same S models since x does not appear as the head of any clause in P’.

Lemma 20. Let S be any of the three semantics. Let P be a program and x be an atom, \( x \notin L_P \). Let \( \tau \) be any clause \( a \leftarrow B^+ \cup \neg B^- \) in P. Then M is a S model of P iff \( M \) is a S model of \( \langle P \setminus \{\tau\}\rangle \cup \{a \leftarrow B^+ \cup \neg(B^- \cup \{x\})\} \).

III. Minimal generalized S models

The definition of our schema for generate update semantics is based on a concept called Minimal Generalized S models, denoted as MG S models, where S is any of the three semantics given in the Section , namely stable, p-stable, or MM’ semantics.

The intuition behind the MG S models is simple. Given a semantics S, a program P and a set of atoms A, the MG S models of P are the S models of \( P \cup \Delta \) that are obtained by adding the minimal subset \( \Delta \subseteq A \) to P for which \( P \cup \Delta \) has S models.2 For instance, let us consider the program P = \{\( \neg a, a \leftarrow \neg b \), A = \{b, c\}, and the p-stable semantics, hence \{b, \neg a\} is one of its MG p-stable models where the minimal subset of A added to P is \{b\}. We also can see that that P does not have p-stable models.

Next, we present the definition of abductive logic programs and their semantics in terms of the minimal explicit generalized S models. Then, we define the MG S models based on the minimal explicit generalized S models. These definitions are similar to the definitions of syntax and semantics of abductive logic programs as presented in the context of the stable semantics in [2].

Definition 21. Let S be a semantics. An abductive logic program is a pair \( \langle P, A \rangle \) where P is a program and A is a set of atoms, called abducibles. \( \langle M, \Delta \rangle \) is an explicit generalized S model, denoted as EG S model, of the abductive logic program \( \langle P, A \rangle \) iff \( \Delta \subseteq A \) and \( M \) is an S model of \( P \cup \Delta \).

We give an ordering among EG S models in order to get the minimal of them.

Definition 22. Let S be a semantics. Let \( T = \langle P, A \rangle \) be an abductive logic program. Let \( \langle M_1, \Delta_1 \rangle \) and \( \langle M_2, \Delta_2 \rangle \) be two EG S models of \( T \), we define \( \langle M_1, \Delta_1 \rangle < \langle M_2, \Delta_2 \rangle \) if \( \Delta_1 \subseteq \Delta_2 \); this order is called inclusion order. \( \langle M, \Delta \rangle \) is a Minimal EG S model, denoted as MEG S model, of \( T \) iff \( \langle M, \Delta \rangle \) is an EG S model of \( T \) and it is minimal w.r.t. inclusion order.

For practical purposes, given a MEG S model, \( \langle M, \Delta \rangle \), we are only interested in its first entry, namely M, and we call it a Minimal Generalized S model, denoted as MG S model, of an abductive logic program.

Example 23. Let S be the p-stable semantics. Let \( \langle P, A \rangle \) be the abductive logic program where the set of abductive atoms is \( A = \{x_1, x_2\} \) and \( P = \{b \leftarrow \neg x_1, a \leftarrow b \land \neg x_2, \neg a\} \). There are three EG p-stable models of \( \langle P, A \rangle \) which are: \( \{\{\neg a, x_1\}, \{x_1\}\} \), \( \{\neg a, b, x_2\}, \{x_2\}\), and \( \{\neg a, x_2, \{x_1, x_2\}\} \). We can see that for \( \Delta = 0 \) there is no EG p-stable models. Therefore, the MEG p-stable models are \( \{\{\neg a, x_1\}, \{x_1\}\} \) and \( \{\neg a, b, x_2\}, \{x_2\}\), and the MG p-stable models are \( \{\neg a, x_1\}\) and \( \{\neg a, b, x_2\}\).

The following lemma presents some results about MEG S models that will be useful in a later section to show the properties of our update operator. The proof of this lemma is straightforward.

Lemma 24. Let \( T = \langle P, A \rangle \) be an abductive logic program such that P is S consistent. Then,

- M is a S model of P iff M is a MG S-model of T and
- if \( \langle M, \Delta \rangle \) is a MEG S model of T then \( \Delta = \emptyset \).

IV. Updates semantics and formal properties

In this section, we define the general schema for generate update semantics based on the concept of MG S models, and we study some of its properties. We use \( \odot_S \) to represent the update operator with respect to a semantics S. In order to obtain the \( \odot_S \)-update models of a pair of logic programs \((P_1, P_2)\), called update pair, we define an update logic program, denoted as P. The update logic program is obtained

---

1Its proof is straightforward.
2By “adding the minimal subset \( \Delta \subseteq A \) to \( P’ \)”, we mean that \( \Delta \) is interpreted as a set of facts defined by its elements.
by joining $P'_1$ to $P_2$, where $P'_1$ is the resulting program from transforming $P_1$ as follows: at the end of each clause of $P_1$ which is not a constraint we add the negation-as-failure of an abducible (a new atom). The intuition behind the transformation applied to a program $P_1$ is in weakening the knowledge in $P_1$ when giving more relevance to the knowledge contained in $P_2$ whose clauses are not modified.

**Definition 25.** Let $(P_1, P_2)$ be an update pair over $L_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ such that the number of clauses in $P_1$ that are not constraints is $n$. Let $L^*_{P_1 ∪ P_2} = L_{P_1 ∪ P_2} ∪ A$ where $A$ is a set of $n$ new abducible atoms, namely $A = \{a_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \}$, $a_i$ is an atom, $a_i \notin L_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ and $a_i \neq a_j$ if $i \neq j$. We define the update logic program $P$ of $(P_1, P_2)$ over $L^*_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ as the program consisting of the following clauses:

1. all constraints in $P_1$,
2. the clauses $a ← B^+ ∪ \neg(B^- ∪ \{a_i\})$ if $r_i = a ← B^+ ∪ \neg B^- ∈ P_1$, $1 ≤ i ≤ n$ and $a_i ∈ A$,
3. all clauses $r \in P_2$.

We define the abductive logic program of $P$ as follows: $T = (P, A)$.

In this way, given a semantics $S$, the intended $⊙_S$-update models of a pair of logic programs $(P_1, P_2)$ are obtained by removing the abducible atoms from the MG $S$ models of the abductive logic program $(P, A)$. Finally, the $⊙_S$-update models are chosen as those that contain more information, i.e. maximal in the sense of inclusion of sets, from the intended $⊙_S$-update models.

**Definition 26.** Let $S$ be a semantics. Let $(P_1, P_2)$ be an update pair over $L_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ and $T$ its abductive logic program. Then, $M ⊆ L_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ is an intended $⊙_S$-update model of $(P_1, P_2)$ if and only if $M = M' ∩ (L_{P_1 ∪ P_2} ∪ A')$ for some MG $S$ model $M'$ of $T$. In case $M$ is an intended $⊙_S$-update model of $(P_1, P_2)$ and is maximal among all intended $⊙_S$-update models of $(P_1, P_2)$ w.r.t. inclusion order, then $M$ is an $⊙_S$-update model of $(P_1, P_2)$.

We can illustrate our semantics with the following example.

**Example 27.** Let $S$ be the $p$-stable semantics. Let $(P_1, P_2)$ be an update pair over $\{a, b\}$ where, $P_1$ and $P_2$ are the following logic programs, $P_1 = \{b ← a\}$ and $P_2 = \{−a ← \}$. We can see that the update logic program $P$ of $(P_1, P_2)$ over $L^*_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$ corresponds to the program $P$ of Example 23 where the $x_i$ are the abducible $a_i$. The intended $⊙_{p-stable}$-update models of $(P_1, P_2)$ are $\{−a\}$ and $\{−a, b\}$; and its only $⊙_{p-stable}$-update model is $\{−a, b\}$.

Now, we show that our update operator ($⊙_S$) satisfies several formal properties. These properties have been deeply analyzed, in the context of stable semantics, by several authors such as J. J. Alferes et al. in [1] or T. Eiter in [10], except for the last one. We will see that all the properties are expressed in terms of equivalence, hence it is useful to recall the two notions of equivalence for logic programs given in Definition 19. Since the $S$ models of a logic program are sets of literals, we can see easily that $≡$ represents an equivalence relation, and the logic programs $P_1$ and $P_2$ can be of any kind defined in this paper.

The following definition is used to define the last of our properties.

**Definition 28.** Let $S$ be a semantics. Let $(P_1, P_2)$ be a pair of logic programs over $L_{P_1 ∪ P_2}$. We define the update semantic function of $(P_1, P_2)$ as follows:

$$SEM_{⊙_S}(P_1, P_2) = \{ M \mid M \text{ is an } ⊙_S \text{-update model of } (P_1, P_2) \}.$$

Now we define the properties for $⊙_S$ when $S$ is the stable or $p$-stable semantics. In the case of the $MM^r$ semantics these properties have not been verified, the study of them are the topic of future work. Since the intuition behind the first six properties is easy, we only give a deeper explanation about the last property below. For any of the semantics $S$ we have the following properties.

**P1.** Initialisation: If $P$ is a logic program then $\emptyset ⊙_S P \equiv P$.

**P2.** Strong consistency: Let $P_1$ and $P_2$ be logic programs. Suppose $P_1 ∪ P_2$ has at least one $p$-stable model. Then $P_1 ⊙_S P_2 \equiv P_1 ∪ P_2$.

**P3.** Idempotence: If $P$ is a logic program then $P ⊙_S P \equiv P$.

**P4.** Weak noninterference: If $P_1$ and $P_2$ are logic programs defined over disjoint alphabets, and both of them have $p$-stable models or do not, then $P_1 ⊙_S P_2 \equiv P_2 ⊙_S P_1$.

**P5.** Weak irrelevance of syntax: Let $P_1, P_1$ and $P_2$ be logic programs under $L_P$. If $P_1 \equiv_{SE} P_2$ then $P ⊙_S P_1 \equiv P ⊙_S P_2$.

**P6.** Augmented update: Let $P_1$ and $P_2$ be logic programs such that $P_1 ⊆ P_2$. Then $P_1 ⊙_S P_2 \equiv P_2$.

**P7.** Independent parts property. Let $J_1 = (P_1, P'_1)$ and $J_2 = (P_2, P'_2)$ such that $(L_{J_1} \cap L_{J_2}) = \emptyset$. Then $SEM_{⊙_S}((P_1 ∪ P_2), (P'_1 ∪ P'_2)) = SEM_{⊙_S}(J_1) \cup SEM_{⊙_S}(J_2)$.

Property P7 indicates that our update operator does not violates the general principle that completely independent parts of a logic program should not interfere with each other. Hence the property P7 of operator $⊙$ indicates that if we update the union of a pair of logic programs $(P_1 ∪ P_2)$ by the union of a different pair of logic programs $(P'_1 ∪ P'_2)$ such that $P_1$ and $P'_1$ are defined under a different language from the language of logic programs $P_2$ and $P'_2$ then, the

---

3Let us notice that $SEM_{⊙_S}(P_1, P_2)$ is a set of sets.
result can be also obtained from a particular union of the update of \( P_1 \) by \( P'_1 \) and the update of \( P_2 \) by \( P'_2 \). This particular union of updates corresponds to our Definition 28.

The next example is taken from [16], where it is used for different purposes.

**Example 29.**

Let \( P_1 \) be:

- openSchool ←.
- holiday ← ~workday.

Let \( P'_1 \) be:

- ~openSchool ← holiday.
- workday ← ~holiday.

Let \( P_2 \) be:

- seeStars ←.

Let \( S \) be the p-stable semantics. Let \( J_1 = (P_1, P'_1) \), \( J_2 = (P_2, P'_2) \), and \( J = ((P_1 \cup P_2), (P'_1 \cup P'_2)) \). We can see that \( (L(J_1) \cap L(J_2)) = \emptyset \).

According to independent parts property we have that,

\[
\text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}((P_1 \cup P_2), (P'_1 \cup P'_2)) = \text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(J_1) \cup \text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(J_2)
\]

\[
\text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(P_1 \cup P_2) = \text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(P'_1 \cup P'_2) = \text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(J_1) \cup \text{SEM}_{\circ p\text{-stable}}(J_2).
\]

**Theorem 30.** The update operator \( (\circ_S) \) satisfies properties, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, and P7 when \( S \) is stable or p-stable semantics.

**Proof.** We present the proof for the p-stable semantics. Properties P1 to P6 for stable semantics are proved in [20]. The proof of property P7 for the stable semantics is similar to the one presented here for the p-stable semantics.

First, it is straightforward to verify that given a p-stable consistent program \( P \), if \( M \) is a p-stable model of \( P \) then there is not another p-stable model \( M' \) of \( P \) such that \( M' \subset M \).

So, by this last fact and by Lemma 24, it is also straightforward to verify that given an abductive logic program \( \langle P, A \rangle \), where \( P \) is p-stable consistent, then if \( M \) is a MG p-stable model of \( \langle P, A \rangle \) then there is not another MG p-stable model \( M' \) of \( \langle P, A \rangle \) such that \( M' \subset M \).

**P1. Initialisation:** \( \emptyset \circ P = P \) by construction. Hence \( \emptyset \circ p\text{-stable} P \equiv P \).

**P2. Strong consistency:** Let \( Q = (P_1 \cup P_2) \) such that \( Q \) is p-stable consistent. Let \( J = (P_1, P_2) \). We must prove that \( M \) is an \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J \) iff \( M \) is a p-stable model of \( Q \).

Let us notice that programs \( Q \) and \( P \) have the same clauses except for some of them, namely in \( P \) there are some clauses that have an abducible atom (a new atom) in their body and these atoms do not occur in \( Q \). So when we apply iteratively Lemma 20, two things are certain:

1. \( S \) is a p-stable model of \( Q \), if \( S \) is also a p-stable model of \( P \), and
2. if \( Q \) is p-stable consistent, then \( P \) is p-stable consistent too.

\( \Rightarrow \) By hypothesis \( M \) is an \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J \), then by Definition 26, there exists a MG p-stable model \( M' \) of the abductive logic program of \( J, \langle P, A \rangle \), such that \( M = M' \cap L \). Then by Definition 22, there exists \( \Delta, \Delta \subset A \) such that \( \langle M', \Delta \rangle \) is a MG p-stable model of \( \langle P, A \rangle \), where \( M = M' \cap L \).

By hypothesis, \( Q \) is p-stable consistent then, by (2) \( P \) is p-stable consistent too. Hence applying Lemma 24, it is possible to verify that \( \Delta = \emptyset \) and \( M' = M \). So \( (M, \emptyset) \) is a MEG p-stable model of \( \langle P, A \rangle \). Finally by Definition 21, \( M \) is a p-stable model of \( P \). Thus by (1) we have that \( M \) is a p-stable model of \( Q \).

\( \Leftarrow \) Let \( M \) be a p-stable model of \( Q \). By (1), \( M \) is a p-stable model of \( P \). By Lemma 24, \( M \) is a MG p-stable model of the abductive logic program of \( J, \langle P, A \rangle \). By Lemma 24, \( M \cap A = \emptyset \). Hence by Definition 26, \( M \) is an \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J \).

**P3. Idempotence:** If \( P \) does not have p-stable models, then neither does \( P \circ p\text{-stable} P \). If \( P \) has p-stable models, then \( P \cup P \) does, hence by Strong Consistency, \( P \cup P \equiv P \circ p\text{-stable} P \). Hence in each case \( P \circ p\text{-stable} P \equiv P \).

**P4. Weak noninterference:** If each of \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) lacks of p-stable models then the update (in any order) lacks of p-stable models. If \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) have p-stable models, then \( P_1 \cup P_2 \) does too — because they are defined over disjoint alphabets. By Strong Consistency, \( P_1 \cup P_2 \equiv P_1 \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \). Also \( P_2 \cup P_1 \equiv P_2 \circ p\text{-stable} P_1 \). Hence, \( P_1 \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \equiv P_2 \circ p\text{-stable} P_1 \).

**P5. Weak irrelevance of syntax:** Let \( P, P_1 \), and \( P_2 \) be logic programs under the same language \( L \). Since \( P_1 \equiv_{SE} P_2 \), then for every program \( P \), \( P \cup P_1 \) is strongly equivalent to \( P \cup P_2 \). Thus, \( (P \cup A) \cup P_1 \) and \( (P \cup A) \cup P_2 \) have exactly the same p-stable models. Therefore, \( P \circ p\text{-stable} P_1 \) and \( P \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \) have exactly the same MG p-stable models. Hence, \( P \circ p\text{-stable} P_1 \equiv P \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \).

**P6. Augmented update:** If \( P_2 \) does not have p-stable models, neither does \( P_1 \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \). If \( P_2 \) has at least one p-stable model and \( P_1 \subseteq P_2 \) then, \( (P_1 \cup P_2) \) has at least one p-stable model too. By strong consistency \( P_1 \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \equiv P_1 \cup P_2 \). Hence in each case \( P_1 \circ p\text{-stable} P_2 \equiv P_2 \).

**P7. Independent parts:** Let \( J_1 = (P_1, P'_1) \), \( J_2 = (P_2, P'_2) \) such that \( (L(J_1) \cap L(J_2)) = \emptyset \), and \( J = ((P_1 \cup P_2), (P'_1 \cup P'_2)) \). Let \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) be a \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J_1 \) and a \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J_2 \) respectively. It is clear that \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) are disjoint, since \( (L(J_1) \cap L(J_2)) = \emptyset \). We have to prove that \( M \) is a \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J \) iff \( M = M_1 \cup M_2 \).

\( \Rightarrow \) By Definition 26, if \( M \) is a \( \circ p\text{-stable} \) update model of \( J \), then there exists \( M', \) a MG p-stable model of \( \langle P, B \rangle \), such that \( M = M' \cap L \). Then by Definition 22, there exists \( \Delta, \Delta \subset B \) such that \( \langle M', \Delta \rangle \) is an EG p-stable model of \( \langle P, B \rangle \) and it is minimal. By Definition 21, \( M' \) is a p-stable
model of $P \cup \Delta$. Moreover, since $(\mathcal{L}_J \cap \mathcal{L}_{J'}) = \emptyset$, we can verify the following:

1. $P = P_1 \cup P_2$,
2. $\Delta = \Delta_1 \cup \Delta_2$ such that $\Delta_1 = \Delta \cap \mathcal{L}_J$, $\Delta_2 = \Delta \cap \mathcal{L}_{J'}$ and $\Delta_1 \cap \Delta_2 = \emptyset$,
3. $M' = M_1' \cup M_2'$ such that $M_1'$ is a p-stable model of $P_1 \cup \Delta_1$ and $M_2'$ is a p-stable model of $P_2 \cup \Delta_2$.

Now by Definition 21, $\Delta_1 = \Delta \cap \mathcal{L}_J, \Delta_2 = \Delta \cap \mathcal{L}_{J'}$ and gives as output a new update semantics. The schema as input any basic logic programming semantics $S$ and $p$-stable semantics. The study of those properties for other semantics along with a comparative study of them are topics to be developed in future work.

Finally by Definition 26, $M_1 = M_1' \cap \mathcal{L}_J$ and $M_2 = M_2' \cap \mathcal{L}_{J'}$ are $\cup_{p\text{-stable}}$ update model of $J_1$ and $J_2$ respectively.

(⇐) This proof is similar to the proof of the first part above. Taking into account that $P = P_1 \cup P_2$; and if $\Delta = \Delta_1 \cup \Delta_2$ then there exists a p-stable model $M' = M_1' \cup M_2'$ of $P \cup \Delta$ such that $M_1'$ as a p-stable model of $P_1 \cup \Delta_1$ and $M_2'$ as a p-stable model of $P_2 \cup \Delta_2$.

V. Conclusions

Our general schema for defining new update semantics takes as input any basic logic programming semantics $S$ and gives as output a new update semantics. The schema uses minimal generalized $S$ models, where $S$ is any of the logic programming semantics. Each update semantics is associated to an update operator. We also presented properties for the update operator which are valid for the stable and p-stable semantics. The study of those properties for the $\cup_{p\text{-stable}}$ semantics as well as the extension of our results to other semantics along with a comparative study of them are topics to be developed in future work.
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This is possible if we select the appropriate abducible abducibles from $P$ to define $P_1$ and $P_2$ (see Definition 25).